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Abstract
We present “Orbis,” the first general-purpose layer 2 zero-knowledge (zk) rollup protocol for the
Cardano blockchain. We outline the use of cryptography through the zero-knowledge proof encryption
scheme to prove a set of transactions computed off-chain and verified on-chain, and describe the prover
node and verifier contract architecture that leverages this scheme to enable a permissionless system with
strong security guarantees that is isomorphic to the underlying Cardano mainchain. We also outline
the advanced security properties of decentralized application development on Orbis at scale, enabled by
its functional programming model, which aids in writing bug-free smart contracts. Orbis will introduce
a new paradigm to blockchain scalability through a distributed prover node network utilizing recursive
zk-SNARKs, which can scale with O(log(n + m)) time complexity to prove the validity of a block of n
transactions containing m smart contract invocations.
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1

Introduction

Orbis is a zk-rollup solution for Cardano. ZK-Rollups are a type of layer 2 (L2) protocol. In this context,
a layer 1 (L1) protocol is a blockchain. An L2 protocol does not run on the L1 blockchain but instead
augments its information-processing capacity. Interest in L2 protocols is driven mainly by the throughput
limitations of L1 protocols. Due to these limitations, no L1 protocol is able to meet all the world’s demand
for financial services. Developers of L2 protocols seek to obtain higher transaction throughput relative
to the underlying L1, with security properties the same as or similar to the L1 protocol. This is key
to delivering on the promise of blockchain projects to provide viable alternatives to centralized financial
services.
Orbis Labs aims to provide the first robust, efficient zk-rollup that is isomorphic to Cardano. Currently,
no production-ready, general-purpose L2 solution for Cardano is available. Input Output (IOHK) is working
to develop Hydra isomorphic-state channels, which are another type of L2 solution for Cardano. [2] Hydra
state channels are ephemeral and have a set of participants that are fixed when the channel is created. In
contrast, a zk-rollup is persistent: it has an open-ended set of participants, and it can produce outputs
on-chain at any time during its existence.
Orbis will offer a more secure programming model than zk-rollup solutions based on the Ethereum
Virtual Machine (EVM). The EVM’s programming model results in many sources of error, such as mutablestate bugs, reentrancy vulnerabilities, and integer-overflow errors. The functional programming community
has long recognized that mutable state is a leading cause of software bugs, owing to the difficulty in
reasoning in programs using languages that possess mutable states, such as object-oriented languages. [3]
Mutable state pervades the EVM’s programming model, which was designed for use with object-oriented
languages. Cardano’s technical architects were aware of these shortcomings and designed Cardano around
a purely functional programming model that eliminates many of these sources of error.

1.1

Blockchain trilemma

Since the advent of Bitcoin, the “blockchain trilemma” problem has thwarted attempts to create a distributed ledger that does not compromise decentralization, security, and scalability. Designs that achieve
two out of the three goals historically compromise on the remaining goal: e.g., they compromise scalability
to achieve decentralization and security, or security to achieve decentralization and scalability.
The old design paradigm for blockchains was monolithic, wherein data availability, smart contract
execution, and consensus were handled by the same layer and network participants (miners and nodes).
The problem with this approach is that, by requiring all network participants to contribute to all levels of
blockchain production and maintenance, the process of optimization through specialization is prevented.
Blockchain design is currently shifting toward modular blockchains. Modular blockchains differ from
monolithic blockchains in that smart contract execution, data availability, and consensus are handled
by different network participants that can specialize, thereby optimizing and improving these individual
aspects and the blockchain system as a whole.
Blockchain involves a consensus in which independent actors reach an agreement on a set of transactions and the current state of a system. From Nakamoto consensus to Ouroboros, much thought and
experimentation has been devoted to finding practical and efficient ways for consensus to be reached at
scale in a fully decentralized manner. Security ensures resistance to bugs and attacks, and is based on
an interplay among aspects of computer science, software development, economics and game theory. As a
blockchain grows in data and the number of nodes, practical limits in network communication affect how
quickly a consensus can be reached for any given state. The number of transactions that can be processed
at any given time reaches bottlenecks that can be overcome only by compromising on decentralization and
security.
4

For blockchain to reach mass adoption and support, a global financial system of applications and services, and solutions for scaling throughput are necessary. Allowing specialized networks to focus primarily
on smart contract execution removes the need to compromise on the decentralization and security of the
network. This approach is being followed for L2 zk-rollups.

1.2

Scaling solutions

The on-chain Cardano decentralized applications (dapps) in production as of January 2022 suffer from
performance and throughput issues, because of the inherent difficulties in scaling a decentralized consensus
protocol. The most practical way to address these issues is developing L2 solutions on top of Cardano. At
a basic level, an L2 solution provides a protocol that is largely equivalent to, or interchangeable with, the
L1 protocol. As a result, dapps written for the L1 protocol can be run on the L2 protocol with minimal
code changes. Examples of classes of general-purpose L2 protocols are optimistic rollups and zk-rollups.
An optimistic rollup is a type of L2 solution that is not a blockchain at all. Essentially, an optimistic
rollup works as follows. Users submit transactions to the rollup. The rollup server software “optimistically”
includes these transactions in the rollup without checking their validity. A network of “guardian” servers
monitors the rollup to determine whether any invalid transactions have been included. If a guardian
discovers an invalid transaction on the rollup, it then produces a proof of the transaction’s invalidity. The
transaction is removed from the rollup, and the market participant who submitted it might be penalized.
Periodically, the optimistic rollup’s on-chain state is updated to reflect the transactions that have
occurred and which guardians have checked them. The transactions reflected in an update to the on-chain
rollup contract state can no longer be removed from the rollup history. The transactions are recorded
not on the chain itself but in the rollup contract state. The rollup contract state allows anyone to check
whether the given transactions have become an immutable part of the rollup history, which can take the
form of a hash, for example. Such a hash, recorded on-chain in compliance with a secure rollup protocol,
allows anyone with access to the validated rollup history to verify that history. In summary, in optimistic
rollup protocols, a transaction is validated if no evidence exists that it is invalid.
A zk-rollup, like an optimistic rollup, is not a blockchain. Like an optimistic rollup, a zk-rollup accumulates a set of transactions off-chain and periodically updates an on-chain rollup contract state to reflect
the transactions that have occurred. However, a zk-rollup differs in how it checks the validity of completed
transactions. Unlike an optimistic rollup, wherein a transaction’s validity is checked after it is added to
the rollup, zk-rollups do not add a transaction to the rollup until the transaction has been checked and
found to be valid. Whereas the absence of evidence of invalidity is considered to provide sufficient evidence
of validity in optimistic rollups, zk-rollup protocols consider only proof of validity as sufficient evidence of
validity.
ZK-Rollups also use an ingenious solution that allows anyone to verify, without substantial effort,
that the rollup validated transactions correctly. Let us consider a typical example of this verification
issue. Suppose that the rollup history consists of a series of blocks, b0 , ..., bt , each containing zero or more
transactions. The rollup history extends as blocks are added to the end of the sequence. Suppose, for
example, that all of the transactions in b0 , ..., bt−1 are known to be valid, and the task is to check the
validity of all transactions in the latest block, bt . One way to do so is to execute the transaction validation
logic on all the transactions in bt . However, this process could be laborious. The zk-rollup eliminates this
work by producing a “zk-SNARK” [7], which proves the validity of all transactions in bt . To check that the
statement of validity is true, one need only check the zk-SNARK to see that it indeed provides sufficient
proof of validity.
A sidechain, another type of scaling solution, is a blockchain that communicates with the L1 blockchain
(or “mainchain” in this context) via some type of cross-chain data transfer protocol. One way to structure
this solution is to create many sidechains, each with a throughput similar to that of the mainchain.
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Collectively, these sidechains possess much greater throughput than the mainchain. This concept can be
further developed by eliminating the distinctions of mainchain and sidechain, and simply having a network
of communicating blockchains, as in Kadena’s Chainweb. [4]

1.3

Orbis protocol

Orbis is a zk-rollup L2 protocol for Cardano. A brief overview of Orbis is provided below.
Orbis builds a ledger of transactions. This ledger is stored off-chain. To agree on the state of the ledger,
the Orbis protocol stores a hash of the ledger on L1 (i.e., the Cardano blockchain). The hash is stored
in the state UTxO of a smart contract. This smart contract is called the rollup contract. To verify that
the state of the ledger is valid and conforms to all rules of the protocol, the rollup contract state UTxO
contains a proof that the current ledger hash is the hash of a valid ledger. This proof is a zk-SNARK.
A zk-SNARK is a zero-knowledge, succinct, non-interactive argument of knowledge. In other words, a
zk-SNARK is a zero-knowledge proof consisting of a single reasonably short message. A single zk-SNARK
can prove the validity of an entire ledger. The size of the proof does not increase as the size of the ledger
increases. By adding one zk-SNARK to the Cardano ledger, Orbis can update the consensus ledger state
with a block of new transactions. The size of the zk-SNARK does not depend on the size of the block;
consequently, with a constant amount of on-chain space, the on-chain consensus can be updated to reflect
the addition of an arbitrary number of transactions. Therefore, the throughput of the L2 protocol, i.e.,
the rate at which transactions can be added to the Orbis ledger, is decoupled from the throughput of the
L1 protocol, i.e., the rate at which transaction can be added to the Cardano ledger.
Orbis leverages Halo 2 to create and verify zk-SNARKs. Halo 2 is a leading theory and software
package for zk-SNARKs. Development of Halo 2 is led by a team at the Electric Coin Company, who are
the creators of Zcash.
Orbis is built on an extended UTxO model, similar to Cardano. This means that all data and tokens
on the ledger are stored in unspent transaction outputs (UTxOs). A transaction output is a piece of state
on the ledger which contains tokens and/or data. They are so named because each of them is a result of
a transaction. The inputs to a transaction are outputs of other transactions. Each transaction output can
be spent only once, by one transaction.
The Orbis ledger uses an eUTxO data model which is isomorphic to the eUTxO data model defined
in [27]. Section 6 provides a definition of the Orbis eUTxO data model. The eUTxO data model in
Cardano—which is not identical to that defined in [27]—shares a common intersection of features with the
Orbis eUTxO data model. The Cardano and Orbis data models each have features that are not found in
the other and are specific to the functionality of that platform. Their common intersection enables basic
financial transactions and smart contract transactions. Because of this shared data model, smart-contact
validator code written to run on Cardano should be easy to port to run on Orbis, as long as it does not
invoke Cardano-specific functionality, such as staking primitives. This aspect also enables the possibility
of writing platform-agnostic smart contract code that can be compiled to run on Cardano or on Orbis.
After a user sends money from their wallet to the Orbis rollup contract, Orbis creates that money
on its ledger at the sender’s wallet address. The money on L1 is then held in the rollup contract state
UTxO. The money can be accessed again on the L1 only by following the Orbis L1 protocol. To remove
the money from Orbis, a user must supply a signature, which allows Orbis to prove that the user has
authorized removing a UTxO at their address from the rollup. Orbis subsequently generates a transaction
on Cardano that consumes the rollup state UTxO and outputs a new rollup state UTxO with reduced
value. In the same transaction, the value of the user’s burnt on-rollup UTxO is sent to the user’s wallet
address on Cardano. The user who adds that value to the rollup may be different from the user who
removes that value, depending on the transactions that occur on-rollup. The zk-SNARK must be provided
to update the rollup contract state UTxO, thus ensuring that the rollup contract disburses funds to only
6

their lawful owners (according to the laws of the Orbis protocol). Because the rollup contract accepts only
a zk-SNARK that passes the verification algorithm, it is infeasible to create an input that will cause funds
to be disbursed to an address inconsistently with the protocol.
In brief, the laws of the Orbis protocol are as follows:
1. Each transaction is signed by zero or more wallet addresses.
2. Each transaction spends one or more outputs. These outputs are called the spending inputs of the
transaction.
3. Each transaction references zero or more outputs. These outputs are called the reference inputs of
the transaction.
4. Outputs are either root outputs, resulting from sending funds to Orbis from Cardano, or transaction
outputs, resulting from transactions conducted on Orbis.
5. Each transaction produces zero or more outputs.
6. Each transaction pays a fee to the prover.
7. Each transaction may mint (create) value.
8. Each transaction is balanced:
value of inputs + value minted = value of outputs.

(1)

9. Each transaction has zero or more associated smart contracts.
10. Each smart contract has a purpose: either minting or spending.
11. Each transaction satisfies the rules of each smart contract associated with it.
12. Each spending input of a transaction is spent either from a wallet address that signed the transaction
or from the address of a smart contract used to validate the transaction.
13. All value minted by a transaction belongs to asset classes that can be minted by smart contracts
associated with that transaction.
14. Each transaction pays at least the minimum fee required for that transaction. The fee is computed
with a formula that accounts for the cost of proving that that transaction can be added to the ledger,
depending on the size of the transaction and the complexity of running the smart contracts.
15. Fees are paid in HALO. HALO is a Cardano-native token issued by Orbis Labs.
16. Transactions are organized into a series of blocks. All transactions in a block occur at the same time,
according to the notion of time internal to the rollup.
17. Each transaction takes only spending and reference inputs that were produced at an earlier time.
18. Each transaction has a time range in which it is valid, and it occurs within that time range.
19. An output at a wallet address may be sent to the same address on Cardano through a burn transaction
signed by that wallet address.
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20. Each output is a spending input to no more than one transaction (including a burn transaction).
21. No output is referenced after the time at which it is spent. That is, after the time at which an output
is spent, no transactions take that output as a reference input.
22. Each transaction’s representation as bytes is no more than the maximum transaction size.1
23. Each smart contract execution takes no more than the maximum number of steps.2
The Orbis protocol consists of three interleaved protocols:
1. an L1 protocol defined by a rollup smart contract and running on-chain,
2. an L2 protocol defined by a spec and running off-chain,
3. and a proof protocol defined by an arithmetic circuit and running on a zk-SNARK protocol.
The zk-SNARK protocol consists of two algorithms: a proof-generation algorithm, and a proof-verification
algorithm. The proof protocol is embedded in both the L1 protocol and the L2 protocol. The proof
protocol can also be performed by anybody. Anyone can follow the proof-generation algorithm to prove
true statements about Orbis. Anyone can follow the proof-verification algorithm by using public data on
the Cardano ledger to verify the Orbis ledger state claims contained in the Cardano ledger, and to verify
that all funds disbursed by the Orbis contract went to their lawful owners in accordance with the protocol.
The L1 protocol follows the proof-verification algorithm on the provided zk-SNARK to ensure that a
valid Orbis ledger with the given hash exists and that all movement of value is in accordance with the
protocol. As a result of a transaction satisfying the rules of the L1 protocol, a new rollup state UTxO is
output, reflecting the new consensus on the state of the Orbis ledger.
Performance of a transaction satisfying the L1 protocol is negotiated as part of the L2 protocol. To
perform a transaction satisfying the L1 protocol, an authorization token must be spent. This token is
output to the address that spent it, in the same transaction. The distribution of authorization tokens
determines which parties are authorized to update the rollup state. This aspect is useful to avoid issues of
resource contention.
Orbis will be developed in a series of iterations. In the first iteration, authorization tokens are held by
Orbis Labs only. In the final product, authorization tokens will be able to be spent as part of a decentralized leader-election protocol. The iterations of the L2 protocol will advance Orbis from a centralized
protocol running on a single machine to a distributed protocol with centralized governance, and finally to
a decentralized protocol with decentralized governance.
The remaining sections of this whitepaper provide context to aid in understanding of the inner workings
of Orbis and describe detailed design information that has guided current directions in Orbis development.

2

zk-SNARKs

This section outlines the underlying concepts of zk-SNARKs and how they are used in Orbis. It explains
the concepts of zero knowledge proofs, elliptic-curve zk-SNARK theories, Halo 2, and recursive proofs.
1

There is a maximum transaction size, the exact value of which is to be determined. The reason for this has to do with
the nature of the arithmetic circuits used to build zk-SNARKs, which can only hold a fixed amount of data. This limitation
can be worked around by splitting up the data required to validate a transaction across multiple transactions.
2
The reason for the maximum number of steps is the same as the reason for the maximum transaction size. However, this
limitation can be removed by the use of recursive proofs.
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What is a zk-SNARK, and how does this tool enable easier (in the sense of requiring less computation)
verification that the rollup is adding only valid transactions? “zk-SNARK” stands for “zero-knowledge
succinct non-interactive argument of knowledge.” zk-SNARKs are a type of zero-knowledge proof. To
understand how they work, we must first understand what is meant by “proof” in this context.

2.1

Probabilistic arguments as proofs

In the context of formal logic, a proof is a sound argument. An argument is composed of a series
of statements. Some of these statements are premises, and some are conclusions. A sound argument is a
valid argument with true premises. A valid argument follows logically from the premises. That is, in a
valid argument, there is no possible interpretation or “model” [5] wherein the premises are all true, and
the conclusions are not. From the definition, it follows that all the conclusions of a sound argument (i.e.,
a proof) are true.
However, this traditional definition of “proof” does not reflect the meaning of the term in this context.
In the context of zero-knowledge proofs, a “proof” is a type of probabilistic argument. A probabilistic
argument does not prove that its conclusion is true in the same way in which a sound argument does (i.e.,
by logical necessity). Instead, a strong probabilistic argument shows that only a small probability exists
that its conclusion is not true.
Unlike proofs in the traditional sense, proofs in the probabilistic sense need not be a series of statements.
In the zero-knowledge-proof literature, proofs can be a series of interactions between a prover and a verifier,
or a sequence of bytes with no intelligible meaning—or, in general, anything that evidences the truth of a
statement when used as an input to a proof-checking algorithm.
For our purposes, defining a notion of “soundness” that works within this probabilistic concept is
useful. Proofs in the traditional sense also possess a notion of soundness, but this sense does not apply to
probabilistic arguments.
In a “sound” probabilistic proof system, every correct proof (i.e., every correct probabilistic argument
formulable in the system) shows that only a negligible probability exists that its conclusion (i.e., the
statement that it proves) is untrue. A probability is “negligible” if it is so small that, for all practical
purposes, it can be assumed to not occur. That is, a “proof” can be defined as a strong probabilistic
argument, wherein “strong” means that the conclusion’s probability of being untrue is negligible. This
notion is not precise; it is vague, because no clear division exists between a negligible and a non-negligible
probability.
In summary, a sound proof system for probabilistic arguments is one in which all correct proofs (i.e.,
proofs that satisfy the rules of the system) are strong probabilistic arguments, thus ensuring only a negligible
probability that their conclusions (i.e., the statements that they prove) are not true.

2.2

Zero-knowledge proofs

What is a zero-knowledge proof? It is a proof that does not reveal any information beyond the statement
being proven.
What does this definition mean? Proving a statement3 always proves that some other statements are
true. For example, from the statement x = 6, it follows that x + 3 = 9. There is no statement (other
than a tautology) whose truth does not prove additional statements. Therefore, the given definition of
a zero-knowledge proof should really be interpreted as that the proof does not reveal the truth of any
statement that does not follow from the statement being proven.
What is meant by “reveal the truth” in this context? If having a proof π allows the truth of statement
ϕ to be logically deduced via a sound argument, then π reveals the truth of ϕ. In general, π reveals the
3

Other than a tautology, which is always true
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truth of ϕ if having π increases the probability of correctly guessing that ϕ is true. However, π could
reveal the truth of ϕ without allowing a sound argument for ϕ to be produced. That is, π would be a
zero-knowledge proof if having π does not increase the probability of being able to correctly guess the truth
of any statement that does not follow (via a logically valid and sound argument) from the statement that
π is intended to prove.
This definition of a zero-knowledge proof is not mathematically rigorous. Various mathematically
rigorous definitions of this concept can be found in the literature, for example, the definition of “perfect
zero knowledge” in Definition 2 of [8].
Here is a typical example of a zero-knowledge proof. I want to reveal to you the information that I
have the private key of a certain Bitcoin wallet, without revealing to you that key or any other additional
information. You send me a random string of bits. I sign that string of bits with the wallet key. You use
the public key (i.e. the wallet address) to verify this signature.

2.3

Elliptic-curve zk-SNARK theories

As mentioned above, a zk-SNARK is a zero-knowledge succinct non-interactive argument of knowledge.
An argument of knowledge is essentially a proof or a strong probabilistic argument. A proof can take the
form of a series of statements, a sequence of bytes, a game played between a prover and a verifier, or other
forms. The aspect all proofs have in common is that they satisfy the rules of a sound proving
system. That is, a proof-checking algorithm takes as input a proof and whatever is required to check it;
the algorithm outputs “yes” if the proof is correct (i.e., follows the rules) and “no” otherwise. If the proving
system is sound, then only a negligible probability (or a zero probability) exists that the proof-checking
algorithm will output “yes” after being given a proof of an untrue statement.
The study of proof theory has a history of thousands of years. Humans have devised sound proof
theories for restricted classes of statements since Aristotle (384–322 BC) and very general-purpose classes
of statements since Gottlob Frege (1848–1925). zk-SNARK theories are a relative newcomer to the field.
They are not sound in the traditional sense of ensuring the truth of their conclusions. They are sound
only in the sense of defining classes of zk-SNARKs, all of which are strong probabilistic arguments. A zkSNARK theory defines the structure of a zk-SNARK, the algorithm for validating it, and the inputs that
the algorithm requires. Using a zk-SNARK theory also requires some means of procedurally generating
zk-SNARKs to prove that statements that are of interest for applications are true.
zk-SNARK theories surpass traditional proof theories in several important, self-defining ways. First,
a zk-SNARK is succinct, not lengthy. Second, it is non-interactive, meaning that a zk-SNARK consists
of a single message as opposed to an interaction. Next, it is zero knowledge, meaning that it does not
reveal any information beyond the statement that it proves to be true. In general, traditional proofs do
not possess any of these properties.
A zk-SNARK theory shows the existence of zk-SNARKs for statements of arbitrary complexity. Thus,
even when the statement to be proven is very large, and producing the proof is very expensive, the proof
itself remains succinct (i.e., small). Consequently, the statement to be proven may be much larger than
the proof itself. This property of succinctness is expressed by saying that the proof size is O(1) or has
a constant upper bound. Such succinctness is not possible with traditional proof theories. A traditional
proof must contain the statement being proven and thus can never be smaller than the statement.
Traditional proof theories do not perform well in producing zero-knowledge proofs. For example,
suppose that a prover and a verifier both have a number a, and the verifier has a number z. The prover
wants to prove to the verifier that the prover has a number n and a number b, such that an ·b = z. However,
the prover does not want to reveal a or n to the verifier, and the verifier does not want to reveal z to the
prover. zk-SNARKs can solve this problem, whereas traditional proof theories cannot. A traditional proof
that an · b = z will typically require the values of a, n, b,, and z to be present in unencrypted form. Such a
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proof is not zero knowledge; it reveals information beyond the fact to be proven, namely the known values
of n and b that make the statement true.
zk-SNARK theories prove existential statements of algebraic relationships between numbers without the
proofs revealing the numbers involved. For example, a zk-SNARK could prove that “there exist numbers a
and n such that an · b = z,” without the proof revealing a or n.
These notable properties of succinctness and zero knowledge provide benefits at the expense of the
absolute certainty that comes with the traditional concept of soundness (i.e., zero probability of proving a
false statement). The benefit of succinctness is that it reduces the costs of storing and transmitting proofs.
The zero-knowledge property supports privacy when proofs generated with private information must be
shared with other parties.
Leading-edge zk-SNARK theories also provide the benefit of inexpensive proof checking with a complexity of O(1). Even when the proof is expensive to generate, the proof’s size and the complexity of
checking the proof do not increase.
The zero-knowledge property of zk-SNARKs might not be intrinsically critical to Orbis. Orbis is
not intended to be an opaque blockchain, like Zcash. Orbis will provide the same level of anonymity
that Cardano provides, wherein transactions remain anonymous to anyone who cannot link the addresses
involved to the transactor. In Zcash, transactions can be executed in a fully opaque manner, wherein the
input address(es), the output address(es), and the amount(s) are all encrypted. This opaqueness provides
Zcash users with stronger privacy assurance but comes at the cost of potentially enabling criminal activity.
For this reason, opaque blockchains such as Zcash are arguably at greater risk of being declared illegal and
cut off from the mainstream global banking systems.
A transparent blockchain, such as Bitcoin or Cardano, provides a favorable compromise between privacy and legal compliance. A transparent blockchain makes linking transactions to real people difficult
under most circumstances, yet it allows law enforcement to subpoena information on suspicious addresses
operating at contact points between the blockchain and the mainstream banking system. Regardless of
one’s opinions about preventing money laundering or financing organized crime, projects that aim to remain legal for the largest number of users should consider the realities of law enforcement. Although the
technology building Orbis could be used to create an opaque zk-rollup for Cardano, Orbis itself does not
aim to be opaque. The choice to use the zero-knowledge property for its SNARKs was made because
of both convenience and technical necessity, because the Orbis team is not aware of any other SNARK
theories that would fulfill the project’s requirements.
A high-level overview of how zk-SNARK theories based on elliptic-curve cryptography work is provided
below.
Let P (x, w) be a predicate that takes as input two numbers x, w ∈ N.4 That is, P is a relation over
pairs of natural numbers; P ⊆ N × N. For any numbers x, w ∈ N, by definition, P (x, w) is “true” if and
only if (x, w) ∈ P .
By definition, P (x, w) is “decidable” if and only if a computer program takes as input two numbers
x, w ∈ N, halts on all inputs, and outputs the number 1 if P (x, w) is true and the number 0 otherwise.
The proposition to be proven takes the form ∃w. P (x, w), where P is a decidable predicate over natural
numbers. That is, “there exists a w such that P (x, w) holds.” Any proposition that must be proven can
be expressed in this form. Not every true proposition can be proven, but every proposition that can be
proven can be expressed in the form ∃w. P (x, w) for some natural number x and some decidable predicate
P over natural numbers.
For example, - if the statement ϕ to be proven is a true statement about natural numbers, and - ϕ can
be expressed in the first-order language of Peano arithmetic, and - ϕ can be proven from the axioms of
Peano arithmetic, then - ϕ can be expressed in the form ∃w. P (x, w), where x is the Gödel number of the
4

In this paper, N denotes the set of natural numbers inclusive of 0: 0, 1, 2, ...
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statement ϕ, and P (x, w) is the decidable predicate that holds true if and only if w is the Gödel number
of a proof (from the axioms of Peano arithmetic using the rules of first-order logic) of the statement whose
Gödel number is x.
Through the same technique, any true mathematical statement can be expressed as an equivalent of
∃w. P (x, w), where P is a decidable predicate over the natural numbers.5
A zk-SNARK that proves ∃w. P (x, w) is an object, such as a number or a sequence of numbers, whose
existence admits only a negligible probability that the statement is untrue without showing how to find w.
Given w, P (x, w) can be proven to be true simply by revealing w. Therefore, anyone who has x and P can
run P (x, w) and check that the statement is true. zk-SNARK theories provide a solution to the challenge
of proving, without revealing w, that a computation of P (x, w) occurred and resulted in a “true” outcome
for some w.
The principles usually shared by elliptic-curve zk-SNARK theories include the following:
1. relying, for security, on the difficulty (i.e., computational complexity) of solving number theory
problems, such as the discrete logarithm problem for an elliptic-curve group;
2. the use of arithmetic circuits to express a predicate in terms of arithmetic operations over a finite
field;
3. understanding an arithmetic circuit as expressing a system of polynomial equations;
4. transforming the arithmetic circuit into a form more amenable to zk-SNARK proof generation, such
as a quadratic arithmetic program;
5. using a setup process to generate fixed (per-circuit) inputs to proof generation and checking;
6. using homomorphic encryption to transform equations into new forms with zero-knowledge properties;
7. using sources of randomness or pseudo-randomness to increase the difficulty of breaking the zeroknowledge properties;
8. using polynomial commitment schemes to share information between a prover and verifier; and
9. using a Fiat-Shamir transformation to turn an interactive zero-knowledge proving protocol into a
zk-SNARK protocol.
The following subsections provide additional background for understanding these principles.
2.3.1

Arithmetic circuits

What is an arithmetic circuit, more precisely? Arithmetic circuits can be defined in various ways. From a
particularly simple point of view, an arithmetic circuit is just a set of polynomial equations that together
constrain the elements of a vector of elements of a finite field. However, this definition is not the most
useful way of defining an arithmetic circuit. Section 2.4 provides an explanation of the more sophisticated
notion of PLONKish circuits, as found in Halo 2.
Arithmetic circuits provide a very simple programming model, and lack any concepts of branching or
looping. Nonetheless, they are Turing complete. Thus, an arithmetic circuit can be written that expresses
a solution (up to any given size bound) to any problem that an algorithm can solve. More details on how
this is possible are provided in Section 3.
5

For further details on the subjects of Peano arithmetic, Gödel numbering, and first-order logic, readers are referred to [18].
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2.3.2

Homomorphic encryption

Homomorphic encryption relies on one-way (i.e., difficult to invert) homomorphisms. A hash function is
an example of a one-way function. For example, if H is a hash function, then computing H(x) is easy
on reasonably sized inputs x. However, when given a value y, finding a value x such that y = H(x) is
generally difficult. By definition, a one-way homomorphism is a one-way function.
Suppose, for example, that f : G → H is a one-way homomorphism from a group G to a group H.
Writing the group operation additively means that f (x + y) = f (x) + f (y) for all x, y ∈ G, and f (0G ) = 0H .
Because f is a homomorphism, equations in G carry over to H when f is applied. For example, suppose
that x, y, z ∈ G, and x + y = z. Then f (x) + f (y) = f (z). To test that x + y = z, given knowledge of
f (x), f (y), and f (z), checking f (x) + f (y) = f (z) often suffices. The failure of f (x) + f (y) = f (z) means
that x + y ̸= z. Depending on the choice of f , the success of f (x) + f (y) = f (z) might mean that x + y = z;
for example, this statement proves true if f is injective.
The above example illustrates how one-way homomorphisms provide a powerful tool for proving equations without revealing all of the numbers involved. In another example, let us suppose that computing
inverses in G is difficult. Let us further suppose that a prover and a verifier both know an x ∈ G. The
prover wants to demonstrate knowledge of the inverse of x, i.e., wants to demonstrate knowledge of a y ∈ G
such that x + y = 0G . Let us further suppose that the prover wants to prove this without revealing y. The
prover can do so by revealing f (y), and the verifier can check that f (x) + f (y) = 0H . If f is an injective
homomorphism, then x + y = 0G is implied. However, because f is a one-way function, then giving the
verifier f (y) will not help the verifier know the value of y, at least in general.
One complication that should be considered is that even though f is a one-way function, y can be
deduced from f (y) for a limited set of values of y by creating a lookup table, selecting common or likely
values of y (such as y = 0, y = 1, etc.), and tabulating the resulting pairs (y, f (y)). Although the above
scheme is secure for randomly selected values of y, it is not necessarily secure for non-random values of y.
This scheme can be refined by introducing random noise, thereby defeating the lookup-table strategy
for inverting f . Again, consider a scenario wherein the prover and verifier both know x ∈ G. The prover
wants to prove, without revealing y, knowledge of y ∈ G such that x + y = 0G . Assume, again, that f is
injective, and computing inverses in G is difficult. The process for proving that one knows y could be as
follows. The prover picks a random z ∈ G and reveals the values f (z) and f (y + z) to the verifier. Of note,
x + y = 0G is true if and only if f (x) + f (y + z) = f (z). The verifier can then check the former equation
by checking the latter equation without knowing the values of y or z.
Because f is one way, this scheme does not allow the verifier to efficiently compute y or z. In addition,
if this scheme is a zero-knowledge proof scheme, then it does not enable the verifier to efficiently compute
f (y), thus defeating the lookup-table strategy of inverting f to find y. That is not necessarily the case.
Consider that f (y) is computable as f (y) = f (y + z) − f (z). If inverses are difficult to compute in H (as
well as in G), then this equation does not help efficiently compute f (y). Therefore, this approach might
be viable for creating a zero-knowledge proof, provided that inverses are difficult to compute in G and H.
The scenario described above is not a complete zero-knowledge proof theory. It relies on the assumption
that suitable groups G and H, and an injective homomorphism f : G → H exist, such that the inverses of
f , G, and H are difficult to compute. Whether suitable G, H, and f capable of satisfying these assumptions
exist is unclear. In addition, this theory proves only propositions of the form “I know the inverse of x ∈ G.”
Thus, its usefulness remains limited even if it can be implemented. However, the theory’s purpose is to
illustrate the principles underlying homomorphic encryption.
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2.3.3

Commitment schemes

Commitment schemes are a key concept in many elliptic-curve zk-SNARK theories, including Halo 2, the
theory underlying Orbis. A commitment scheme is a protocol through which a prover can produce a
“commitment” c to an object x, so that when a verifier is given c, the verifier cannot deduce x but can
verify “openings” of the commitment c sent by the prover, which reveal some or all of the information in
x.
Commitment schemes can commit to numbers and polynomials, among other possibilities. When
committing to a number, an opening will typically reveal the number. When committing to a polynomial,
an opening may reveal either the whole polynomial or its value at a particular point in its input space.
Let us consider an example of a commitment scheme for natural numbers. This particular scheme is
known as a Pedersen commitment scheme. In it, the verifier and the prover agree on a prime field F, as
well as distinct generators g and h of F. The commitment scheme is defined as follows:
1. F is the set of commitments and also the set of openings.
2. For x ∈ N such that x < |F|, and r ∈ F as a source of randomness,
Commit(x, r) = (g x hr , r).

(2)

3. For x ∈ F, c ∈ C, r ∈ O,
(

Verify(x, c, r) =

true
false

if c = g x hr ,
otherwise.

(3)

In the intended use, the prover first sends the commitment c to the verifier, and the verifier responds.
The prover subsequently sends the opening of c to the verifier, along with the committed value x. Thus,
the verifier knows that the prover committed to the number x because it first sent the commitment c.
2.3.4

The Fiat-Shamir transformation

In an interactive zero-knowledge proof protocol, a prover and a verifier interact, with the prover attempting
to prove a statement (honestly or fraudulently), and the verifier attempting to gain knowledge of the truth
of the statement that the prover is attempting to prove, without being deceived. A secure interactive
protocol leads to the verifier not being tricked even if the prover cheats (soundness), and to the prover
being able to successfully prove the desired statement, as long as the prover knows that the statement is
true (completeness).
The Fiat-Shamir transformation turns an interactive zero-knowledge proof protocol into a zk-SNARK
protocol, wherein a proof is a single message from the prover to the verifier instead of an interaction between
them. This message works for all verifiers, as opposed to each verifier needing a unique interaction with
the prover. The Fiat-Shamir transformation replaces the randomness used to select the verifier’s challenges
with deterministic pseudo-randomness, such as using the transcript between the verifier and prover to seed
a pseudo-random-number generator. In the transformed protocol, any verifier will make the same selections
as any other verifier. Thus, the interaction between prover and verifier can be recorded as a transcript.
In fact, the prover itself can produce this transcript, which is a zk-SNARK. Anyone who wishes to verify
the statement that the zk-SNARK claims to prove can run the verification algorithm on this transcript,
checking that all the steps were followed correctly. This method should ensure that the probability that
the statement to be proven is untrue is at most negligible.
The significance of non-interactiveness for a zk-rollup protocol is as follows. Only a non-interactive
proof can be stored on a blockchain, because a blockchain only stores messages. A blockchain can store a
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transcript of an interactive proof, serialized as a single message. The issue with this is that an interactive
is a proof only for the verifier who participated in the protocol, and anyone else who trusts that verifier.
From the perspective of an outside observer, the interactive proof is not a proof, because they do not
know that the verifier and the prover did not collude to produce an appearance of a correct performance
of the protocol. The Fiat-Shamir transformation results in a non-interactive proof which is a proof for all
verifiers, which can be recorded on a blockchain and checked by a smart contract on the blockchain. With
a secure layer 1 protocol and a secure non-interactive proof protocol, untrusted provers (layer 2 nodes) and
untrusted verifiers (layer 1 nodes) can work together to perform the rollup protocol securely.

2.4

Halo 2

Halo 2 is the name of both a leading-edge zk-SNARK theory and its implementation.
The Halo 2 theory provides zk-SNARK protocols for creating and checking proofs of arithmetic circuit
satisfiability. Halo 2 is a successor to Halo [11], and both systems are inspired partly by the zk-SNARK
theories PLONK [12] and Sonic [13], among others.
The Halo 2 implementation [10] is a Rust library that provides APIs for building arithmetic circuits,
which are then used to generate and verify zk-SNARK proofs.
Orbis Labs chose Halo 2 as the basis for our zk-SNARK implementations due to the following considerations. In no particular order:
1. Halo 2 is relatively stable and mature. It is audited, production ready, and used at scale in production.
2. Halo 2 has an efficient proving algorithm.
3. Halo 2 produces relatively small proofs which are not very computationally difficult to verify.
4. Halo 2 offers a rich ecosystem of tooling, SDKs, and reusable circuit code.
5. Halo 2 does not require a trusted setup process and has no trust assumptions. Verifiers need not
trust provers or any third party.
This subsection provides an overview of Halo 2. This explanation is based primarily on the Halo 2
book [9] and the Halo 2 code [10], as well as other sources, such as [8], [7], [14], [13], [15], [16], [12], [11],
and [17].
Halo 2 creates and checks zk-SNARK proofs for arithmetic circuits over a finite field. These zk-SNARK
proofs are transcripts of an interactive protocol’s executions, to which the Fiat-Shamir transformation has
been applied to yield a non-interactive protocol (see [9], Section 3.2). Halo 2 is based on an interactive
zero-knowledge proof protocol wherein the verifier presents a series of random challenges to the prover.
The prover’s correct responses to those challenges collectively prove to the verifier (but no one else) that a
particular statement is true. Only the verifier knows that the challenges were selected at random, without
collusion with the prover to create the appearance of a successful protocol execution.
Arithmetic circuits in Halo 2 have a different definition from that given in Subsection 2.3. In Subsection 2.3, an arithmetic circuit consists of a directed acyclic graph of addition and multiplication gates
over some variable names and the values of a finite field. Arithmetic circuits in Halo 2 elaborate on this
basic concept. These elaborations do not expand upon the capabilities of arithmetic circuits but instead
provide a more efficient way of accomplishing the task, from a very different viewpoint of arithmetic circuit
programming.
Halo 2’s circuit description notation provides three types of constraints that can be used to express
arithmetic circuits: custom gates, lookup arguments, and equality constraints. Let us examine each of
these concepts in turn.
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2.4.1

Custom gates

In the arithmetic circuit presentation in Subsection 2.3, two gate types are present: addition and multiplication gates. Each gate performs either addition or multiplication, but not both. Halo 2 generalizes this
design by allowing for gates defined by arbitrary polynomials. These are called custom gates. Therefore, in
practice, one gate can accomplish tasks that would otherwise require a series of addition and multiplication
gates to perform.
Halo 2’s custom gates are expressed as polynomial constraints, which are applied to each row in a
table or matrix of inputs. The inputs in the table consist of fixed, advice, and instance columns. Fixed
columns have values that are known at the time of circuit creation. Instance columns’ values constitute
the public input, i.e., the statement to be proven. The values in the advice columns contain any additional
information needed to complete the proof. Constraints may reference variables in the current row, as well
as the rows before and after it, by using relative indices with wraparound. Constraints are equations of
the form p(⃗x) = 0, where p(⃗x) is a polynomial in variables ⃗x. For example, the gate’s “inputs” might be
the variables’ values found in the previous row, and its “outputs” might be the values found in the current
row.
Because the polynomial constraint defining a custom gate applies to all rows of the input table, being
able to limit the constraint’s effects is helpful. One way to do so is to include a selector column whose
value is 1 if this custom gate applies to this row and is otherwise 0. Suppose that s denotes the selector
column’s value in the current row. That selector column can be used to switch the constraint on and off
by replacing the gate constraint p(⃗x) = 0 with sp(⃗x) = 0. That is, multiplying the gate constraint by s
ensures that the equation holds when s = 0. When s = 1, then p(⃗x) = 0 must hold for the current row.
Here is a simple example of how to apply the custom-gate concept in practice. This example will also
include equality constraints. The example is arbitrary but intended to demonstrate the mechanics of Halo
2’s system of circuit denotation.
The circuit has three custom gates, each of which has two inputs and one output. Call the inputs x
and y, and the output z, so that each gate will be defined by a polynomial in x, y, z set equal to 0.
z − (5x + 3y) = 0
z − 2xy = 0
z − (13y + 2x + 2xy) = 0

(4)

The constraint equations can then be written in the following equivalent forms, which emphasize the
functional perspective.
z = 5x + 3y
z = 2xy
z = 13y + 2x + 2xy

(5)

z references a variable in the current row, and x and y reference variables in the previous row (with
wraparound). The notation is as follows. Let xi,j denote the value in row i and column j. Let 0 denote
the current row. The gate equation variables are then defined as follows.
x = x−1,0
y = x−1,1
z = x0,0

(6)

Selectors will determine which gates apply to which rows. So far, there are two columns: 0 and 1. Next
come three selector columns, columns 3–5 in the table, each of which takes a value of 1 on the rows in
which the gate constraint applies. In this case, these selector columns will be fixed, thus helping express
the fixed structure of the circuit (which has yet to be described).
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Taking all of this into account, the gate constraint equations become the following.
x0,3 · (x0,0 − (5x−1,0 + 3x−1,1 )) = 0
x0,4 · (x0,0 − 2x−1,0 x−1,1 ) = 0
x0,5 · (x0,0 − (13x−1,1 + 2x−1,0 + 2x−1,0 x−1,1 )) = 0

(7)

An arithmetic circuit using only these three custom gates is a directed acyclic graph (DAG). A DAG’s
nodes are called gates, and its edges are called wires. Each node has either indegree 0 or 2. Each leaf
node with indegree 0 is labeled with a variable name or a constant field element, and each non-leaf node
is labeled with one of the three custom gates denoted A, B, and C.
Such a circuit is translated into a Halo 2 circuit, described as follows:
3C((xAy)B(yAx)).

(8)

This circuit is the DAG depicted in Figure 1.
How can this circuit be described as a Halo 2 circuit? This subsection has already outlined how to use
Halo 2’s polynomial constraints to define the custom gates and to control which gates apply to which rows
of the input table. The circuit’s gates must be arranged into a linear order; any order will work. One way
to order them is as follows.
g0
g1
g2
g3

7
→
7→
7
→
7
→

xAy
yAx
g0 Bg1
3Cg2

(9)

Thus, the input table will have four rows. Row 0, column 2 will have an output value of g0 (i.e., xAy).
Row 1, column 2, will have an output value of g1 , and so forth. In row 4, columns 0 and 1 will be the input
values of g0 , namely x and y. The fixed selector columns will be set appropriately. Overall, the value of
the input table will be the following.


y x
g g
 0
1

 3 g2
x y
2.4.2

g0
g1
g2
g3

1
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0


0
1


(10)

Equality constraints

For the arithmetic circuit to be properly described with all its required constraints, some equality constraints
must be added. The equality constraints will ensure proper relationships among the values in the non-fixed
columns: in this case, columns 0–2. In this example, all non-fixed columns are instance columns, and thus
no advice columns exist. In general, advice columns can participate in equality constraints.
Fixed columns can also participate in equality constraints, constraining the values of cells in non-fixed
columns. This example needs such a constraint to ensure that the left input to C equals 3. For this
purpose, we will add a seventh (fixed) column, wherein each cell contains the value 3. The general form of
the input table will then appear as follows.


x0,0
x
 1,0

x2,0
x3,0

x0,1
x1,1
x2,1
x3,1

x0,2
x1,2
x2,2
x3,2
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1
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

3
3


3
3


(11)

x

y

y

A

x

A

3

B

C

Figure 1: An example of an arithmetic circuit using only the custom gates A, B, and C.
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The following equality constraints are sufficient to complete the circuit description.
x0,0
x0,1
x1,0
x1,1
x2,0
x2,1

= x3,1
= x3,0
= x0,2
= x1,2
= x0,6 (= 3)
= x2,2

(12)

These equality constraints ensure the correctness of the gate input values, while the custom-gate polynomial constraints ensure the correctness of the gate output values.
This is a simple example of how Halo 2 polynomial and equality constraints can be used to express an
arithmetic circuit with custom gates. This example does not include the third form of constraint available
in Halo 2, which is the lookup argument.
2.4.3

Lookup arguments

The purpose of lookup arguments is to assist in implementing lookup tables. A lookup table is a function
defined by exhaustive enumeration of its input/output pairs. For example, a lookup-table definition of
multiplication in Z2 is as follows.
A
0
0
1
1

B
0
1
0
1

A×B
0
0
0
1

Defining modular arithmetic operations, i.e., arithmetic operations in Zn , is feasible with lookup tables
for sufficiently small n but is infeasible for sufficiently large n, because of the number of rows that the
lookup table would need to contain. The number of rows in the multiplication table for Zn is n2 .
Lookup tables can be useful for implementing parts of functions that are difficult to implement in
arithmetic circuits. Take for example the bitwise “and” operation, which takes the element-wise Boolean
“and” of two packed bit vectors. This operation is difficult to implement in arithmetic circuits using
only addition and multiplication over a finite field. However, it is easily implemented as a lookup table
for sufficiently small bit vectors. Given a way of checking a decomposition of packed bit vectors into
sufficiently small subvectors, a lookup table can be used to verify the results of bitwise “and” operations
over the small subvectors. This process decomposes the problem of implementing bitwise “and” over large
packed bit vectors into the following subproblems:
1. Verify decomposition of a large packed bit vector into a vector of small packed bit vectors.
2. Verify the results of bitwise “and” operations over small packed bit vectors by using a lookup table.
Consider the problem of building an arithmetic circuit to verify that a&b = c, where a, b, andc are large
packed bit vectors. One way to start is by finding decompositions of the bit vectors into smaller bit vectors
as follows.
a = a0 a1 · · · an
b = b0 b1 · · · bn
c = c0 c1 · · · cn
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(13)

Here, each of ai , bi , and ci is a subvector of the corresponding vector a, b, or c, respectively, and all
these subvectors are of the same length. Without loss of generality, assume that a, b, and c are padded
with zeroes on the left so that all of them are the same length, and that length is a multiple of the length
of each subvector.
Because & is a bitwise operation, the equation a&b = c is equivalent to the equations ai &bi = ci for all
0 ≤ i ≤ n.
This strategy assumes that the values a, b, c, {ai , bi , ci : 0 ≤ i ≤ n} are provided as inputs to the circuit.
Then, to check that a&b = c, a lookup table can be used to check that ci = ai &bi for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and
then Equation 13 can be verified to hold through some other means. This is a rough strategy for verifying
bitwise operations in an arithmetic circuit.
Halo 2 lookup arguments provide a way of implementing the lookup-table constraints in the arithmetic
circuit to check that ci = ai &bi for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Using lookup arguments, Halo 2 can encode lookup tables efficiently into circuit descriptions and prove
lookups into those tables efficiently during proof generation. The idea is as follows.
Think of a lookup table as the set of its rows. Each row is, let us say, a vector of numbers. Each row
contains one possible combination of inputs to the function defined by the lookup table, and the resulting
output. For example, for a function with two inputs, the lookup table would be a set of vectors of length
three.
Let F be a field. Let n ≥ 1 be a natural number. Let f : F n → F be a function or a partial function.
The complete lookup table for f is the set
T = {(⃗x, f (x)) : ⃗x ∈ F n , f (⃗x) is defined} ⊂ F n+1 .

(14)

To verify an equation y = f (⃗x), verifying that (⃗x, y) ∈ T is sufficient and is another way of stating the
same thing. Perhaps for this reason, mathematicians often define a function as its lookup table, wherein
a lookup table is considered to be a set of tuples (or in this case vectors, which in this context are just
homogeneous tuples of F elements).
Halo 2 lookup arguments solve the problem of verifying (in a zk-SNARK proof) a series of claims of the
form ⃗x ∈ T , where T is some lookup table. This process is performed by using a permutation argument.
Let ⃗x1 , ..., ⃗xk be the series of claimed members of T .
The lookup argument permutes the claimed members of T , via a permutation (a bijective function)
σ : [k] → [k], where [k] denotes the set {i ∈ N : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. Therefore, ⃗xσ(1) , ..., ⃗xσ(k) is the same set of
vectors as ⃗x1 , ..., ⃗xk , but not necessarily in the same order.
The lookup argument permutes the claimed members of T and simultaneously permutes the members
of T so that they align in a particular way, such that for each i, either ⃗xσ(i)+1 = ⃗xσ(i) or the row σ(i) of
the permutation of T contains the value f (⃗xi ).
In summary, Halo 2 lookup arguments have the following overall structure: permuting the claims and
the lookup table to align them in a particular way, thus proving that the permutation was performed
correctly, and using the adjacency of related values in the permuted claims and lookup table to more
conveniently check that the lookup table is satisfied.
This whitepaper will not examine how lookup arguments are represented or how they are implemented
beyond the brief description given above. It is intended to provide only a brief survey of Halo 2 rather than
a complete description of the theory. There is not nearly enough space in this whitepaper to present a complete and self-contained description of the Halo 2 zk-SNARK protocol. Instead of a complete description,
a series of overviews of different aspects of the protocol and how they fit together are discussed.
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2.4.4

Non-interactive protocol

A Halo 2 proof proves a statement about arithmetic circuit satisfiability. An arithmetic circuit in Halo 2
can be considered as a predicate of the form C(X, W ), where X is an instance, i.e., a matrix of values for
the instance columns, and W is a witness, i.e., a matrix of values for the advice columns. If the table of
inputs has r rows, i instance columns, and w advice columns, then X and W are r × i and r × w matrices,
respectively.
The statement proven by a Halo 2 proof is of the form ∃W. C(X, W ), for some circuit C and instance
W , or more generally:
n
^

∃W. C(Xi , W ),

(15)

i=1

for some instances X1 , ..., Xn . This is a conjunction of existential statements, which can also be stated as
follows: for every integer i where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, some witness W exists such that C(Xi , W ) is true.
The Halo 2 proof protocol has the following steps. Footnotes provide references to the Halo 2 Rust
implementation [10] API.
2.4.4.1 Key generation. To perform this step, an elliptic curve6 C, parameters for the polynomial
commitment scheme 7 , and a circuit8 are needed. A verifying key9 is obtained through verifying-key
generation.10 A proving key11 is obtained through proving-key generation.12
2.4.4.2 Proof creation. To perform this step,13 the same inputs necessary for the key-generation step,
plus the proving key created in the key-generation step are required. One or more instances (i.e., tables of
public inputs that satisfy the circuit) and a source of randomness are also necessary. The proof-generation
step outputs a proof 14 , i.e., a sequence of numbers15 showing that all of the instances satisfy the circuit.
2.4.4.3 Proof verification. To perform this step,16 the same inputs required for the key-generation
step, plus the verifying key created in the key-generation step, plus the instances used in the proofgeneration step are needed. Proof verification can check a single proof or a batch of proofs. Proof verification will either accept or reject the proof.
2.4.5

Interactive protocol

As previously stated, the non-interactive zk-SNARK protocol outlined above is a result of applying the
Fiat-Shamir transformation to an interactive zero-knowledge proof protocol. For this reason, the proof is
called a transcript. The proof is a record of an interaction between a prover and a verifier, which has been
serialized into a sequence of numbers. Because the verifier’s random challenges are replaced (via the FiatShamir transformation) with deterministic pseudo-random challenges, the prover (in the non-interactive
6

Trait halo2 proofs::arithmetic::CurveAffine
Struct halo2 proofs::poly::commitment::Params<C>
8
Trait halo2 proofs::plonk::Circuit<C>::Scalar
9
Struct halo2 proofs::plonk::VerifyingKey
10
Function halo2 proofs::plonk::keygen vk
11
Function halo2 proofs::plonk::ProvingKey
12
Function halo2 proofs::plonk::keygen pk
13
halo2 proofs::plonk::create proof
14
Trait halo2 proofs::transcript::TranscriptWrite
15
Halo 2 book [9], Section 3.3.1
16
halo2 proofs::plonk::verify proof
7
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protocol) can generate the entire transcript (of the interaction between the prover and the verifier in the
interactive protocol), and anyone who has the transcript (i.e., the proof, in the non-interactive protocol)
can verify (in the non-interactive protocol) that transcript and therefore the statements that it proves.
In the interactive protocol, the verifier sends random challenges to the prover. The prover sends
the verifier commitments and openings of commitments. The prover uses randomness to generate the
commitments. In the latter steps of the protocol, the prover also reveals to the verifier some of the random
numbers used to generate the commitments. The verifier uses the information provided by the prover to
verify that the prover does know what the prover claims to know. The verifier verifies what the prover
knows by checking the truth of a single equation as the last step of the interactive protocol.
The single equation that the verifier checks in the last step of the interactive protocol checks all the
arguments that make up the proof. The arguments each prove part of what must be true for the statement
being proven to be true. The arguments are in a nested structure, with arguments inside arguments. The
arguments prove that for the particular public inputs and advice column values provided, the custom-gate
constraints, the equality constraints, and the lookup constraints are satisfied.
2.4.6

Proof-carrying data (recursive proofs)

Proof-carrying data is a technique for creating composable zk-SNARKs, also known as recursive zk-SNARK
proofs. This technique involves passing zk-SNARKs as input to an arithmetic circuit that validates the
input zk-SNARKs. The result is a zk-SNARK that proves that the zk-SNARKs passed in its inputs are
valid.
To implement proof-carrying data for a zk-SNARK theory, an arithmetic circuit that implements the
zk-SNARK theory’s zk-SNARK verifier algorithm must be created.
For Halo 2, one challenge in implementing proof-carrying data is that the zk-SNARK verifier algorithm mainly performs computations over a finite field Fp , whereas the arithmetic circuit that the verifier
algorithm checks in the same instance is over a different-sized finite field Fq .
Halo 2 uses homomorphic encryption, which transforms polynomial equations over Fq into equations
over an elliptic-curve group Ep /Fp defined by a polynomial equation over Fp . Therefore, the arithmetic
circuit is over a different field from the field in which the verifier algorithm performs its computations.
To overcome this challenge in implementing proof-carrying data, the Halo 2 designers relied on 2-cycles
of elliptic curves. These are pairs of elliptic curves Ep /Fp and Eq /Fq , wherein Ep /Fp can be used for
verifying proofs of arithmetic circuit satisfiability for circuits over Fq , and Eq /Fq can be used for verifying
proofs of arithmetic circuit satisfiability for circuits over Fp . Consequently, proof-carrying-data schemes
can be built, which can handle arbitrary depth of recursion of proofs by cycling through the 2-cycle of
elliptic curves.
Recursive proofs in Halo 2 rely on deferred computations. A portion of the computations needed to
check a proof A nested inside a proof B are deferred and checked in the circuit generating a proof C, which
B is nested within. Therefore, these deferred checks can be performed in the field allowing the highest
efficiency.

3

Universal arithmetic circuit schemes

zk-SNARKs are capable of proving all statements of the form ∃w. P (x, w) for decidable predicates P ⊆
N × N. Subsection 2.3 included that claim but did not justify it. It is not obvious prima facie that an
arithmetic circuit can express any decidable predicate. More precisely, it is true that an arithmetic circuit
can express a decidable predicate P (x, w) for all numbers up to some fixed limits, i.e.,
∃xmax , wmax ∈ N. ∀x, w ∈ N. (x ≤ xmax ∧ w ≤ wmax ) → (C(x, w) = P (x, w)),
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(16)

where C(x, w) denotes the output of the arithmetic circuit when given as input the encodings of x and
w as sequences of finite field elements. The output of the arithmetic circuit is, by definition, the Boolean
value “true” when the circuit constraints are satisfied and the value “false” when the circuit constraints
are not satisfied.
When (16) is true, we say that the arithmetic circuit C is an “arithmetization” of P , i.e., that C is an
encoding of P as an arithmetic circuit (up to the stated bounds).
Thus, given a decidable predicate P (x, w) and numbers xmax , wmax ∈ N, there exists some circuit
C(x, w) that makes (16) true. That is, for such a predicate P , and any bounds on its inputs, a circuit C
exists that agrees with P within the stated bounds.
This claim can be proven in various ways. One way is to prove the existence of a universal arithmetic
circuit scheme. A universal arithmetic circuit scheme is a function that generates circuits that can be used
to verify the results of arbitrary computations. Therefore, one circuit can be used to verify the results of
all computations, subject to some limits passed as parameters of the scheme, such as the number of steps
in the computation and the amount of RAM that the computation can use. Moreover, a uniform procedure
exists for finding such a circuit given values for the limits.
To create a universal arithmetic circuit scheme, finding a way to encode the rules of some Turingcomplete model of computation (e.g., Turing machines or Church’s λ-calculus) as an arithmetic circuit is
sufficient. This process of arithmetizing a model of computation is not simple or easily performed through
any known method, because of the relative poverty of expressiveness of arithmetic circuits. Arithmetic
circuits do not support looping, recursion, branching, any data type other than elements of the underlying
field, or any operations other than addition and multiplication. The main challenge in designing a universal
arithmetic circuit is to work around the limitations of arithmetic circuits to express things that cannot
obviously be expressed as arithmetic circuits.
A good first step in designing a universal arithmetic circuit scheme is to choose a model of computation
that is a good candidate for arithmetization. Not all models of computation are equally good candidates
for arithmetization: some are more difficult than others to encode as an arithmetic circuit. In general, the
more rules present in a model of computation, the more difficult arithmetizing that model of computation
becomes. A more complex model of computation would typically require a larger circuit with more gates
and more considerations for the circuit creators, thus leading to greater time and/or space complexity
for creating zk-SNARKs and in some cases for verifying zk-SNARKs. For example, the x86-64 processor
architecture used in modern Intel CPUs, which has a large and complex instruction set, would not be a
good candidate for arithmetization. In contrast, the RISC-V processor architecture, which has a relatively
small and parsimonious instruction set, would be a better candidate for arithmetization.
Much of the research on universal arithmetic circuit schemes has used TinyRAM models of computation.
[19, 20, 21, 22, 23] TinyRAM is a family of processor architectures designed specifically to be amenable to
arithmetization. Hardware processor architectures, such as x86-64 and RISC-V, are optimized for performance when realized as a physical integrated circuit, with the goal of packing the maximum computational
power into a fixed chip size. In contrast, TinyRAM is optimized for performance when realized as an
arithmetic circuit, as opposed to a physical integrated circuit.
The goal of TinyRAM is to pack the most computational power into an arithmetic circuit with a given
number of gates. TinyRAM’s strategy for doing so is based on using an extremely reduced instruction set.
By optimizing the instruction set for smallness and simplicity, TinyRAM architectures economize on the
constituent gates in the arithmetic circuits.
The literature has defined myriad TinyRAM architectures, parameterized by the answers to three
questions:
1. Is it a von Neumann architecture or a Harvard architecture?
2. How many bits are there in a word?
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3. How many registers are there?
In a von Neumann architecture, the program is stored in the RAM, and thus can address the memory
in which it is contained and can modify itself at runtime. In a Harvard architecture, the program is stored
in a separate address space that the program cannot address, and thus the program cannot modify itself
at runtime. The Harvard-architecture variants of the TinyRAM family are known simply as TinyRAM,
whereas the von Neumann–architecture variants are known as vnTinyRAM. Ambiguously, “TinyRAM”
can refer to the TinyRAM family of architectures in general or specifically to the Harvard-architecture
members of the family. Unless specified otherwise, “TinyRAM” in this paper denotes TinyRAM in general,
as opposed to Harvard-architecture TinyRAM specifically.
TinyRAM has a highly pared-down feature set with respect to those of modern processor architectures.
TinyRAM does not support floating-point arithmetic, parallelism, multi-tasking, memory protection, exceptions, or interrupts. [23] contains a comprehensive description of TinyRAM.
Several constructions of universal arithmetic circuit schemes are based on TinyRAM: see [19, 20, 21, 22].
One of these constructions is available as open-source software as part of libsnark. [24]
Orbis will use a new universal arithmetic circuit scheme based on TinyRAM. The Orbis universal circuit
scheme is being built by porting the universal circuit scheme known as Arya [21, 22] to Halo 2.
For the universal circuit prover, we take four things as public input: the TinyRAM program, the public
inputs to the program, the number of steps the program takes to finish, and the size of the memory. The
private input is the private input given to the program. The statement being proven is that, given the
public and private inputs, the program finishes in the exact number of steps provided in the public input.
Orbis is based on the Harvard variant of the TinyRAM architecture. Orbis V1 uses the TinyRAM 2.0
instruction set described in [23], extended with cryptographic primitives. The TinyRAM virtual machine
features two or more general purpose registers, plus a program counter register. Each register holds one
word. It also features a condition flag register, which holds one bit. It features two input tapes, a primary
input tape which holds the public input, and an auxiliary input tape which holds the private input. It
features two address spaces: a read-only address space holding the program, and a read-write RAM address
space. The program address space cannot be read directly by the program; it is only read by the virtual
machine when fetching the next instruction.
The execution of a TinyRAM program proceeds as follows. At first, all registers, including the program
counter, are set to zero. The virtual machine executes the following loop until it executes an answer
instruction or reaches the specified number of steps:
1. Fetch the instruction located at the program counter.
2. Decode the binary code of the instruction. If it represents a valid instruction, then execute it,
updating the registers, tape contents, and/or RAM appropriately.
3. If the instruction was not an answer instruction and this is not the last step, then increment the
program counter to point to the next instruction. Otherwise, terminate the loop.
The input tapes have the interface of a queue. They support one operation, called read, which takes
the first byte out of the input tape, or sets the condition flag to indicate that there is no more input if
that’s the case.
The result of executing a TinyRAM program is either a word (the operand of the answer instruction),
non-termination (if the program does not terminate in the specified number of steps), or an error (if the
program is malformed or does something illegal).
The universal TinyRAM arithmetic circuit has the following regions in its input table:
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1. The execution table contains the execution trace and auxiliary inputs needed to validate each step of
the execution trace. The execution trace is a description of the instructions executed and the changes
to the state of the machine at each step of execution. The execution table consists of advice columns
and (fixed) selector columns.
2. The memory table contains the initial values at each memory address which is accessed by
program. The memory table consists of advice columns and a (fixed) selector column. When
program starts, the contents of the input tapes have been read into memory, and the rest of
memory is zeroed out. The contents of an input tape are represented by one word, denoting
length n of the input tape, and n words, the contents themselves.

the
the
the
the

3. The program table contains the contents of the program address space and advice columns which
help to decode the instruction. The contents of the program address space are an instance column.
The program table also contains a (fixed) selector column.
4. Some fixed lookup tables.
The constraints of the circuit check that the execution trace is valid, meaning that each row of the
execution table is the result of decoding and executing the instruction at the program counter as of the
previous row, on the machine state denoted by the previous row. This involves checking the following
things:
1. correct decoding of instructions;
2. memory consistency, meaning that the correct values are loaded from memory at each step;
3. that correct register states result from each step.
The circuit checks correct decoding of instructions using advice selector columns which indicate which
opcode to execute, which (register or constant-valued) operands to take as inputs, which register to store
the result in (if any), and which registers are unaffected by the instruction. The correct encoding of the
instruction can be determined from the values of the selector columns, and so instruction decoding can be
checked as a relation between the encoded instruction and these selector columns.
The circuit checks memory consistency by asserting the existence of a permutation of the row indices
of the execution table which places all consecutive loads and stores of a particular address into a single
time ordered cycle, and then asserting that the memory values stored in the permuted execution table are
consistent with each other. The permutation turns what would otherwise be a non-local constraint into a
local constraint applied at each row, which can therefore be checked using a custom gate constraint.
The circuit checks that correct register states result from each step using constraints which relate:
1. the current register states before executing an instruction,
2. the resulting register states,
3. the selector values which constitute the decoding of the instruction,
4. and for load instructions, the value at the memory address which is being loaded from.
The selector values constituting the instruction decoding specify which opcode the instruction uses and
which registers are its operands. All but at most one of the general-purpose registers end up constrained
to have the same value in the next state as in the current state. For some opcodes, a result is stored in an
operand register. For some opcodes, a result is stored in the condition flag register. Some opcodes store
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a primary result in a general-purpose register and a secondary result in the condition flag register. Most
instructions result in the program counter register being constrainted to be incremented in the next state
to point to the next instruction. The exceptions to this rule are the flow control instructions: jmp, cjmp,
cnjmp, and answer.

4

Programming on Orbis

Orbis aims to provide a developer experience largely compatible with the Cardano developer experience for
writing L1 dapps. The aim is to allow dapps written for Cardano to be relatively easily ported to Orbis,
by providing a largely compatible yet enhanced developer experience relative to that of Cardano.
Dapp development on Cardano is based on the extended UTxO (eUTxO) model. The eUTxO model
[26, 27] is Cardano’s on-chain data model. The eUTxO model defines the structure of on-chain outputs,
which can serve as inputs to subsequent transactions, as well as the structures of transactions themselves.
The eUTxO model allows for architecting dapps that can scale to massive levels of throughput. [31]
Achieving such throughput in practice requires a massively scalable implementation of the eUTxO model,
which will be provided by Orbis.
Orbis will be built on an eUTxO data model that is largely isomorphic to the data model on which
Cardano is built. The core abstract data models are the same, but several differences are noted below.
Orbis features transaction types that are not present on Cardano and handle sending funds to Orbis from
Cardano and back. Staking primitives appear in the Cardano eUTxO model but not the Orbis eUTxO
model.
Another major difference between the eUTxO model implementations of Cardano and Orbis is the
representation of scripts. In the eUTxO data model, as defined in [27], scripts are an opaque type, which
must be defined by an implementation. In Cardano, scripts are represented on-chain as Untyped Plutus
Core (UPLC) bytecode. Readers are referred to [28] (Section 7, in particular) for more information on
UPLC. In Orbis, scripts are represented on-rollup as TinyRAM object code.
Cardano scripts fall into two subtypes: validator scripts and minting-policy scripts. A validator script
takes as input a script context, a datum, and a redeemer, and produces as output acceptance or rejection of
the transaction. [29] A minting-policy script takes as input a redeemer and a minting context and produces
as output acceptance or rejection of the transaction. [30] The Orbis protocol will specify the application
binary interface of validator scripts and minting-policy scripts, which will be isomorphic to the type of
unwrapped validator scripts and minting-policy scripts in PlutusTx.
By representing on-rollup scripts as TinyRAM object code instead of UPLC bytecode, Orbis will allow
for more efficient compilers targeting Orbis scripts. The core reason for selecting TinyRAM object code as
the scripting language is that TinyRAM is amenable to efficient arithmetization. Another benefit of using
TinyRAM object code as the scripting language is that TinyRAM is a suitable compilation target for all
general-purpose programming languages. Compilation to von Neumann processor architectures, such as
TinyRAM, is a very well-studied problem space with mature solutions, such as GCC and LLVM. [32, 33]
These solutions can be leveraged to produce new compilers for existing high-level languages targeting
TinyRAM object code.
The possibility of creating new compilers to run existing high-level languages on Cardano already exists.
UPLC is a Turing-complete language, and thus writing a compiler targeting UPLC for any Turing-complete
language is technically possible. However, creating a compiler that produces efficient code is not always
feasible. For example, a C compiler targeting UPLC that would produce efficient code could not be created.
UPLC is more suitable as a target for compilers for purely functional languages. TinyRAM, in contrast, is
suitable as a target for a compiler for virtually any general-purpose programming language. This capability
opens the door to people writing validator scripts not only in Haskell using PlutusTx but in any language
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they choose, as long as a suitable compiler and smart contract-development SDK exist for that language.
Out of the box, Orbis will support writing on-rollup smart contract scripts in Haskell using PlutusTx
[34], in Haskell using Plutarch [35], and in Pluto [36]. All these script languages will have a shared
compilation pipeline that compiles to TinyRAM via UPLC. Compilation from UPLC to TinyRAM will
occur in two steps, first from UPLC to C by using the uplc2c compiler [37] being developed by Orbis Labs,
and then from C to TinyRAM by using the TinyRAM backend for LLVM being developed by Orbis Labs
[38]. These compilation pipelines are depicted in Figure 2.
PlutusTx, Pluto, and Plutarch belong to the Plutus family of languages, an emerging family of languages
sharing several common features: being purely functional, having UPLC as a compilation target, and
being intended for writing Cardano smart contracts. PlutusTx and Plutarch are domain-specific languages
embedded in Haskell (Haskell-EDSLs). Pluto is a language built from scratch and not embedded in another
language.
PlutusTx is IOHK’s solution to writing Cardano scripts. PlutusTx uses a GHC plugin to compile
Haskell to UPLC. This feature allows for writing both the on-chain code and the off-chain code as ordinary
Haskell code, thus greatly supporting developer experience.
Pluto and Plutarch were created to address several performance issues with the Haskell-to-Plutus code
generation involved in PlutusTx. Code-generation performance can be quantified in terms of the time
and space required to perform the code generation, the size of the resulting code, and the time and space
required to execute the resulting code.
PlutusTx has several performance problems regarding the size of the generated code, and the time and
space required to execute the resulting code. In comparison, Pluto and Plutarch have shown improvements
by orders of magnitude in all these metrics in porting programs from PlutusTx to Pluto or Plutarch. [35]
Addressing these performance issues with PlutusTx was the original motivation for creating Pluto
and Plutarch. Both Pluto and Plutarch address the performance issues with PlutusTx through the same
basic strategy of using zero-cost abstractions over UPLC. Essentially, writing in Pluto or Plutarch is
writing UPLC directly, but in a human-readable notation instead of a bytecode notation, and with several
additional zero-cost abstractions to help human readers and writers. Zero-cost abstractions are abstractions
that add no runtime cost when they are used in the source program. Types in Plutarch are an example of
a zero-cost abstraction.
Version 1 of Pluto is an untyped language that is just a human-readable notation for UPLC with some
syntactic “sugar,” such as let expressions and variable names. Version 2 of Pluto will feature a HindleyMilner polymorphic type system with algebraic data types, as well as a module system and a language
server, among other useful features.
Plutarch was created to address the shortcomings of version 1 of Pluto. Plutarch, being a typed
Haskell-EDSL, offers a better developer experience than version 1 of Pluto, with more features. Version
2 of Pluto aims to reach a wider audience than Plutarch, by having a shorter learning curve. Writing
Plutarch requires knowledge of Haskell, an advanced abstract functional programming language. Version
2 of Pluto will be a non-abstract functional programming language with a simple definition and a short
learning curve. Therefore, Pluto may appeal to engineers who do not know Haskell.
PlutusTx allows engineers to write both the on-chain and off-chain portions of their dapp in Haskell, as
does Plutarch, which is a Haskell-EDSL. Pluto, in contrast, is not a suitable language for writing off-chain
code, because Pluto programs are pure functions that do not perform I/O (outside of trace statements).
Pluto is a non-abstract language without a concept of monads, but Pluto is a purely functional language;
therefore, Pluto cannot be used to write the off-chain portions of a dapp.
Off-chain portions of a dapp can in principle be written in any programming language. The Plutus
Application Backend (PAB) is written in Haskell and becomes part of a Haskell program that serves as
the off-chain point of contact with the on-chain smart contract. [39] The PAB is not strictly necessary for
creating Cardano dapps and other methods of creating Cardano dapps without the PAB have emerged. For
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Figure 2: The Plutus family of languages and their compilation pipeline for Orbis.

example, the cardano-api library [40] and node querying services such as Blockfrost17 are used. Additionally, cardano-transaction-lib (CTL) [41] aims to bring off-chain Cardano dapp programming to browsers
by writing a PAB replacement in PureScript. The future will most likely bring more SDKs for Cardano
that allow for writing off-chain code in a wide variety of languages beyond Haskell. Orbis Labs is interested
in supporting such a future, because not everyone who would like to write Cardano smart contracts is a
Haskell engineer.
Orbis Labs will provide SDKs that allow for the off-rollup portions of a dapp that interact with the onrollup contract to be written in a variety of languages. Out of the box, Orbis will include SDKs for writing
the off-rollup portions of a dapp in Haskell, TypeScript/JavaScript, and Python. Over time, off-chain dapp
code development SDKs for more languages will be added.

5

Design considerations for Orbis

Up to this point, this whitepaper has mainly examined the process of creating zk-SNARKs that prove
the results of executions of arbitrary computations. This process involves compiling the programs into
TinyRAM object code and then using Halo 2 and a universal arithmetic circuit scheme based on TinyRAM
to generate zk-SNARKs verifying executions of TinyRAM programs. That process solves only one part of
the overall problem of creating a zk-rollup for Cardano. This section details several design considerations
that inform the zk-rollup protocol and implementation design described in the remaining sections of this
whitepaper.
Orbis aims to solve the blockchain trilemma, which is the problem of creating a distributed ledger
system which is secure, decentralized, and scalable. This whitepaper does not solve the entire problem,
but does describe how to create a secure and scalable zk-rollup on Cardano. A series of iterations will
transform Orbis from a centralized prototype into a fully distributed and decentralized system.
Funds on Orbis are secure against being spent improperly; they may only be spent by their wallet
holders or according to the rules of smart contracts. This is ensured even without decentralization of
Orbis, thanks to the use of zk-SNARKs. Decentralization of Orbis is required in order to make the system
resistant against censorship. In the centralized version of Orbis, protocol operators cannot spend funds
improperly, but they can engage in censorship.
Furthermore, because Orbis is upgradeable, there is a possibility of malicious upgrades being authorized
through the governance protocol, which could result in funds being spent improperly. This continues to
be the case even in the decentralized version of Orbis, and is a tradeoff inherent in the choice to make
Orbis upgradeable, which implies that the protocol can be changed in any way. While the idea of a system
which can be upgraded but only in ways that are non-malicious is ideal, it is not feasible to realize it
in practice in our lifetimes, due to the complexity of defining what is a malicious upgrade and enforcing
non-maliciousness through software while still allowing necessary upgrades to be performed.
Someday, Orbis may become an immutable protocol if the governance protocol authorizes an upgrade
which removes the upgrade provision from the layer 1 contract. This would result in no further upgrades to
the layer 1 protocol being possible, which would close out the possibility of a malicious contract upgrade.
It could make sense to do this at some point in the project’s development in order to promote security
and stability at the expense of technological advancement. However, it would not make sense in the earlier
stages of development, where it is important to be able to push out updates.
That was a high level overview of the security properties of Orbis and the relevant design tradeoffs.
The following subsections further detail the security requirements and other desirable characteristics of
Orbis, as well as how Orbis will meet these requirements.
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5.1

Reliability

A zk-rollup in its intended use is a critical piece of financial infrastructure, thus implying stringent requirements in terms of reliability.
Reliability is a multi-dimensional concept that can be subdivided into two axes: liveness and fidelity.
Liveness means that the system is functioning and responsive to requests. Liveness can be quantified as
a percentage, called uptime, calculated as the amount of time in which the system is available within a
given time interval, divided by the length of the given time interval. Fidelity means that the system is
functioning in the intended manner, conforming to the rules or contracts defining its intended behavior.
Together, these two axes capture the concept of reliability.
Subdividing reliability in other ways, such as along functional lines, is also useful. Different functions
of a system may have or require different reliability characteristics. Responding to queries for rollup data,
adding to the rollup, and executing the L1 rollup protocol are each distinct functions of the prover nodes
implementing the L2 rollup protocol. Each of these functions may have different reliability characteristics
and reliability requirements.
Subdividing reliability along outcome-based lines, considering the reliability with which the system
achieves or avoid certain types of outcomes, is also useful. An example of this type of subdivision would
be to separately consider the reliability with which the system ensures each of the following outcomes:
1. Nobody can double spend.
2. Nobody can spend money that is not theirs (more precisely, money for which they do not control the
private key).
3. Valid transactions submitted to the rollup, which do not conflict with other transactions submitted
around the same time, are processed and included in the rollup in a short amount of time.
4. The prover node network responds in a timely manner to queries for rollup data.
5. The prover node network responds accurately to queries for rollup data.
6. The complete rollup data structure is retained.
These examples are only a few of the outcomes whose reliability may be of interest as a topic of analysis.

5.2

Decentralization

Orbis Labs is committed to full decentralization of Orbis. This commitment does not mean that Orbis will
be fully decentralized out of the box but that Orbis will eventually be fully decentralized.
What does it mean for a system to be decentralized? Decentralization is a property which comes in
degrees. The decentralization of a system S at a point in time t is a real number in the half-open interval
[0, 1). The decentralization of S at t is defined as 1 − n1 , where n is the smallest number of actors whose
simultaneous failure could cause the system’s failure.
This definition of decentralization is not completely rigorous. In particular, it does not precisely define
the concept of failure or the concept of an actor. Vagueness and ambiguity are inherent in these concepts.
For instance, different ways of counting the number of actors in a system exist: all computers controlled by
a specific person could be counted as one actor, or each of these computers could be counted as an actor.
Different ways of counting actors may yield different values for the decentralization of a system. The rule
in such cases is that the value of n will be determined by whichever reasonable way of counting actors
yields the smallest number of actors whose simultaneous failure could cause the system’s failure.
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Defined in this way, decentralization is a number greater than or equal to 0, and less than 1, which is
defined for each distributed system at each point in time. The decentralization of a system with a single
point of failure is equal to 0. The decentralization of a system whose failure can be caused by the failure
of no fewer than two actors is ≥ 21 . The decentralization of a system whose failure can be caused by the
failure of no fewer than 100 actors is ≥ 0.99; that caused by the failure of no fewer than 1,000 actors is
≥ 0.999.
For most existing decentralized systems, their decentralization can be only estimated but not computed
exactly for a point in time. For instance, although the number of nodes in the Bitcoin network at a point
in time can be estimated, this estimate does not reveal how many distinct actors control those nodes.
Understood in this way, decentralization appears to be an important characteristic for reliability. The
more actors that must be taken out or corrupted to take a system down or corrupt it, the better the
system’s reliability.

5.3

Distributed system design

Evaluating transactions and generating relevant zk-SNARK proofs is computationally difficult. Therefore,
Orbis—in contrast to a standard blockchain system in which each computation is repeated on every node—
will efficiently leverage the computational power of all nodes that are part of the system. To do so, work
will be distributed among the cluster of nodes, such that each node will compute a portion of the submitted
transactions, and one designated node will gather the results, merge them, create a new block on the rollup,
and eventually post the proof to L1 (Cardano).
The Orbis system will be run on a distributed network of machines that might have substantially
different computational power. The design of the distributed system should not discriminate against
slower machines. Nonetheless, when sending work to provers, computational power should be considered,
so that slower machines receive smaller batches of transactions than faster machines.
5.3.1

Failure modes

We aim for the system to be fault tolerant. However, for failures in distributed settings, we must be
aware that this term can have different meanings, and a set definition is necessary. In computer science,
when describing failures in a distributed setting, different types of failures that might occur are generally
distinguished. The system might be resilient to one type of failure but not to another.
On one end of the spectrum are so-called crash-only failures, which occur when a program (or the
computer that running it) crashes because of a power shortage, hardware error, lost connectivity, etc.
When the program crashes, it can no longer communicate with the rest of the system and thus cannot
influence it in any way. In distributed settings, problems often occur in differentiating between a node
that crashed and a node that is just slow (or whose channel of communication was slowed). We say that
a system is n-resilient to crash-only failures when even after n out of m nodes have crashed (n < m),
operation can continue without issues.
On the other end of the failure spectrum are so-called Byzantine failures. A node is said to exhibit
a Byzantine failure when it does not follow the protocol required by the system. More precisely, a node
exhibiting Byzantine failure may behave completely arbitrarily. It may send wrong messages or refuse to
communicate. The reasons for its actions—either being a malicious node controlled by an adversary or
simply a node that is misbehaving because of a software or hardware issue—is not relevant. The system
is said to tolerate n out of m Byzantine failures when it can still operate correctly despite having n nodes
acting arbitrarily in an m-sized cluster. Byzantine failures have been discussed by many authors, but the
term was coined and formalized in [51].
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The centralized version of Orbis will be fully resilient to crash-only failures. Moreover, as long as the
number of nodes is sufficient to elect a leader (n > 3), the system will be fully operational. In addition,
nodes that have crashed will have the ability to recover and rejoin the running system.
Orbis Labs aims to provide a system that is resilient to Byzantine failures. Therefore, the decentralized
version of Orbis will remain fully operational even if some actors in the system act arbitrarily because of
either a bug or malicious intent.
5.3.2

Liveness and safety

In discussing the correctness of a distributed system, two properties are usually referred to: safety and
liveness.
Loosely defined, a safety property of a distributed system means that nothing “bad” ever happens
during the execution of a concurrent program. That is the system never enters a state that is considered
incorrect by the protocol that it follows.
Liveness, defined informally, is a property that asserts that “good” things eventually happen during
the system execution. That is, the system continues operating according to its protocol.
To intuitively understand these two properties, consider a system that is safe but not live. The simplest
example of such system is a program that simply does nothing. Because it is not performing any work, it
by definition cannot enter a “bad” state. At the same time, it is not progressing with work; thus, it does
not eventually achieve any new (“good”) state either.
A formal definition of safety and liveness can be found in [49].
We plan for Orbis to be a system that is safe throughout its entire execution.
Orbis is able to remain live even if congestion exists on L1 (Cardano). In that case, it will not be able
to push zk-SNARK updates to the verifier smart contract, but it will be able to periodically forge new
blocks and eventually push an update to L1 after the congestion is no longer present.
The liveness analysis of Orbis will operate under the assumption of a partially synchronous network,
which guarantees that the messages are delivered within some finite time-bound ∆, which can remain
unknown. This is related to liveness, because in the full asynchronous model, wherein a single message
can be forever delayed by the network, liveness cannot be guaranteed. Partially synchronous models have
been formalized in [50]. We note that our system will be safe even in a full asynchronous model, wherein
messages can be dropped, reordered, or duplicated.
5.3.3

Transaction pool

Prover nodes must keep a collection of transactions to be executed. A transaction pool is defined as follows:
TxPool ∼
= Set(Tx ⊕ LeafOutTx ⊕ RootOutTx)

(17)

LeafOutTx ∼
= Set(LeafOut)

(18)

RootOutTx ∼
= Set(RootOut).

(19)

Definitions of Tx, LeafOut, and RootOut can be found in Subsection 6.1. Transactions of type
LeafOutTx are submitted by users when they want to retrieve their funds from L2. RootOutTx transactions are submitted by prover nodes when they discover that funds were requested to be moved from L1.
Details of how this process is executed are described in Section 9.
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5.3.4

Delivery

We plan to deliver the initial centralized version of Orbis in an incremental manner, in which each step
introduces a new version of the system that builds on the previous version.
5.3.4.1 Single node. In this setup, the entire system is running on a single machine controlled by
Orbis Labs. This single prover exposes the entire API described in the 11.1 Prover API section. Because
the prover is not distributed, it stores all submitted transactions in its own internal database and does not
expose any inter-node communication API.
client

N ode

Layer1(Cardano)
Figure 3: Illustration of communication among a node, client, and layer 1 (Cardano).
The rollup state will be periodically updated through the following steps:
1. Querying all newly submitted transactions from the queue in the database
2. Creating a new block on the rollup for transactions with a generated zk-SNARK proof
3. Removing processed transactions from the queue in the database
4. Calling the rollup contract on layer 1, updating information regarding the state of the rollup
This system is fully centralized, and thus its decentralization is equal to 0. This single node will be
controlled by a single organization: Orbis Labs. Because one node is running the entire system, it becomes,
by definition, a single point of failure. It is neither crash-only nor resistant to Byzantine failure.
This system should be considered a milestone that enables testing of all user-facing features. Once
delivered, it will allow different parties to interact with Orbis by sending funds, submitting transactions,
inspecting the rollup, retrieving funds, and syncing the rollup with the layer 1.
5.3.4.2 Static master/workers. This is a distributed system with a single master node and multiple
worker nodes. This configuration is static; it is fixed upon initialization and cannot change during runtime.
Master node divides work among the worker nodes. After receiving partial results, the master node
combines them and updates layer 1.
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Figure 4: Illustration of communication among master/worker nodes, the distributed database, client, and
layer 1 (Cardano).
Although the system becomes distributed, it is still fully centralized, and its decentralization is equal
to 0. All nodes are controlled by a single organization: Orbis Labs. In this setting, failure of either the
master node or all worker nodes shuts down the entire system. Nevertheless, the system can fully recover
from failures of individual worker nodes: as long as at least one worker node and master node are running,
the system remains live and operational.
When discussing failures in this setting, we consider just crash-only failures. We refer to all worker
nodes that did not fail as active. All worker nodes that failed are referred to as non-active. Of note, a
non-active node can become active again, and the master node should be made aware of this fact.
The master node exposes the entire API described in Section Prover API. Clients communicate solely
with the master node.
Alongside the nodes, the system will run a fully distributed database that will store both the transaction
pool (see 17) and the rollup (see 22). The master node will be the only machine with read-write access to
the database, whereas worker nodes will have read-only access.
The database should allow the following queries and statements to be run:
• Add block to the rollup
• Add transaction to the list of submitted transactions
• Mark transaction as failed
• Return transactions for a given set of hashes (each hash representing the transaction to be returned)
• Return a set of blocks from the rollup (identified by timestamps or hashes)
• Return all non-failed transactions that were submitted but are not yet included in the rollup
The system will periodically update its rollup state by performing the following steps:
1. The master node will fetch a new batch of transactions to be added to the rollup from the submitted
transactions in the database.
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2. The master node will create a new block on the rollup with a generated zk-SNARK proof in the
following manner:
(a) The master node will discard transactions whose inputs are not available on the current rollup.
(b) From the remaining transactions, the master node will consider only a subset of transactions to
be processed, such that:
∀tx1 , tx2 ∈ subset : ¬conflicting(tx1 , tx2 ).

(20)

Two transactions are said to be conflicting if they share an input.
(c) The master node will divide the set of transactions to be processed into chunks.
(d) The master node will send each chunk to an available worker for batch processing and will
continue to do so until no more chunks remain for processing.
(e) Each worker will:
• fetch transactions from the database for a given chunk;
• create a block (see 23) for a given chunk of transactions (with a zk-SNARK proof); and
• send back both the resulting block and list of hashes of transactions that failed validation
(or were not added to the block for other reasons) to the master node.
(f) After all chunks have been processed, the master node will merge all received blocks into a single
block (merging proofs accordingly).
(g) A newly created block will be added to the rollup in the database.
3. The master node will call the rollup contract on L1, updating information on the state of the rollup.
An example of creating a block based on previously submitted transactions is shown in Figure 5. In this
example, six transactions were submitted, but only five are consuming inputs that are currently available
on the rollup. Only those transactions are selected for processing, and the remaining transaction (tx4) is
discarded.
Two worker nodes are available, but one worker (worker 1) is visibly faster than the second worker.
Because work is submitted to worker nodes in micro-batches, the faster node (worker 1) is served more
transactions, and the entire system operates in a near-optimal way.
5.3.4.3 Dynamic master/workers. This is a distributed system with a single master node and multiple worker nodes. Although the list of nodes that constitutes the cluster is still provisioned, unlike the
previous version (5.3.4.2), nodes are not preconfigured roles. Before the system can start creating blocks
on the rollup, it must perform a leader election to establish a master node. All nodes should also run a
health check to learn about nodes that join and leave the cluster. Leader election should occur each time
a master node is killed or crashes.
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Figure 5: Example of processing submitted transactions with batch size = 2.
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Figure 6: Illustration of communication among a dynamic Orbis cluster, the distributed database, client,
and L1 (Cardano).
In this setting, the system becomes resilient to crash-only failures as long as the cluster can successfully
perform a leader election.
All nodes must expose the entire API described in the Prover API section. Clients can communicate
with any node in the cluster and do not need to know which node is currently the master node (nor should
they).
Alongside the nodes, the system will run a fully distributed database that will store both transactions
and rollup. All nodes will have read-write access to the database.
Creating a block and updating the state of the rollup will work exactly as in the Static master/workers
setup.

5.4

Data availability

Data availability relates to the problem of how nodes in a network can be certain that a new block has
been produced and that all the data in that block have been published to the entire network. This plays a
major role in consensus by allowing block producers to be held accountable for the data they post to the
network to ensure that data are valid. Furthermore, it is required for the liveness of the system, in that
the rollup history must be available in order to create new blocks and update the consensus.
The data stored in blocks can be separated into two parts: the block header and the transaction data.
The block header consists of the metadata for the block containing basic information about state, including
the Merkle root of the transactions. The transaction data consist of the data for all transactions that have
occurred in that given block.
For general-purpose rollup solutions, if a block producer posts a valid block with a validity proof,
but does not release the data for the block, then the state of the ledger is unknown, including balances;
therefore, users will not be able to interact with the rollup.
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5.4.1

Validiums

Defining the distinction between a rollup and a validium is also helpful. Both rollups and validiums are
L2 protocols that post validity proofs to the mainchain to be verified by an on-chain verifier contract.
The difference is that rollups for data availability solutions have all data stored on-chain, and those
for validiums have data stored off-chain. The validium approach introduces additional security and trust
assumptions to the system architecture outside the L1 mainchain protocol.
Orbis is undertaking a path toward a fully decentralized model of data storage with minimal trust
assumptions, which would involve all data being posted and stored on the Cardano mainchain.
This solution can be simplified to a long-term roadmap approach of first launching as a validium with
an off-chain data storage solution and then transitioning toward a rollup after data availability on Cardano
has evolved. Data availability will be expanded upon in a separate paper.
5.4.2

Data storage

The on-rollup block header data alongside the on-rollup UTxO balances and their corresponding authorized
signing keys will be posted and stored on-chain in the rollup UTxO, which is the verifier contract. The
current rollup state and on-rollup transaction history will be stored off-chain in a fully distributed database.
A speculative, non-binding description of some state data that must be stored in the rollup UTxO is
as follows:
1. A nonce that is incremented on every output transaction: the purpose of the nonce is to help ensure
that on-rollup UTxOs are used only once
2. A hash of all the on-rollup UTxOs: the mentioned hash may be a recursive hash, i.e., a hash of
UTxOs and a previous hash; the purpose of the state hash is to serve as an input to the proofchecking algorithm
3. The public-key hashes of the authorized signing key(s)
4. The most recent time when the prover posted a transaction

5.5

Cardano compatibility

A zk-rollup for Cardano must be compatible with Cardano. Although this is an obvious point, its meaning
in practice is not entirely obvious. As noted in Section 4, compatibility means having a compatible eUTxO
data model. However, it also particularly means that the L1 rollup protocol must be implementable on
Cardano. The L1 rollup protocol, defined in Section 10, allows for updating an on-chain rollup state UTxO
to reflect changes to an off-chain rollup by using zk-SNARKs to ensure that the state changes respect the
rules. This process involves including zk-SNARKs in transactions updating the on-chain rollup state, and
validating the zk-SNARKs in the L1 rollup contract.
A transaction in Cardano can be at most 16 kB in size, as of the genesis of the Shelley era. All code
and data needed to validate a Cardano transaction must be included in the transaction itself. Therefore,
for a zk-rollup for Cardano, the zk-SNARKs must be smaller than the transaction size limit if a zk-SNARK
is to be validated in a single transaction. Consequently, the choice of zk-SNARK theory is limited. For a
zk-SNARK theory to be Cardano compatible, it must either produce proofs smaller than the transaction
size limit or allow for the proof-checking process to be split across multiple transactions, each of which
depends only on a part of the proof that is smaller than the transaction size limit.
Moreover, because the L1 rollup contract must validate zk-SNARKs, validating zk-SNARKs for the
chosen zk-SNARK theory in scripts that run on the chain must be possible. Given the stringent CPU and
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memory use limits on on-chain Plutus scripts, this feasibility cannot be assumed and depends on the time
and space complexity of the proof-checking algorithm. The potential for the proof-checking algorithm to
be run across multiple transactions, if it does not fit within the CPU and memory use limits of a single
transaction, should be considered. Whether such a possibility is feasible depends on not only the overall
time and space complexity of proof checking, but also the nature of the opportunities for splitting the
algorithm into pieces that consume less time and space.
For this purpose, Halo 2 would work. Halo 2 would work because its proofs are very succinct, so much
so that a Halo 2 proof can fit in a Cardano transaction. However, it might be better to modify Halo 2 to
use FRI commitments instead of the inner product argument polynomial commitment scheme. Although
FRI-based proofs are not as succinct and would not fit in a Cardano transaction, the process of verifying
them can be split across multiple transactions, each of which consumes a piece of the proof. Which one of
these choices would be better depends on which of them would allow for a proof to be added to the chain
in the least number of blocks.
It may or may not be possible, with today’s Cardano transaction CPU and memory limits, to verify
a Halo 2 proof in a single Cardano transaction. If this is possible, then Halo 2 would be the better for
on-chain proof verification. If this is not possible, then whether Halo 2 with FRI or Halo 2 or would be a
better choice depends on how many transactions it takes to verify a Halo 2 proof. This is limited by CPU
and/or memory usage. It also depends on how many transactions it takes to verify FRI-based proof, which
is limited by CPU and/or memory usage and transaction size (which comes into play because the proof is
too big to fit into one transaction).
There is a possibility that Halo 2 with FRI is the better choice, because Halo 2 proof verification has
higher time complexity. There is also a possibility that Halo 2 is the better choice, if on-chain Halo 2 proof
verification can be done fast enough. A third approach could exist which is better than either of these.
More study is needed to determine the most efficient way to do zk-SNARK proof verification on Cardano.
As a side note, the choice of commitment scheme used for on-chain proof verification is independent of
the choice of commitment scheme used for composing proofs off-chain. They need not be the same theory
if it is more convenient to compose proofs in one theory off-chain and verify them on-chain in another
theory, because proofs in one theory can be transformed into proofs in another theory using recursive proof
techniques.

5.6

Upgradability and governance

Most software must be upgraded over the course of its lifetime. Software rarely flawlessly executes all
necessary processes with no room for improvement on the very first release. The Orbis roadmap calls for
changes and improvements to Orbis after its initial release, including performance enhancements and bug
fixes, as well as new features and characteristics, such as decentralization.
What does it mean to upgrade Orbis? Orbis will essentially consist of an L1 smart contract and
an associated contract state UTxO; a network of prover nodes; a rollup data structure; the prover node
software; and the associated SDKs. Each component may need to be updated to perform an upgrade.
A smart contract cannot be updated after it is deployed on Cardano. Scripts in Cardano are content
addressed. Thus, rather than changing an existing script on the blockchain, a smart contract upgrade is
achieved by deploying a new script.
Such an upgrade process can be transparent to end users, meaning that they do not need to know
that the upgrade is occurring to benefit from it. In contrast, a smart contract upgrade process can be
non-transparent, meaning that end users must manually migrate to the upgraded smart contract.
The benefits of a transparent upgrade process are obvious. The greatest challenge in designing a
transparent upgrade process is making it secure. A transparent upgrade process for the layer 1 rollup
smart contract implies that all funds held in the rollup contract state UTxO will be moved into a new
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rollup contract state UTxO for the upgraded L1 rollup contract.
The possibility of such a general-purpose, transparent L1 protocol upgrade process can be built into
the L1 protocol. If this possibility is not built into the protocol, then it cannot be performed. If it is built
into the protocol, then the question of how to provide security arises. Under what conditions should an
upgrade be authorized? What prevents or disincentivizes the occurrence of an upgrade that is malicious
or otherwise harmful?
The conditions for authorizing an upgrade must be checkable by a smart contract. Unfortunately, a
smart contract is not smart enough to determine whether a proposed upgrade to itself is malicious or
otherwise harmful. To analyze code programmatically to determine whether it is malicious, and to do so
with high reliability, is beyond the means of existing technology. Such analysis is likely to be inherently
impossible, because of limiting results such as the unsolvability of the halting problem. However, arguing
a stronger claim is difficult, given the inherent vagueness of the notion of a program being malicious.
Because malicious upgrades cannot be prevented programmatically, the task of preventing malicious
upgrades falls to humans in some way. Some people must be responsible for deciding which upgrades are
good. The L1 rollup contract must contain provisions that allow for the authorized people to perform an
upgrade. That is, the L1 rollup contract must contain a governance protocol.
The simplest imaginable governance protocol would be to require the authorization of one person,
who is designated before the contract is created. In this case, performance of a contract upgrade would
be achieved through a transaction signed by the authorized party’s private key. A system using this
governance protocol has decentralization equal to 0, because it has a single point of failure.
A more sophisticated governance protocol would use a multi-signature scheme, in which n out of m
signatures are required to authorize an upgrade. For example, if n = 3 and m = 5, then five people have
authorized keys, and a contract upgrade would be approved by a transaction signed by at least three of the
five authorized keys. The decentralization of a system with this type of governance protocol is no better
than 1 − n1 .
Achieving governance with any desired level of decentralization, letting decentralization scale in an openended and unlimited fashion, would be desirable and would require a decentralized governance protocol.
Every governance protocol carries risks. Democracy, or voting, appears to be the most scalable and
fair form of governance, given that the word “democratic” is implied in the term “just government” for
many people. However, what the majority wants is not always best. When decisions become too complex
to handle by democracy, humans turn to technocracy—rule by experts. However, technocracy carries its
own risks of corruption, tyranny, and unresponsiveness to popular grievances. Democracy can become the
tyranny of the majority, and technocracy can become the tyranny of the minority.
No perfect solution appears to exist to the problem of governance. Limiting results in voting theory,
such as Arrow’s impossibility theorem, suggest that indeed no perfect solution to this problem exists. [42]
This problem has been studied for thousands of years. When a problem has been studied for thousands of
years and remains unsolved, a full solution can be considered unlikely in this lifetime. The most that we
can reasonably expect to see is incremental improvement on the best solutions available today.
The first fully decentralized version of Orbis will feature a decentralized governance protocol with
unbounded decentralization, meaning that an open-ended and practically unlimited number of actors could
be added to the system, thereby allowing the decentralization to approach the theoretical limit of 1. The
design of the decentralized governance protocol will be announced in a future revision of this whitepaper.
The initial release of Orbis will feature a governance protocol that is based on voting but is not fully
decentralized. This protocol will allow for a vote to be conducted in a fashion that results in a zk-SNARK
proving the resulting vote tally. The protocol is not fully decentralized, in that only an authorized prover
node could write a zk-SNARK proving a vote tally to the L1 contract. Thus, the system is resistant to an
attack in which a prover node tries to create a false vote, but it is not resistant to an attack in which a
prover node refuses to submit a valid vote.
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In the initial release of Orbis, the voting mechanism will be used for only one purpose: updating the
list of authorized signers in the multi-signature scheme used to govern the protocol. This is a form of
representative democracy.
Why a representative democracy? Orbis Labs sought to avoid a situation in which necessary protocol
upgrades might be prevented by a lack of participation in the voting process. Governing a protocol by
direct democracy faces a dilemma: either the minimum required voter participation to pass a proposal is
low, in which case a minority can govern if participation is low, or the minimum required voter participation
is high, in which case low participation could prevent upgrades. To avoid this dilemma, Orbis Labs chose
a representative democratic governance structure for Orbis V1.
The governing body of Orbis V1 will be a group of individuals, identified by their public keys. This
governing body will be called the “board” (of Orbis). To perform administrative actions on Orbis, such as
upgrading the contract, signatures are required from n out of m “board” members.18 The exact values of
n and m are not determined at the time of writing of this whitepaper and could change over time.
The initial composition of the board will be determined by Orbis Labs. Changes to the composition of
the board may be adopted after board approval and an approving vote. An approving vote is one in which
a sufficient percentage of the total votes in existence is cast, and the majority of cast votes are in favor of
the proposal.
Those who vote are those who hold HALO on the rollup. Each address on the rollup is allocated a
number of votes determined by a function of the amount q of HALO held at that address, the number m
of continguous defined fixed time periods, including the present defined fixed time period in which that
address has performed a transaction, and the number n of transactions that the address has performed.
This function takes the form
q · f (m) · g(n),
(21)
where f is a super-linear function, and g is a sub-linear function.
This voting system contains trust assumptions when implemented by using a centralized prover. The
prover carries out the voting system protocol to produce a zk-SNARK showing that a given proposal was
approved. The prover cannot create a zk-SNARK that falsely represents votes having been cast that were
not in fact cast. However, the prover can create a zk-SNARK based on a vote tally that excludes some votes
that were cast. In the centralized versions of Orbis, the prover could potentially manipulate elections not
by creating fake votes but by excluding real votes. In this manner, the prover could not cause a proposal
to be approved that had in its favor less than half the minimum number of votes required for a quorum.
This is a special case of the more general property in the centralized versions of Orbis in which the prover
could censor transactions. This loophole will be solved in the first decentralized version of Orbis.
The rules of the voting system are detailed more rigorously in Section 8.

5.7

Performance

Various measures of performance should be considered in Orbis. The most relevant performance measures
for user experience with Orbis are throughput and latency measures. Latency is the amount of time between
a user initiating an action and the action being completed. Throughput is the number of user interactions
that can be processed in a given time period.
Different interactions will have different latency values. Aggregate latency measures of interest include
the mean and median latency, as well as quantiles of latency, and maximum latency, for different types of
interactions.
The latency of a concurrent process is greater than or equal to the sum of the durations of the longest
chain of steps in the process, wherein each step after the first cannot start before the previous step in the
18

Because Orbis is not a company, the board of Orbis is not a literal board of directors.
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chain finishes. Designing systems for low latency involves designing each step to be completed quickly, and
minimizing the number of steps that must be performed sequentially.
For the purposes of user experience, what qualifies as low latency depends on the aspect under discussion. Users performing an action in a web app are likely to register any time lag of more than a few
seconds as taking a long time. For some interactions, much lower latency is required. For example, in
real-time video games or live sound engineering, latency on the order of tens or hundreds of milliseconds
is considered substantial. A performance goal for Orbis is that most user interactions should take no more
than a few seconds. However, much shorter time lags are possible.
In the case of on-chain transactions, i.e., adding funds to or removing funds from the rollup, throughput
and latency are limited by the blockchain. Therefore, the expectations for these types of transactions will
be different from, and no better than, those that the blockchain can offer at a given time. Cardano has
an average block time of 20 seconds, so it creates blocks at an approximate rate of three per minute. [25]
Therefore, Orbis can settle the on-rollup ledger updates onto the layer 1 blockchain no more frequently
than approximately three times per minute.
The throughput will vary for different sets of interactions. Some interactions are more complex than
others and consume more resources, and thus will contribute more toward a maximum throughput budget
than others.
Maximum throughput is a function of limiting factors. In each scenario, maximum throughput is
reached when some limiting factor prevents the throughput from further increasing. Thus, to model
throughput potential, the limiting factors must be modeled.
As a performance goal, the L2 infrastructure should be able to scale to meet any level of throughput
demanded by the market. In principle, the Orbis architecture should be able to scale to any level that the
market would support. To do so, a series of iterations in which different limiting factors are incrementally
improved will be necessary to achieve the level of scale that the market demands.
The proving time complexity of adding a block of transactions to Orbis is O(log(n + m)) in n the
number of transactions in the block and m the number of smart contract invocations in the block. To
prove the validity of a block, Orbis needs to run the transaction validation algorithm on each transaction
in the block, resulting in execution traces for all of the smart contracts attached to all of the transactions,
which are inputs to the rest of the proving process. The time complexity of producing the smart contract
execution traces is O(1), because each trace has a maximum number of steps, producing a single step of
a trace is O(1), and all traces can be produced in parallel. The time complexity of producing the block
validity proof given the execution traces is O(log(n+m)) in n the number of transactions and m the number
of smart contract invocations. This is because producing a single proof in the tree of recursive proofs to
validate a block has time complexity of O(1) given the input proofs, and the maximum number of proofs
which need to be done one after another (due to one proof being an input to another) is O(log(n + m)).
This asymptotic scalability property is better than what is achievable for Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM)-based ZK rollups. EVM-based ZK rollups can achieve at best O(n) time complexity for proving
the validity of a block, in n the number of smart contract invocations. This is because the EVM uses a
sequential execution model with a single global state shared by all smart contracts. This means that the
process of producing the execution traces to use as input to the proving process has time complexity of at
best O(n) in n the number of smart contract invocations, because to produce the trace for the (i + 1)th
smart contract invocation, one must have the state resulting from the ith smart contract invocation. This
difference in asymptotic block proving time complexity shows how the eUTXO model of Cardano is very
beneficial for scalability in comparison to the sequential access, account-based model of Ethereum.
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5.8

Pricing and cost models

To ensure that the actions required by the protocol occur, some incentive must exist for those actions to
be taken. Performing a rollup protocol is not free, and service providers must be compensated to cover
the costs that they incur and provide a profit motive to do so in the first place.
Another reason to charge money for rollup services is to discourage various forms of spamming that
might occur if services were free or almost free to users.
Fees for rollup services should be sufficiently high that protocol operation costs are covered with a
profit margin, and spam is disincentivized. However, fees should not be much higher than necessary for
those purposes. These considerations inform the design of the fee structure.
Transaction fees for rollup services on Orbis will paid in HALO.
5.8.1

On-rollup transaction pricing

The actual costs per transaction of operating an Orbis rollup are estimated to be quite low at scale—orders
of magnitude less than USD $0.01 on average. Therefore, the fee calculation for basic on-rollup transactions
is likely to be dominated by a minimum constant fee set to prevent spam.
Some transactions are more expensive than others to add to a rollup. Consequently, the fee structure
must account for these differences. The fee accounts for the cost of storing the transaction and the cost
of generating the zk-SNARK. In some cases, these costs may be substantial, whereas in other cases, they
may border on negligible.
The fee structure for on-rollup transactions is further detailed in Subsection 6.5.
5.8.2

On-chain transaction pricing

The initial release of Orbis will not have any user fees for on-chain transactions that add and remove funds
from the rollup, beyond the Cardano network fee, which a user pays to send funds to the Orbis address to
be added to Orbis. There are no user fees for removing funds from Orbis.
Because the throughput of the Cardano L1 limits the throughput of on-chain Orbis transactions, and
because no pricing mechanism is present to balance supply and demand for these transactions, long wait
times for these transaction types may result. Without a pricing mechanism to balance supply and demand,
wait times emerge naturally to balance supply and demand. If the rate of demand for performing these
transactions exceeds the rate of supply of available throughput on L1 to perform these transactions, then
wait times increase until the rate of demand no longer exceeds the rate of supply.
The absence of a supply-and-demand-driven pricing mechanism for Orbis on-chain transactions also
leads to a potential denial-of-service vulnerability, wherein an attacker may flood Orbis with on-chain
transactions to deny others access to performing on-chain transactions with Orbis. This type of attack
would not prevent users from transacting on Orbis, but it would deny users the services of adding funds
to and removing funds from Orbis, by resulting in impractical wait times for these transaction types.
The long-term solution for this denial-of-service vulnerability may be to add a fee structure for onchain transactions. By paying a fee, a user would move closer to the front of the queue to perform the
on-chain transaction, such that higher fees lead to shorter wait times and a soft guarantee19 that anyone
may willing to pay a sufficient market-determined price can have an on-chain transaction served in a timely
manner. This system would work similarly to gas fees on Ethereum. This type of fee structure makes the
system resistant to the aforementioned type of denial-of-service attack, which would become effectively too
expensive to carry out.
19

Subject to the liveness of Orbis and liveness and congestion of Cardano
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Introducing such a demand-driven fee structure for on-chain transactions is likely to be the best achievable solution for ensuring that users have timely access to the on-chain rollup services of adding and removing funds. Of course, the ideal solution would be for Cardano to have sufficient throughput to support the
demand for these transactions without a demand-driven fee structure. That, too, may eventually become
a reality.

6

Rollup validation relations

This section defines what a rollup is, by defining what type of data structure a rollup is and which instances
of that data structure constitute a (valid) rollup. The term “rollup” is ambiguous. “Rollup” could refer to
the rollup data structure, which is the transaction history, or to the transaction history stored in a storage
medium together with the infrastructure needed to read it and write to it in accordance with the rollup
protocol. To avoid ambiguity, herein, “rollup” will be used to indicate the former meaning, referring to the
rollup transaction-history data structure.
In addition to defining what constitutes a valid rollup, this section defines what constitutes a valid
extension of a rollup and, more generally, the relations among a valid rollup and a valid extension of that
rollup and some UTxOs from the chain that are added to the rollup as part of that extension and some
UTxOs that are subtracted from the rollup to be sent on the chain as part of that extension.

6.1

Structural type of a rollup

The definition of a rollup loosely follows the definition of a ledger in the eUTxO model [27], Figure 3.
The definition given in [27] is somewhat idealized with respect to the definition actually used in Cardano,
for which readers may refer to [31], Section 2.4, letting Ledger ∼
= [TxInfo]. Neither of these definitions
is equivalent to the definition of a rollup in Orbis. The definition based on [31] is closer, but we do not
include the transaction-information components related to staking, and we add additional transaction types
to handle moving funds between L1 and L2.
Let F be a finite field. F must be sufficiently large to represent various types, including addresses,
indices, and times.
The following isomorphisms define (up to isomorphism) the structural type of an Orbis rollup.
Rollup ∼
= Map(Time, Set(Tx))
× Map(Time, List(RootOut))
× Map(Time, Set(LeafOut))

(22)

A rollup is a history of transactions, or viewed differently, is a sequence of blocks.
∼ Set(Tx)
Block =
× List(RootOut)
× Set(LeafOut)

(23)

A Time is a non-negative number (49). A Time is a reference to a block. The Times associated with
blocks increase sequentially as blocks are added.
There are three transaction types: regular transactions (the Tx type), transactions moving L1 funds to
L2 (the RootOut type), and transactions moving L2 funds to L1 (the LeafOut type).
Tx ∼
= Set(SpendIn) × Set(RefIn) × List(TxOut) × Fee × Mint × MintInputs ×
ValidRange × Signatories × TxId

(24)

MintInputs ∼
= Map(CurrencySymbol, Datum × Redeemer)

(25)
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A spending input or a reference input is in either case a reference to an output. Outputs are of two
types, root outputs (resulting from adding money to the rollup from the layer 1) and transaction outputs
(resulting from an on-rollup transaction).
SpendIn = RefIn = TxIn ⊕ RootIn

(26)

TxIn ∼
= TxOutRef × TxOut

(27)

RootIn ∼
= RootOutRef × RootOut

(28)

TxIn ∼
= TxOutRef × TxOut

(29)

LeafOut ∼
= TxOutRef ⊕ RootOutRef

(30)

TxOutRef ∼
= TxId × TxOutRefIndex

(31)

RootOutRef ∼
= Time × RootOutRefIndex

(32)

TxOutRefIndex ∼
=F

(33)

RootOutRefIndex ∼
=F

(34)

A TxId, which uniquely identifies a Tx, consists of a block number (a Time), and a hash of the Tx and
the Time.
TxId ∼
= Time × F

(35)

TxOut ∼
= Address × Value × Maybe(Datum × Redeemer × ScriptAddress)

(36)

RootOut ∼
= Address × Value

(37)

Addresses on Orbis have the same structure as addresses on Cardano. An Address is either the hash
of a script (a ScriptAddress) or the hash of a public key (a PubKeyHash).
Address ∼
=F

(38)

ScriptAddress ∼
=F

(39)

Value ∼
= Map(AssetClass, Quantity)

(40)

Quantity ∼
=N

(41)

An AssetClass is the name of a token type. As in Cardano, an AssetClass consists of a CurrencySymbol
and a TokenName. A CurrencySymbol is the hash of a minting script. A TokenName has an interpretation
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determined by the minting script associated with the CurrencySymbol, thus allowing for one minting script
to be used to mint more than one AssetClass.

6.2

∼ CurrencySymbol × TokenName
AssetClass =

(42)

CurrencySymbol ∼
=F

(43)

TokenName ∼
=F

(44)

Fee ∼
= Value

(45)

Mint ∼
= Map(AssetClass, MintQuantity)

(46)

MintQuantity ∼
=Z

(47)

ValidRange ∼
= Time × Time

(48)

Time ∼
=F

(49)

Signatories ∼
= List(PubKeyHash)

(50)

∼F
PubKeyHash =

(51)

Datum ∼
= Redeemer ∼
= ByteString

(52)

ByteString ∼
=N

(53)

Concretization of structural type

Defining the rollup validity relation requires some assignment of the names in the isomorphisms (22)-(53)
to types in a suitable category of types, thus making the isomorphisms (22)-(53) true.
Let Hask be a suitable category of types, with products and coproducts and a natural number type, a
category sufficiently rich for interpreting Haskell, not defining what this means precisely. Let all the names
in (22)-(53) denote types in Hask such that the isomorphisms (22)-(53) are true.
Let List and Set be endofunctors of Hask. List maps the type A to the type List(A) of finite sequences
of values of A. List maps the morphism f : A → B to the morphism List(f ) : List(A) → List(B) defined
by
List(f )(x1 , ..., xn ) = (f (x1 ), ..., f (xn )).

(54)

Set maps the type A to the type Set(A) of finite sets of values of A. Set maps the morphism f : A → B
to the morphism Set(f ) : Set(A) → Set(B) defined by
Set(f )(X) = {f (x) | x ∈ X}.
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(55)

To check the functor laws of Set, see:
Set(idA )(X) = {idA (x) | x ∈ X} = {x | x ∈ X} = X,

(56)

Set(idA ) = idSet(A) ,

(57)

so

and
Set(g ◦ f )(X) =
=
=
=

{(g ◦ f )(x) | x ∈ X}
{g(f (x)) | x ∈ X}
{g(x) | x ∈ Set(f )(X)}
Set(g)(Set(f )(X)),

(58)

so
Set(g ◦ f ) = Set(g) ◦ Set(f ).

(59)

Map : Hask × Hask → Hask.

(60)

Let Map be a bifunctor:

Map maps the types A and B to the type Map(A, B) of finite maps, where A is the key type, and B
is the value type.
Map maps the morphism f : A × B → A′ × B ′ to the morphism Map(A, B)(f ) : Map(A, B) →
Map(A′ , B ′ ) defined by application of f to each key-value pair in the input map to produce the key-value
pairs in the output map (with some unspecified conflict resolution rule).
Let there be a function
txs : Rollup → Set(Tx)

(61)

that maps a rollup to the set of transactions in the rollup.
Let there be projection functions
spendingInputs : Tx → Set(SpendIn)

(62)

referenceInputs : Tx → Set(RefIn)

(63)

outputs : Tx → List(TxOut)

(64)

fee : Tx → Fee

(65)

mint : Tx → Mint

(66)

mintInputs : Tx → MintInputs

(67)

validRange : Tx → ValidRange

(68)
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signatories : Tx → Signatories

(69)

txId : Tx → TxId

(70)

that get the components of the Cartesian product in isomorphism (22).20
Similarly, let there be projection functions
blocks : Rollup → Map(Time, Set(Tx))

(71)

roots : Rollup → Map(Time, List(RootOut))

(72)

leaves : Rollup → Map(Time, Set(LeafOut))

(73)

txOutRef : TxIn → TxOutRef

(74)

txOut : TxIn → TxOut

(75)

txOutRefId : TxOutRef → TxId

(76)

txIdTime : TxId → Time

(77)

txOutRefIndex : TxOutRef → TxOutRefIndex

(78)

rootOut : RootIn → RootOut

(79)

rootOutRef : RootIn → RootOutRef

(80)

rootOutRefTime : RootOutRef → Time

(81)

rootOutRefIndex : RootOutRef → RootOutRefIndex

(82)

address : TxOut → Address

(83)

address : RootOut → Address.

(84)

Context will disambiguate which of the two projection functions named “address” is meant.
value : TxOut → Value

(85)

20
That is, these functions are the canonical isomorphism witnessing (22) composed of the respective projection functions
satisfying the universal property of Cartesian products.
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scriptInfo : TxOut → Maybe(Datum × Redeemer × ScriptAddress)

(86)

currencySymbol : AssetClass → CurrencySymbol

(87)

tokenName : AssetClass → TokenName

(88)

start : ValidRange → Time

(89)

end : ValidRange → Time

(90)

feeValue : Fee → Value

(91)

mintValue : Mint → Map(AssetClass, MintQuantity)

(92)

valueMap : Value → Map(AssetClass, Quantity).

(93)

mintInputsMap : MintInputs → Map(CurrencySymbol, Datum × Redeemer)

(94)

getQuantity : Quantity → N

(95)

getMintQuantity : Quantity → Z

(96)

getSignatories : Signatories → List(PubKeyHash)

(97)

The CurrencySymbol of an AssetClass is the ScriptAddress of the corresponding minting-policy script.
Therefore, let there be an isomorphism
makeCurrencySymbol : ScriptAddress → CurrencySymbol.

(98)

An address is either a ScriptAddress or a PubKeyHash. Therefore, let there be isomorphisms
fromScriptAddress : ScriptAddress → Address

(99)

fromPubKeyHash : PubKeyHash → Address.

(100)

The PubKeyHashes are the result of applying some hash function to ED25519 public keys. As in
Cardano, in Orbis, the signatures used to sign transactions are produced by using the ED25519 public-key
encryption scheme.
Let there be functions
txOutToLeaf : TxOutRef → LeafOut

(101)

rootOutToLeaf : RootOutRef → LeafOut.

(102)
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Let
π1 : A × B → A
π2 : A × B → B

(103)

be a polymorphic Cartesian product projection functions. Let
keys : Map(A, B) → Set(A)

(104)

be a function that maps a Map to its set of keys. Let
lookup : A → Map(A, B) → Maybe(B)

(105)

be a polymorphic key/value lookup function. Let
makeMap : ∀A∀B. Set(A × B) → Map(A, B)

(106)

be a polymorphic function that constructs a map from a set of key-value pairs. Let
makeMap−1 : ∀A∀B. Map(A, B) → Set(A × B)

(107)

be a right inverse of makeMap, i.e.:
makeMap ◦ makeMap−1 = id.

(108)

Compose makeMap with the canonical isomorphism
Map(AssetClass, Quantity) → Value

(109)

makeVal : Map(AssetClass, Quantity) → Value.

(110)

to obtain a function

Let Value have an additive monoid structure defined as follows, for all a, b ∈ Value.
a+b =
({
|
∧
∧

(makeVal ◦ makeMap)
(k, x + y)
((k, x) ∈ makeMap−1 (valueMap(a)) ∨ x = 0)
((k, y) ∈ makeMap−1 (valueMap(b)) ∨ y = 0)
(x ̸= 0 ∨ y ̸= 0)

(111)
})

The empty map is the image of the identity element of this monoid.
Define an additive monoid structure over MintValue in the same way. (The only difference between
Value and MintValue is that MintValue allows for negative quantities.)
As an abuse of notation, let sums that mix elements of Value with elements of MintValue denote the
sums in MintValue after conversion of the Values to MintValues by the canonical injection.
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6.3

Script context

To define the condition for a script to accept a transaction, the script context type and the function for
generating the script context must be defined. The following isomorphisms define the structural type of
the script context (up to isomorphism).
ScriptContext ∼
= Tx × ScriptPurpose

(112)

∼ Minting ⊕ Spending
ScriptPurpose =

(113)

∼ CurrencySymbol
Minting =

(114)

Spending ∼
= TxOutRef

(115)

The script context consists of the transaction to be validated and the purpose of the script. The purpose
of the script is either
1. Minting: to validate that a value consisting of asset classes belonging to one currency symbol can
be minted, or
2. Spending: to validate that a given input UTxO can be spent.
Let
makeContext : Tx × ScriptPurpose → ScriptContext

(116)

be the canonical isomorphism witnessing (112). Let
minting : CurrencySymbol → ScriptPurpose

(117)

be the canonical isomorphism witnessing (114), composed of the canonical injection Minting → Minting ⊕
Spending, composed of the canonical isomorphism witnessing (113). Let
spending : TxOutRef → ScriptPurpose

(118)

be defined similarly.
Each transaction t ∈ Tx is associated with one or more script requirements (s, c, d, r) ∈ ScriptAddress ×
ScriptContext × Datum × Redeemer, determined as follows.
1. For each i′ ∈ inputs(t) representing an i ∈ TxIn, if scriptInfo(txOut(i)) ̸= Nothing, then (s, c, d, r) is
a script requirement, where
Just(d, r, s) = scriptInfo(txOut(i)),
c = makeContext(t, spending(txOutRef(i))).

(119)

2. For each CurrencySymbol
x ∈ Set(currencySymbol)(keys(mintValue(mint(i)))),
if lookup(x, mintInputsMap(mintInputs(t))) ̸= Nothing, then (s, c, d, r) is a script requirement, where
s = makeCurrencySymbol−1 (x),
c = makeContext(t, minting(x)),
Just(d, r) = lookup(x, mintInputsMap(mintInputs(t))).
These script requirements appear in the definition of rollup validity in Subsection 6.6.
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(120)

6.4

Scripts

Let there be a type called Script that represents a transaction validation script (represented as a TinyRAM
program). Let there be a hash function
scriptAddress : Script → ScriptAddress.

(121)

accepts : Steps × Script × Datum × Redeemer × ScriptContext → Bool

(122)

∼ N,
Steps =

(123)

Bool ∼
= {0, 1}.

(124)

Let there be a function

where

The accepts function returns true if and only if the script runs and terminates in an accepting state in
exactly the given number of steps on the given inputs.

6.5

Fee structure

The fee for an on-rollup transaction t ∈ Tx validated by scripts s ∈ Set(Script × Steps) is determined with
the following formula:
requiredFee(t, s) = max{⌈m · cost(t, s)⌉, f0 }.

(125)

Here, f0 ∈ N is the minimum transaction fee. m ∈ R is the cost multiplier.
cost : Tx × Set(Script × Steps) → R

(126)

is the cost function.
In the centralized version of Orbis, f0 and m will be set by Orbis Labs. In the decentralized version,
they will be set by the governance protocol.
The purpose of the minimum transaction fee f0 is to prevent transactions from being so inexpensive
that a distributed denial-of-service attack on the network by spamming it with large amounts of low-value
transactions is possible.
The purpose of the cost multiplier m is to translate the unitless output of the cost function into the
fee denomination, reflecting the real-world costs of operating the rollup as well as the profit margin of the
prover node operator. The cost function provides only a relative measure of the cost of adding a transaction
to the rollup. The cost multiplier m translates the relative cost measure to an absolute price on the basis
of current market conditions.
Let
txSize : Tx → N

(127)

be a function that outputs the number of bytes required to represent a transaction in its canonical binary
encoding.
Let
scriptSize : Script → N
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(128)

be a function that outputs the number of bytes required to represent a script in its canonical binary
encoding.
The cost function takes the form
cost(t, s) = a · txSize(t) +

X

b · scriptSize(f ) + c · m,

(129)

(f,m)∈s

for some positive constants a, b, c ∈ R. The values of these constants may be tuned in the same way in
which the values of f0 and m are tuned.
That is, the assumption is that a linear pricing model that factors in the size of the transaction (which
includes the sizes of the inputs to the scripts), the sizes of the scripts, and the number of steps each script
needs to run is appropriate. Therefore, a bound on the memory consumption of the scripts is implied,
because a script does not access more memory addresses than the maximum number of steps in which it
runs.
The fee is denominated in HALO. Let HALO ∈ AssetClass denote the HALO token.
Let
feePaymentAddress : Address
(130)
be the on-rollup address which fees should be paid out to. A single payment address is sufficient when the
prover is centralized with a single service provider. Subsequent iterations of Orbis will need to elaborate
on the fee distribution model.

6.6

Rollup validity conditions

The following conditions must be true for a value R ∈ Rollup to denote a valid rollup.
1. For each transaction t ∈ txs(R):
(a) For each TxIn input i ∈ spendingInputs(t) ∪ referenceInputs(t):
i. r = txOutRef(i) refers to something, meaning:
A. txId(u) = txOutRefId(r) for some (unique) u ∈ txs(R).
B. txOutRefIndex(r) < |outputs(u)|.
ii. o = txOut(i) is the UTxO referred to by r, meaning that o = outputs(u)txOutRefIndex(r) .
(b) For each TxIn input i ∈ spendingInputs(t), the address is the address of a script or the address
of a signatory. That is, letting a = address(txOut(i)), either a = fromScriptAddress(s) where
Just(d, r, s) = scriptInfo(txOut(i)), or a = fromPubKeyHash(h) for some
h ∈ getSignatories(signatories(t)).
(c) For each RootIn input i ∈ spendingInputs(t) ∪ referenceInputs(t), r = rootOutRef(i) refers to
rootOut(i), meaning:
i. Just(s) = lookup(rootOutRefTime(t), roots(R)), for some unique s ∈ List(RootOut).
ii. For the same s, srootOutRefIndex(r) = rootOut(i).
(d) For each RootIn i ∈ spendingInputs(t), the address is the address of a signatory, meaning
address(rootOut(i)) = fromPubKeyHash(h)

(131)

for some h ∈ getSignatories(signatories(t)).
(e) The output values are equal to the input values plus the minted value:
=
o∈outputs(t) value(o) P
mintValue(mint(t)) + i∈inputs(t) value(txOut(i)).

P
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(132)

(f) The fee is output to the fee payment address:
(feePaymentAddress, feeValue(fee(t)), Nothing) ∈ outputs(t).

(133)

(g) Every script requirement is acceptable. That is, for each script requirement (s, c, d, r) defined
for t according to Subsection 6.3, there exists an n ∈ Steps and an f ∈ Script such that:
s = scriptAddress(f ),

(134)

accepts(n, f, d, r, c) = True.

(135)

(h) The fee provided is at least the fee required. That is, there exists u ∈ Set(Script × Steps) such
that:
i. For every script requirement (s, c, d, r) for t, there exists v ∈ u such that scriptAddress(π1 (v)) =
s.
ii. For every (f, n) ∈ u, there exists a script requirement (s, c, d, r) for t such that scriptAddress(f ) =
s and
accepts(n, f, d, r, c) = True.
(136)
iii. For some x ∈ Quantity,
Just(x) = lookup(HALO, valueMap(feeValue(fee(t)))),

(137)

getQuantity(x) ≥ requiredFee(t, u).

(138)

(i) For each public-key hash h ∈ getSignatories(signatories(t)), there exists or existed (in the actual
world) a public key with the hash h, a corresponding private key, and a signature signing t using
the private key.
2. Each transaction takes inputs only from earlier times. That is, if t ∈ Time, and Just(u) =
lookup(t, blocks(R)), and v ∈ u, and i ∈ spendingInputs(v) ∪ referenceInputs(v), then:
(a) If i represents a TxIn i′ , then for some t′ < t, Just(w) = lookup(t′ , blocks(R)), and for some
x ∈ w, txId(x) = txOutRefId(txOutRef(i′ )).
(b) If i represents a RootIn i′ , then rootOutRefTime(rootOutRef(i′ )) < t.
3. Each transaction appears in its valid time range. That is, if t ∈ Time, and

and u ∈ T , then

Just(T ) = lookup(t, blocks(R)),

(139)

start(validRange(u)) ≤ t ≤ end(validRange(u)).

(140)

4. Each transaction appears only once. That is, for any t1 , t2 ∈ Time, if
t1 ̸= t2 ,

(141)

Just(T1 ) = lookup(t1 , blocks(R)),

(142)

Just(T2 ) = lookup(t2 , blocks(R)),

(143)

then T1 ∩ T2 = ∅.
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5. Each output is spent only once. That is, there are not two distinct t1 , t2 ∈ txs(R) and i1 ∈
spendingInputs(t1 ) and i2 ∈ spendingInputs(t2 ) such that
(txOutRef ⊕ id)(i1 ) = (txOutRef ⊕ id)(i2 ).

(144)

6. No output is referenced after it is spent. That is, for all t1 , t2 ∈ txs(R), and all i ∈ referenceInputs(t1 )∩
spendingInputs(t2 ),
txIdTime(txId(t1 )) ≤ txIdTime(txId(t2 )).
(145)
7. No two transactions have the same ID. That is, there are not two distinct t1 , t2 ∈ txs(R) such that
txId(t1 ) = txId(t2 ).
8. Each transaction’s ID contains its own time. That is, if x ∈ txs(R), then for some B, x ∈ B and
Just(B) = lookup(txIdTime(txId(x)), blocks(R)).
9. Each leaf refers to a UTxO from earlier in time. That is, for each time t ∈ Time, if Just(u) =
lookup(t, leaves(R)), and l ∈ u, then:
(a) If l = txOutToLeaf(l′ ) for some l′ ∈ TxOut, then there is a t′ < t such that Just(v) =
lookup(t′ , blocks(R)), and there is w ∈ v such that txId(w) = txOutRefId(l′ ).
(b) If l = rootOutToLeaf(l′ ) for some l′ ∈ RootOut, then
rootOutRefTime(l′ ) < t.

(146)

10. No leaf UTxO is spent. That is, there is no t ∈ txs(R) such that there is i ∈ inputs(t) such that
there is u ∈ Time such that Just(v) = lookup(u, leaves(R)), and there is l ∈ v such that
((txOutToLeaf ◦ txOutRefId) ⊕ (rootOutToLeaf ◦ rootOutRef))(i) = l.

6.7

(147)

Additional rollup relations

If R1 and R2 are rollups, then by definition R2 extends R1 , written R1 ⪯ R2 , if and only if there exists a
t ∈ N such that for all t′ ≤ t,
lookup(t′ , blocks(R1 )) = lookup(t′ , blocks(R2 )),

(148)

lookup(t′ , roots(R1 )) = lookup(t′ , roots(R2 )),

(149)

lookup(t′ , leaves(R1 )) = lookup(t′ , leaves(R2 )).

(150)

lookup(t′ , blocks(R1 )) = Nothing,

(151)

lookup(t′ , roots(R1 )) = Nothing,

(152)

lookup(t′ , leaves(R1 )) = Nothing.

(153)

and for all t′ > t,

If R1 and R2 are rollups, and r ∈ Maybe(Set(RootOut)), and l ∈ Maybe(Set(LeafOut)), and t ∈ Time,
then by definition “R2 extends R1 with new roots r and leaves l at time t” if and only if:
1. R1 ⪯ R2 .
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2. For all t′ ≥ t,

3. For all t′ > t,

lookup(t′ , blocks(R1 )) = Nothing,

(154)

lookup(t′ , roots(R1 )) = Nothing,

(155)

lookup(t′ , leaves(R1 )) = Nothing.

(156)

lookup(t′ , roots(R2 )) = Nothing,

(157)

′

lookup(t , leaves(R2 )) = Nothing.

(158)

4. lookup(roots(t, R2 )) = r.
5. lookup(leaves(t, R2 )) = l.
For any R ∈ Rollup and t ∈ Time, let R ↾ t, pronounced “R up to t,” denote the unique rollup such
that, for all t′ ∈ Time,
1. If t′ ≤ t, then

2. If t′ > t, then

lookup(t′ , blocks(R)) = lookup(t′ , blocks(R ↾ t)),

(159)

lookup(t′ , roots(R)) = lookup(t′ , roots(R ↾ t)),

(160)

lookup(t′ , leaves(R)) = lookup(t′ , leaves(R ↾ t)).

(161)

lookup(t′ , blocks(R ↾ t)) = Nothing,

(162)

lookup(t′ , roots(R ↾ t)) = Nothing,

(163)

lookup(t′ , leaves(R ↾ t)) = Nothing.

(164)

Another way of defining the relation R1 ⪯ R2 is that there exists a t ∈ Time such that R1 = R2 ↾ t.
Informally, a rollup R complies with the L1 rollup protocol (Section 10) when there exists on the
Cardano blockchain an L1 rollup contract instance I such that:
1. R is a valid rollup (per the conditions in Subsection 6.6).
2. For each t ∈ Time, if
or

lookup(t, roots(R)) ̸= Nothing

(165)

lookup(t, leaves(R)) ̸= Nothing,

(166)

then there exists on the Cardano blockchain a transaction T consuming and producing the rollup
contract instance I (in accordance with the contract), which inputs roots lookup(t, roots(R)) onto
the rollup and outputs leaves lookup(t, leaves(R)) onto the chain.
These conditions imply that at all times t, the value held in the L1 rollup contract instance is equal to
the sum of all roots at or before t minus the sum of all leaves at or before t.
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7

Arithmetized rollup validation with inputs and outputs

This section examines how to arithmetize the relation that holds between a valid rollup and a valid
extension of that rollup, together with some UTxOs that are added to the rollup from the chain as part
of that extension and some UTxOs that are subtracted from the rollup to send on the chain as part of
that extension. Recall from Section 3 that an arithmetization of a relation is an arithmetic circuit that
agrees with the relation on all inputs up to some size limits. Arithmetizing the stated relation is key to
developing the L1 protocol in Section 10.
Designing and coding arithmetic circuits manually is laborious and error prone. Therefore, Orbis Labs
sought an automated method of creating arithmetic circuits. The goal of this research is to enable the relations to be arithmetized to be written in a specification language, without any extraneous implementation
details, and then transform those specifications into code to build arithmetic circuits.
This research is similar in purpose to those of the zk-SNARK programming languages, such as Leo [45],
Snarky [46], and Lurk [47]. However, a meaningful distinction exists between a specification and a program.
In this context, a specification defines a relation. The relation is the thing that is being arithmetized, and
writing a specification of the relation is a means to arithmetizing it.
Crucially, the specification should not include any extraneous content. The only way to validate the
specification is to be able to look at it and know intuitively that it does specify the intended relation.
Because this is the process for validating the specification, and the entire solution will be wrong if the
specification is wrong, the specification must be as obvious and clear as practicable.
A program can be used to specify a relation. However, a program specifying a relation will specify not
only the relation but also a means of checking whether something is in the relation. A program specifying
a relation takes the form of an algorithm to check the satisfaction of that relation. Therefore, a program by
nature contains details that are extraneous to the relation being specified. Thus, programming languages
do not necessarily make good specification languages.
For this reason, instead of leveraging an existing zk-SNARK programming language, Orbis Labs opted
to create a new specification language for expressing the Orbis rollup validity relations. This specification
language must satisfy two design constraints.
1. It must allow the Orbis rollup validity relations to be fluently expressed without extraneous information.
2. A provably correct and reasonably efficient method must exist for translating the specification into a
Halo 2 circuit. Here, efficiency means the efficiency of the resulting circuit, in terms of proving time
and proof size. Efficiency is related to the number of columns, the polynomial degree bound, the
number of rows, and other factors intrinsic to the circuit.
For these purposes, Orbis Labs created the Orbis Specification Language (OSL). This language is defined
in [44]. This work builds on Orbis Labs’ research on the arithmetization of Σ11 formulas over the language
of rings. [43] That research has shown how to generate Halo 2 circuits from specifications of relations as
logic formulas of a particular type, referred to in this research as Σ11 formulas over the language of rings
or more simply as Σ11 formulas. Σ11 formulas are too primitive a language to meet the fluency requirement.
To bridge the gap, [44] defines a high-level specification language and a translation of that specification
language into Σ11 formulas.
The mentioned arithmetization research does not take into account the use of recursive proofs for
scalability. The relations defined in this paper use parameters, such as a ledger (i.e., a rollup), that grow
in size over time. To make this system scalable and sustainable over time, the problem of creating proofs
for these relations must be broken down through recursion. This process allows for the marginal cost of
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generating proofs after addition of data to the rollup to be O(f (n)) in n, the size of the data being added,
as opposed to O(f (m + n)) in n, the size of the data being added, and m, the size of the existing data.21
Orbis Labs is investigating two approaches for scaling the proof system by using recursion. The first
approach is an explicit approach, wherein proofs are passed as parameters in the OSL spec, which asserts
that the proofs are verifiable. This is the approach that is more straightforward to understand, but it has
the disadvantage of adding incidental complexity to the spec. Use of recursive proofs is an implementation
detail that is not inherently related to the intended behavior of the rollup; therefore, ideally, it would not
be expressed as part of the spec.
That consideration motivated the next potential approach of incorporating recursive proofs into the Σ11
arithmetization scheme. The concept is that we would like to prove a statement for which the corresponding
circuit would have a potentially infinite number of rows. Halo 2 does not support circuits with a potentially
infinite number of rows. However, Orbis Labs conjectures that a circuit arithmetizing a Σ11 formula could
be created such that the circuit is recursive over itself and in this way emulates a circuit with a potentially
infinite number of rows.
This section provides a definition of the Orbis rollup validity relations. These relations have already
been defined in Section 6. The contribution of this section is to define these relations as an OSL spec,
thereby enabling application of the machinery of translating OSL specs to Σ11 formulas, and Σ11 formulas
to circuits, to define a circuit implementing the spec.
An OSL spec is a sequent of the form Γ ⊢ ϕ : α → Prop, giving a relation and a context in which that
relation is defined. The spec in this subsection is not written in this compact one-line form used in the
sequent calculus definitions of OSL and its translations to Σ11 formulas. Instead, the spec in this subsection
is written in a spaced-out format with interleaved commentary, for readability.
This subsection recapitulates the structure of Section 6, first defining the relevant types, then defining
the basic functions for working with those types, and finally building up the rollup validity relations.

7.1

Notation

In a context in which f denotes a function f : α → β, and g denotes a function g : β → γ, the notation
g ◦ f denotes the function
(λx : α 7→ g(f (x))).
(167)
In products (×) and coproducts (⊕) of three or more types, if no parentheses are present, then the
interpretation is right associative, so α × β × γ is α × (β × γ).

7.2

Structural type of a rollup
data Byte ∼
= Fin(256).
∼ List(Byte).
data ByteString =

(168)

data Datum ∼
= ByteString.

(170)

data Redeemer ∼
= ByteString.

(171)

(169)

Choose a sufficiently large constant M and define:

21

data F ∼
= Fin(M ).

(172)

data PubKeyHash ∼
= F.

(173)

data Signatories ∼
= List(PubKeyHash).

(174)

Here f denotes some function; which f would be correct is not known.
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data Time ∼
= F.

(175)

data ValidRange ∼
= Time × Time.

(176)

data MintQuantity ∼
= Z.
∼ F.
data CurrencySymbol =

(177)

data TokenName ∼
= F.

(179)

data AssetClass ∼
= CurrencySymbol × TokenName.

(180)

data Mint ∼
= Map(AssetClass, MintQuantity).

(181)

data Quantity ∼
= N.

(182)

data Value ∼
= Map(AssetClass, Quantity).

(183)

data Fee ∼
= Value.

(184)

data Address ∼
= F.

(185)

data ScriptAddress ∼
= F.
∼ Address × Value.
data RootOut =

(186)

data RootIn ∼
= RootOutRef × RootOut.
∼ Address
data TxOut =
× Value
× Maybe(Datum × Redeemer × ScriptAddress).
data TxId ∼
= Time × F.

(188)

data RootOutRefIndex ∼
= F.
∼ F.
data TxOutRefIndex =

(191)

data RootOutRef ∼
= Time × RootOutRefIndex.

(193)

data TxOutRef ∼
= TxId × TxOutRefIndex.

(194)

data LeafOut ∼
= TxOutRef ⊕ RootOutRef.

(195)

(178)

(187)

(189)
(190)
(192)

Some changes are made to Tx relative to the informal definition for ease of work in the formal setting.
∼ TxOutRef ⊕ RootOutRef.
data SpendIn =

(196)

data RefIn ∼
= TxOutRef ⊕ RootOutRef.

(197)

data MintInputs ∼
= Map(CurrencySymbol, Datum × Redeemer).
data Tx ∼
= List(SpendIn)

(198)

List(RefIn)
List(TxOut)
Fee
Mint
MintInputs
ValidRange
Signatories.
data Unit ∼
= Fin(1).
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
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(199)

(200)

def unit : Unit := to(Unit)(fin(0)).

(201)

In the formal definition of rollups, Map types with a codomain of Unit (a type whose values carry no
information) are used to emulate sets. In addition, in contrast to the informal presentation, leaves are not
grouped by time, because doing so simplifies the rollup validity formalization, and grouping the leaves by
time does not appear necessary.
data Rollup ∼
= Map(TxId, Tx)
× Map(Time, List(RootOut))
× Map(LeafOut, Unit).

7.3

(202)

Concretization of structural type
def spendingInputs : Tx → List(SpendIn) := π1 ◦ from(Tx).

(203)

def referenceInputs : Tx → List(RefIn) := π1 ◦ π2 ◦ from(Tx).

(204)

def outputs : Tx → List(TxOut) := π1 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ from(Tx).

(205)

def fee : Tx → Fee := π1 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ from(Tx).

(206)

def mint : Tx → Mint := π1 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ from(Tx).

(207)

def mintInputs : Tx → MintInputs := π1 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ from(Tx).

(208)

def validRange : Tx → ValidRange := π1 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ from(Tx).

(209)

def signatories : Tx → Signatories := π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ from(Tx).

(210)

def txs : Rollup → Map(TxId, Tx) := π1 ◦ from(Rollup).

(211)

def roots : Rollup → Map(Time, List(RootOut)) := π1 ◦ π2 ◦ from(Rollup).

(212)

def leaves : Rollup → Map(LeafOut, ()) := π2 ◦ π2 ◦ from(Rollup).

(213)

def txOutRefId : TxOutRef → TxId := π1 ◦ from(TxOutRef).

(214)

def txIdTime : TxId → Time := π1 ◦ from(TxId)

(215)

def txOutRefIndex : TxOutRef → TxOutRefIndex := π2 ◦ from(TxOutRef).

(216)

def rootOutRef : RootIn → RootOutRef := π1 ◦ from(RootIn).

(217)

def rootOut : RootIn → RootOut := π2 ◦ from(RootIn).

(218)

def rootOutRefTime : RootOutRef → Time := π1 ◦ from(RootOutRef).

(219)

def rootOutRefIndex

: RootOutRef → RootOutRefIndex
:= π2 ◦ from(RootOutRef).

(220)

def txOutAddress : TxOut → Address := π1 ◦ from(TxOut).

(221)

def value : TxOut → Value := π2 ◦ π2 ◦ from(TxOut).

(222)

def values : List(TxOut) → List(Value)
:= List(π2 ) ◦ List(π2 ) ◦ List(from(TxOut)).

(223)

def scriptInfo

: TxOut → Maybe(Datum × Redeemer × ScriptAddress)
:= π2 ◦ π2 ◦ from(TxOut).
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(224)

def currencySymbol : AssetClass → CurrencySymbol
:= π1 ◦ from(AssetClass).

(225)

def tokenName : AssetClass → TokenName := π2 ◦ from(AssetClass).

(226)

def start : ValidRange → Time := π1 ◦ from(ValidRange).

(227)

def end : ValidRange → Time := π2 ◦ from(ValidRange).

(228)

def feeValue : Fee → Value := from(Fee).

(229)

def mintValue : Mint → Map(AssetClass, MintQuantity) := from(Mint).

(230)

def valueMap : Value → Map(AssetClass, Quantity) := from(Value).

(231)

def mintInputsMap

: MintInputs
→ Map(CurrencySymbol, Datum × Redeemer)
:= from(MintInputs).

(232)

def getSignatories : Signatories → List(PubKeyHash) := from(Signatories).

(233)

def getQuantity : Quantity → N := from(Quantity).

(234)

def getMintQuantity : MintQuantity → Z := from(MintQuantity).

(235)

def makeCurrencySymbol

: ScriptAddress → CurrencySymbol
:= to(CurrencySymbol) ◦ from(ScriptAddress).

(236)

def fromScriptAddress

: ScriptAddress → Address
:= to(Address) ◦ from(ScriptAddress).

(237)

def fromPubKeyHash

: PubKeyHash → Address
:= to(Address) ◦ from(PubKeyHash).

(238)

def txOutToLeaf : TxOutRef → LeafOut := to(LeafOut) ◦ ι1 .

(239)

def rootOutToLeaf : RootOutRef → LeafOut := to(LeafOut) ◦ ι2 .

(240)

The following functions get the size of a datum or a redeemer, or the list of sizes of a list of datums or a
list of redeemers:
def datumSize : Datum → N := length ◦ from(ByteString) ◦ from(Datum).
def datumSizes

: List(Datum) → List(N)
:= List(length) ◦ List(from(ByteString)) ◦ List(from(Datum)).

def redeemerSize : Redeemer → N := length ◦ from(ByteString) ◦ from(Redeemer).
def redeemerSizes

: List(Redeemer) → List(N)
:= List(length) ◦ List(from(ByteString)) ◦ List(from(Redeemer)).
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(241)
(242)
(243)
(244)

7.4

Script contexts and scripts

The following declarations define the script context type and basic functions:
∼ CurrencySymbol.
data Minting =

(245)

∼ TxOutRef.
data Spending =

(246)

data ScriptPurpose ∼
= Minting ⊕ Spending.

(247)

data ScriptContext ∼
= Tx × ScriptPurpose.

(248)

def makeContext

: (Tx × ScriptPurpose) → ScriptContext
:= to(ScriptContext).

(249)

def minting

: CurrencySymbol → ScriptPurpose
:= to(ScriptPurpose) ◦ ι1 ◦ to(Minting).

(250)

def spending

: TxOutRef → ScriptPurpose
:= to(ScriptPurpose) ◦ ι2 ◦ to(Spending).

(251)

data Steps ∼
= N.

(252)

data ScriptSize ∼
= N.

(253)

The following declaration states the assumption that the environment provides a relation that is true
exactly when some script of the given size or less, which hashes to the given address, accepts the provided
inputs in exactly the given number of steps:
accepts

7.5

:
→
→
→
→
→
→

ScriptAddress
ScriptSize
Steps
Datum
Redeemer
ScriptContext
Prop.

(254)

Fee structure

Because fees are computed by using fractional arithmetic, defining the fee calculations requires a definition
of fractional arithmetic in OSL. For this purpose, we will use fixed point numbers. Let p ∈ N be a constant
representing the number of binary digits of precision required after the decimal place.
data Frac ∼
= N.

(255)

def toFrac : N → Frac := λx : N 7→ to(Frac, 2p ×N x).

(256)

Fixed point addition can be defined trivially:
def add

: Frac → Frac → Frac
:= λx : Frac 7→ λy : Frac
7→ to(Frac, from(Frac, x) +N from(Frac, y).
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(257)

Lacking a division function, the fixed-point multiplication function cannot be computed, but we can check
whether a given number is the answer:
def isProd

: Frac → Frac → Frac → Prop
:= λx : Frac 7→ λy : Frac 7→ λz : Frac
7→ 2p ×N from(Frac, z) = from(Frac, x) ×N from(Frac, y).

(258)

Rounding can be checked:
def roundsUpTo

:
:=
7→
∧

Frac → N → Prop
λx : Frac 7→ λy : N
from(Frac, x) ≤ 2p ×N y
(cast(2p ×N y)) +Z ((−1) ×Z cast(from(Frac, x)))
≤ 2p − 1.

(259)

Let W be a constant, the number of bytes required to represent a number. The following functions are
used to define the fee structure:
def txOutListSize : List(TxOut) → N
:= λx : List(TxOut) 7→
let txdata : List(Maybe(Datum × Redeemer × ScriptAddress))
:= List(π2 )(List(π2 )(List(from(TxOut)(x))));
let datums : List(Maybe(List(Byte)))
:= (List(Maybe(from(ByteString))))
(List(Maybe(from(Datum)))
(List(Maybe(π1 ))(txdata)));
let redeemers : List(Maybe(List(Byte)))
:= (List(Maybe(from(ByteString))))
(List(Maybe(from(Redeemer)))
(List(Maybe(π1 ))
(List(Maybe(π2 ))(txdata))));
(2W ×N length(x))
+N sum(List(Maybe(length))(datums))
+N sum(List(Maybe(length))(redeemers)).

(260)

def spendInListSize : List(SpendIn) → N
:= λx : List(SpendIn)
7→ W +N ((1 + 3W ) ×N length(x)).

(261)

def refInListSize : List(RefIn) → N
:= λx : List(RefIn)
7→ W +N ((1 + 3W ) ×N length(x)).

(262)

def valueSize : Value → N
:= λx : Value 7→
W +N (3W ×N length(keys(from(Value)(x)))).

(263)

def feeSize : Fee → N := valueSize ◦ from(Fee)

(264)

def mintSize : Mint → N
:= λx : Mint 7→
W + (3W ×N length(keys(from(Mint)(x)))).

(265)
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def mintInputsSize : MintInputs → N
:= λx : MintInputs 7→
let x′ : Map(CurrencySymbol, Datum × Redeemer)
:= from(MintInputs)(x);
let datums : Map(CurrencySymbol, List(Byte))
:= Map(from(ByteString))(Map(from(Datum))(Map(π1 )(x′ )));
let redeemers : Map(CurrencySymbol, List(Byte))
:= Map(from(ByteString))(Map(from(Redeemer))(Map(π2 )(x′ )));
W +N (3W ×N length(keys(x′ ))
+N (sum ◦ Map(length))(datums)
+N (sum ◦ Map(length))(redeemers).

(266)

def signatoriesSize : Signatories → N
:= λx : Signatories 7→
2W ×N length(from(Signatories)(x)).

(267)

def txSize : Tx → N
:= λx : Tx 7→
4W +N spendInListSize(spendingInputs(x))
+N refInListSize(referenceInputs(x))
+N txOutListSize(outputs(x))
+N feeSize(fee(x))
+N mintSize(mint(x))
+N mintInputsSize(mintInputs(x))
+N signatoriesSize(signatories(x)).

(268)

The following parameters are provided for the fee calculation:
data A ∼
= Frac.

(269)

data B ∼
= Frac.

(270)

data C ∼
= Frac.

(271)

data F0 ∼
= Frac.

(272)

∼ Frac.
data M =

(273)

data FeePaymentAddress ∼
= Address.

(274)

data FeeParams ∼
= A × B × C × F0 × M × FeePaymentAddress.

(275)

def a : FeeParams → Frac := from(A) ◦ π1 ◦ from(FeeParams).

(276)

def b : FeeParams → Frac := from(B) ◦ π1 ◦ π2 ◦ from(FeeParams).

(277)

def c : FeeParams → Frac := from(C) ◦ π1 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ from(FeeParams).

(278)

def f0 : FeeParams → Frac := from(F0) ◦ π1 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ from(FeeParams).

(279)

def m : FeeParams → Frac := from(M) ◦ π1 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ from(FeeParams).

(280)

def feePaymentAddress : FeeParams → FeePaymentAddress := π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ π2 ◦ from(FeeParams).
(281)
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The following relation asserts that the transaction pays its fee to the fee payment address:
def paysFeeToCorrectAddress : FeeParams → Tx → Prop
:= λp : FeeParams 7→ λt : Tx
7→ ∃i : N, i +N 1N ≤ length(outputs(t))
∧ let o : TxOut := nth(outputs(t), i);
let f : Map(AssetClass, Quantity) := from(Value)(feeValue(fee(t)));
txOutAddress(o) = from(FeePaymentAddress)(feePaymentAddress(p));
∧ (∀i : N, i +N 1N ≤ length(keys(f ), i)
→ let k : AssetClass := nth(keys(f ), i);
lookup(k, f ) = lookup(k, from(Value)(value(o))).

(282)

We cannot compute the cost function directly in OSL, but we can check that the cost function has
been computed correctly:
def checkCost : FeeParams → Tx → List(ScriptSize × Steps) → Frac → Prop
:= λp : FeeParams 7→ λt : Tx 7→ λs : List(ScriptSize × Steps) 7→ λx : Frac 7→
let scriptSizeAgg : N
:= from(ScriptSize)(sum(List(π1 )(s)));
let sumSteps : N := sum(from(Steps)(List(π1 )(s)));
∃d : Frac, ∃e : Frac, ∃f : Frac,
isProd(a(p), toFrac(txSize(t)), d)
∧ isProd(b(p), toFrac(scriptSizeAgg), e)
∧ isProd(c(p), toFrac(sumSteps), f )
∧ x = add(d, add(e, f )).

(283)

Similarly, we can check that the fee requirement has been met:
def feeRequirementMet : FeeParams → Tx → List(ScriptSize × Steps) → N → Prop
:= λp : FeeParams 7→ λt : Tx 7→ λs : List(ScriptSize × Steps) 7→ λx : N
7→ paysFeeToCorrectAddress(p, t)
∧ f0(p) ≤ toFrac(x) ∧ ∃c : Frac, ∃d : Frac, ∃e : N, e ≤ x
∧ checkCost(p, t, s, c) ∧ isProd(m(p), c, d) ∧ roundsUpTo(d, e).

7.6

(284)

Rollup validity conditions

The following relations express that the given input exists on the rollup:
def inputExists : Rollup → (TxOutRef ⊕ RootOutRef) → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→ λx : TxIn ⊕ RootIn 7→
(∃y : TxOutRef, x = ι1 (y)
∧ 1N +N from(F)(from(TxOutRefIndex)(txOutRefIndex(y)))
≤ maybe(length ◦ outputs, 0N , lookup(txOutRefId(y), txs(R))))
∨ (∃y : RootOutRef, x = ι2 (y)
∧ 1 +N from(F)(from(RootOutRefIndex)(rootOutRefIndex(y)))
≤ maybe(length, 0N , lookup(rootOutRefTime(y), roots(R)))).

(285)

def spendingInputExists : Rollup → SpendIn → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→ λi : SpendIn
7→ inputExists(R, from(SpendIn)(i)).

(286)
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def referenceInputExists : Rollup → RefIn → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→ λi : SpendIn
7→ inputExists(R, from(RefIn)(i)).

(287)

The following relation expresses that all of the given transaction’s inputs exist on the rollup:
def inputsExist : Rollup → Tx → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→ λt : Tx 7→
∀i : N, i +N 1N ≤ length(spendingInputs(t)) → spendingInputExists(R, nth(spendingInputs(t, i)))
∧ ∀i : N, i ≤ length(referenceInputs(t)) → referenceInputExists(R, nth(referenceInputs(t, i))).
(288)
The following function gets the TxOut corresponding to the given TxOutRef; results are undefined if
this does not exist:
def getTxOut : Rollup → TxOutRef → TxOut
:= λR : Rollup 7→ λx : TxOutRef 7→
let o : List(TxOut) := outputs(exists(lookup(txOutRefId(x), txs(R))));
let i : N := cast(from(F)(from(TxOutRefIndex)(txOutRefIndex(x))));
nth(o, i).

(289)

The following relation asserts that the given address is a signatory of the given transaction (i.e., is only
listed as a signatory, not necessarily that signing has occurred):
def isSignatory : Tx → Address → Prop
:= λt : Tx 7→ λa : Address
let s : List(PubKeyHash) := getSignatories(signatories(t))
∃i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(s) ∧ fromPubKeyHash(nth(s, i)) = a.

(290)

The following relation asserts that the given address is the address of a script used to validate the given
transaction:
def isRelatedScriptAddress : Tx → Address → Prop
:= λt : Tx 7→ λa : Address
let o : List(TxOut) := outputs(t);
∃i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(o)
(291)
∧ just(a) = Maybe(to(Address))
(Maybe(from(ScriptAddress)(Maybe(π2 )(Maybe(π2 )
(scriptInfo(nth(o, i))))))).
The following relation asserts that the given address is authorized for this transaction, meaning that it is
either the address of a signatory or the address of a script used to validate the transaction:
def isAuthorizedAddress : Tx → Address → Prop
:= λt : Tx 7→ λa : Address 7→ isSignatory(t, a) ∨ isRelatedScriptAddress(t, a).

(292)

The following relation asserts that all of the addresses of the spending inputs in the given transaction are
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authorized:
def inputAddressesAreAuthorized : Rollup → Tx → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→ λt : Tx 7→
∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(spendingInputs(t))
→ let x : SpendIn := nth(spendingInputs(t), i);
(∃y : TxOutRef, ∃a : Address,
x = to(SpendIn)(ι1 (y)) ∧ isAuthorizedAddress(t, a)
∧ a = txOutAddress(getTxOut(R, y)))
∨ (∃y : RootOutRef, ∃a : Address,
let os : Maybe(List(RootOut))
:= lookup(RootOutRefTime(y), roots(r));
let r : Address := π1 (from(RootOut)
(nth(exists(os), cast(from(F)(from(RootOutRefIndex)(rootOutRefIndex(y))))));
¬(isNothing(os))
∧ isAuthorizedAddress(t, a)
∧ a = r.
(293)
The following function provides the total amount of currency of a given asset class in a list of Values:
def valueSum : List(Value) → AssetClass → Quantity
:= λx : List(Value) 7→ λk : AssetClass 7→ (sum ◦ List(lookup(k)))(List(from(Value))(x)).

(294)

The following function provides the total amount of currency of a given asset class in the outputs of a
given transaction:
def totalOutput : Tx → AssetClass → Quantity
:= λt : Tx 7→ λk : AssetClass 7→ valueSum(values(outputs(t), k)).

(295)

The corresponding function totalInput depends on the presence of a function in the given context
inputValues : TxId → List(Value),

(296)

which is ultimately bound by an existential quantifier in the rollup validity relations. The function inputValues maps a transaction ID to the list of input values associated with that ID.
def totalInput : TxId → AssetClass → Quantity
:= λt : TxId 7→ λk : AssetClass 7→ valueSum(inputValues(t), k).

(297)

To define transaction balancing, an enumeration of all asset classes used in the rollup is required, which is
introduced into the context herein and will ultimately be bound by an existential quantifier in the rollup
validity relation:
assetClasses : List(AssetClass).
(298)
Now we can define the transaction-balancing relation.
def txBalances : TxId → Tx → Prop
:= λx : TxId 7→ λt : Tx
∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(assetClasses) →
let y : AssetClass := nth(assetClasses, i);
let a : Z := from(Quantity)(totalInput(x, y));
let b : Z := maybe((λx 7→ cast(from(MintQuantity)(x))),
0Z , lookup(y, mintValue(mint(t))));
let c : Z := cast(from(Quantity)(totalOutput(t, y)));
a +Z b = c.
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(299)

We introduce into the context a function scriptLimits, which will be bound by an existential quantifier
in the rollup validity relation:
scriptLimits : ScriptAddress → TxId → (ScriptSize × Steps).

(300)

The following relation asserts that all spending script constraints of the given transaction are satisfied:
def spendingScriptsAcceptTx : TxId → Tx → Prop
:= λx : TxId 7→ λt : Tx 7→
∀i : N, i+N ≤ length(outputs(t)) →
let o : TxOut := nth(outputs(t), i);
scriptInfo(o) = nothing
∨ (let s : Datum × Redeemer × ScriptAddress
:= exists(scriptInfo(o));
let a : ScriptAddress := π2 (π2 (s));
let d : Datum := π1 (s);
let r : Redeemer := π1 (π2 (s));
let l : ScriptSize × Steps
:= scriptLimits(a, x);
let c : ScriptContext
:= to(ScriptContext)((t, ι2 (to(Spending)
(to(TxOutRef)(x, to(TxOutRefIndex)(to(F)(cast(i))))))));
accepts(a, π1 (l), π2 (l), d, r, c)).

(301)

The following relation expresses that each value minted is accepted by a corresponding Minting-policy
script:
mintingScriptsAcceptTx : TxId → Tx → Prop
:= λx : TxId → λt : Tx 7→
let v : Map(AssetClass, MintQuantity) := mintValue(mint(t));
let inputs : Map(CurrencySymbol, Datum × Redeemer) := mintInputsMap(mintInputs(t));
∀i : N, i+N ≤ length(keys(v)) →
let k : AssetClass := nth(keys(v), i);
let c : CurrencySymbol := currencySymbol(k);
let a : ScriptAddress := to(ScriptAddress)(from(CurrencySymbol)(c));
let ctx : ScriptContext
:= to(ScriptContext)(t, to(ScriptPurpose)(ι1 (to(Minting)(c))));
¬(lookup(c, inputs) = nothing)
∧ (let m : Datum × Redeemer := exists(lookup(c, inputs));
let l : ScriptSize × Steps := scriptLimits(a, x);
accepts(a, π1 (l), π2 (l), π1 (m), π2 (m), ctx)).
(302)
The following relation expresses that all script constraints for a transaction are satisfied and that all minting
is checked by scripts:
def scriptsAcceptTx : TxId → Tx → Prop
:= λx : TxId 7→ λt : Tx 7→
spendingScriptsAcceptTx(x, t) ∧ mintingScriptsAcceptTx(x, t).

(303)

We assume that the environment provides a relation that is true exactly when a given transaction has been
signed by a key with a given public-key hash (and the signature is known to the environment):
signatureExists : TxId → PubKeyHash → Prop.
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(304)

The following relation expresses that the given transaction has been signed by all public keys whose hashes
are in the signatories:
def isSignedByAllSignatories : TxId → Tx → Prop
:= λx : TxId 7→ λt : Tx 7→
let s : List(PubKeyHash) := getSignatories(signatories(t));
∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(s) → signatureExists(x, nth(s, i)).

(305)

We introduce into the context a function txScriptLimits that looks up all script limits for a given
transaction ID. In the rollup validity relations, this function will be existentially quantified.
txScriptLimits : TxId → List(Steps × ScriptSize)

(306)

The following relation expresses that the given transaction pays a sufficient fee:
def paysEnoughFee : (Time → FeeParams) → TxId → Tx → Prop
:= λp : Time → FeeParams 7→ λx : TxId 7→ λt : Tx 7→
let f : N := from(MintQuantity)(maybe(λx : MintQuantity 7→ x, 0N ,
lookup(HALO, mintValue(mint(t))));
feeRequirementMet(p(txIdTime(x)), t, txScriptLimits(x), f ).

(307)

The following function gets the time of a spending input:
def spendingInputTime : SpendIn → Time
:= λx : SpendIn 7→
((txIdTime ◦ txOutRefId) ⊕ rootOutRefTime)(from(SpendIn)(x)).

(308)

The following relation expresses that all of a transaction’s spending inputs come from earlier times:
def txSpendingInputsPrecedeTx : TxId → Tx → Prop
:= λx : TxId 7→ λt : Tx 7→
∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(spendingInputs(t)) →
cast(from(Time)(spendingInputTime(nth(inputs(t), i)))) +N 1N
≤ cast(from(Time)(txIdTime(x))).

(309)

The following function gets the time of a reference input:
def referenceInputTime : RefIn → Time
:= λx : RefIn 7→
((txIdTime ◦ txOutRefId) ⊕ rootOutRefTime)(from(RefIn)(x)).

(310)

The following relation expresses that all of a transaction’s reference inputs come from earlier times:
def txReferenceInputsPrecedeTx : TxId → Tx → Prop
:= λx : TxId 7→ λt : Tx 7→
∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(referenceInputs(t)) →
cast(from(Time)(referenceInputTime(nth(referenceInputs(t), i)))) +N 1N
≤ cast(from(Time)(txIdTime(x))).

(311)

The following relation expresses that all of a transaction’s inputs come from earlier times:
def txInputsPrecedeTx : TxId → Tx → Prop
:= λx : TxId 7→ λt : Tx
7→ txSpendingInputsPrecedeTx(x, t) ∧ txReferenceInputsPrecedeTx(x, t).
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(312)

The following relation expresses that a transaction is in its valid time range:
def txIsInValidRange : TxId → Tx → Prop
:= λx : TxId 7→ λt : Tx 7→
start(validRange(t)) ≤ txIdTime(x)
∧ txIdTime(x) ≤ end(validRange(t)).

(313)

The following relation expresses that a transaction is valid:
def txIsValid : (Time → FeeParams) → Rollup → TxId → Tx → Prop
:= λp : FeeParams 7→ λR : Rollup 7→ λx : TxId 7→ λt : Tx 7→
inputsExist(R, t)
∧ inputAddressesAreAuthorized(R, t)
∧ txBalances(x, t)
∧ scriptsAcceptTx(x, t)
∧ isSignedByAllSignatories(x, t)
∧ paysEnoughFee(p, x, t)
∧ txInputsPrecedeTx(x, t)
∧ txIsInValidRange(x, t).

(314)

We assume that the environment defines a relation leafSignatureExists that expresses that a given leaf has
been signed by a key with a given public-key hash (and the signature is known to the environment):
leafSignatureExists : LeafOut → PubKeyHash → Prop.

(315)

The following function gets the RootOut for a given RootOutRef, and returns undefined results if the
reference is not defined:
def getRootOut : Rollup → RootOutRef → RootOut
:= λR : Rollup 7→ λx : RootOutRef 7→
let t : Time := rootOutRefTime(x);
let i : N := from(RootOutRefIndex)(rootOutRefIndex(x));
nth(exists(lookup(t, roots(R))), i).

(316)

The following function gets the address of a LeafOut:
def leafOutAddress : Rollup → LeafOut → Address
:= λR : Rollup 7→
((π1 ◦ from(RootOut) ◦ getRootOut(R))
⊕ (txOutAddress ◦ getTxOut(R))) ◦ from(LeafOut).

(317)

The following relation expresses that all of the leaves of the rollup refer to something:
def leavesExist : Rollup → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→
∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(keys(leaves(R))) →
let x : LeafOut := nth(keys(leaves(R)), i);
(∃y : TxOutRef, x = to(LeafOut)(ι1 (y))
∧ spendingInputExists(R, to(SpendIn)(ι1 (y))))
∨ (∃y : RootOutRef, x = to(LeafOut)(ι2 (y))
∧ spendingInputExists(R, to(SpendIn)(ι2 (y)))).
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(318)

The following relation expresses that all the leaves of the rollup are signed:
def leavesAreSigned : Rollup → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→
∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(keys(leaves(R)))
let x : LeafOut := nth(keys(leaves(R)), i);
let k : PubKeyHash := to(PubKeyHash)(from(Address)(leafOutAddress(R, x)));
leafSignatureExists(x, k).

(319)

The following type definition is useful:
data Consumer ∼
= TxId ⊕ LeafOut.

(320)

We add to the context a consumer map, which maps each consumed output to the transaction or leaf that
consumed it. This map contains information already contained in the rollup, but in a way that is more
convenient to query to determine whether an output has been consumed and if so by what. In the rollup
validity relations, the consumer map is bound by an existential quantifier.
consumers : Map(SpendIn, Consumer).

(321)

The following relation expresses that the given transaction is the consumer of its inputs:
def txConsumesItsInputs : TxId → Tx → Prop
:= λx : TxId 7→ λt : Tx 7→
∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(spendingInputs(t)) →
lookup(nth(spendingInputs(t), i), consumers)
= just(to(Consumer)(ι1 (x))).

(322)

The following relation expresses that no two transactions consume the same input:
def noTxTxDoubleSpend : Rollup → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→
∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(keys(txs(R))) →
let x : TxId := nth(keys(txs(R)), i);
let t : Tx := exists(lookup(x, txs(R)));
txConsumesItsInputs(x, t).

(323)

The following isomorphism is useful:
def leafToSpendIn : LeafOut → SpendIn := to(SpendIn) ◦ from(LeafOut)

(324)

The following relation expresses that no transaction consumes an output that is also consumed by a leaf:
def noTxLeafDoubleSpend : Rollup → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→
∀i : N, iN 1 ≤ length(keys(leaves(R))) →
let l : LeafOut := nth(keys(leaves(R)), i);
lookup(leafToSpendIn(l), consumers) = just(to(Consumer)(ι2 (l))).

(325)

The following relation expresses that there is no double spending:
def noDoubleSpend : Rollup → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→
noTxTxDoubleSpend(R) ∧ noTxLeafDoubleSpend(R).
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(326)

The following relation expresses that each reference input is a reference to an unspent output:
def referencesAreUnspent : Rollup → Prop
:= λR : Rollup
7→ ∀i : N, i +N 1N ≤ length(keys(txs(R)))
→ let x : TxId := nth(keys(txs(R)), i);
let t : Tx := exists(lookup(x, txs(r)));
∀j : N, j +N 1N ≤ length(referenceInputs(t));
→ let r : RefIn := nth(referenceInputs(t), j);
let s : SpendIn := to(SpendIn)(from(RefIn)(r));
let c : Maybe(Consumer) := lookup(s, consumers);
c = nothing ∨ (∃y : TxId, txIdTime(x) ≤ txIdTime(y) ∧ c = just(to(Consumer)(ι1 (y)))).

(327)

To define rollup validity, the coherence conditions for the existentially quantified second-order objects
in the context must finally be defined.
The following relation states that all asset classes in a given Value are in the assetClasses list:
def valueInAssetClasses : Value → Prop
:= λv : Value 7→
let v ′ : Map(AssetClass, Quantity) := valueMap(v);
∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(keys(v ′ )) →
∃j : N, j +N 1 ≤ length(assetClasses) ∧
nth(keys(v ′ ), i) = nth(assetClasses, j).

(328)

The following relation states that all asset classes in a given Mint are in the assetClasses list:
def mintInAssetClasses : Mint → Prop
:= λm : Mint 7→
let v : Map(AssetClass, MintQuantity)
:= mintValue(m);
∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(keys(v)) →
∃j : N, j +N 1 ≤ length(assetClasses) ∧
nth(keys(v), i) = nth(assetClasses, j).

(329)

The coherence condition of assetClasses is as follows:
def assetClassesCohere : Rollup → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→
(∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(keys(txs(R))) →
let x : TxId := nth(keys(txs(R)), i);
let t : Tx := exists(lookup(x, txs(R)));
valueInAssetClasses(from(Fee)(fee(t)))
∧ mintInAssetClasses(mint(t))
∧ ∀j : N, j +N 1 ≤ length(outputs(t))
→ let o : TxOut := nth(outputs(t), j);
valueInAssetClasses(value(o)))
∧ (∀i : N, i+N ≤ length(keys(roots(R))) →
let t : Time := nth(keys(roots(R)), i);
let l : List(RootOut) := exists(lookup(t, roots(R)));
∀j : N, j+N ≤ length(l)
→ valueInAssetClasses(π2 (from(RootOut)(nth(l, j))))).
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(330)

The following type synonym is useful:
def ScriptInfo := Datum × Redeemer × ScriptAddress.

(331)

The coherence condition of scriptLimits and txScriptLimits is as follows:
def scriptLimitsCohere : Rollup → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→
∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(keys(txs(R)))
→ let x : TxId := nth(keys(txs(R)), i);
let t : Tx := exists(lookup(x, txs(R)));
let m : Map(CurrencySymbol, Datum × Redeemer)
:= mintInputsMap(mintInputs(t));
(∀j : N, j +N 1 ≤ length(outputs(t));
→ let o : TxOut := nth(outputs(t), j);
let s : Maybe(ScriptInfo) := scriptInfo(o);
s = nothing
∨ (let a : ScriptAddress := π2 (π2 (exists(s)));
∃k : N, k +N 1 ≤ length(txScriptLimits(x))
∧ nth(txScriptLimits(x), k) = scriptLimits(a, x)))
∧ (∀j : N, j +N 1 ≤ length(keys(m))
→ (let c : CurrencySymbol := nth(keys(m), j);
let a : ScriptAddress := to(ScriptAddress)(from(CurrencySymbol)(c));
∃k : N, k +N 1 ≤ length(txScriptLimits(x))
∧ nth(txScriptLimits(x), k) = scriptLimits(a, x))).

(332)

The following relation expresses that two values are equal:
def valuesEqual : Value → Value → Prop
:= λx : Value 7→ λy : Value 7→
∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(assetClasses)
let a : AssetClass := nth(a, i);
→ lookup(a, valueMap(x)) = lookup(a, valueMap(y)).
The coherence condition of inputValues is as follows:
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(333)

def inputValuesCohere : Rollup → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→
∀i : N, i +N length(keys(txs(R))),
→ (let x : TxId := nth(keys(txs(R)), i);
let t : Tx := exists(lookup(x, txs(R)));
∀j : N, j +N 1N ≤ length(spendingInputs(t))
→ (let n : SpendIn := nth(spendingInputs(t), j);
(∃y : TxOutRef, n = to(SpendIn)(ι1 (y))
∧ (let o : TxOut := getTxOut(R, y);
∃k : N, k +N 1N ≤ length(inputValues(x))
∧ valuesEqual(value(getTxOut(R, y)),
nth(inputValues(x), k))))
∨(∃y : RootOutRef, n = to(SpendIn)(ι2 (y))
∧ ∃k : N, k +N 1N ≤ length(inputValues(x))
∧ (let r : RootOut := getRootOut(R, y);
valuesEqual(π2 (from(RootOut)(r)),
nth(inputValues(x), k))))).

(334)

The following relation expresses that a given rollup is valid. All definitions that depend on the secondorder existentially quantified values technically are incorporated into let clauses inside those quantifiers,
but these let clauses are suppressed here for brevity:
def rollupIsValid : (Time → FeeParams) → Rollup → Prop
:= λp : Time → FeeParams 7→ λR : Rollup 7→
∃assetClasses : List(AssetClass),
∃inputValues : TxId → List(Value),
∃consumers : Map(SpendIn, Consumer),
∃scriptLimits : ScriptAddress → TxId → (Steps × ScriptSize),
∃txScriptLimits : TxId → List(Steps × ScriptSize),
(∀i : N, i ≤ length(keys(txs(R)))
→ (let x : TxId := nth(keys(txs(R)), i);
let t : Tx := exists(lookup(x, txs(R)));
txIsValid(p, R, x, t)))
∧ leavesExist(R)
∧ leavesAreSigned(R)
∧ noDoubleSpend(R)
∧ referencesAreUnspent(R)
∧ assetClassesCohere(R)
∧ scriptLimitsCohere(R)
∧ inputValuesCohere(R).

(335)

The following relation expresses equality of RootOuts:
def rootOutsEqual : RootOut → RootOut → Prop
:= λx : RootOut 7→ λy : RootOut 7→
let x′ : Address × Value := from(RootOut)(x);
let y ′ : Address × Value := from(RootOut)(y);
π1 (x′ ) = π1 (y ′ ) ∧ valuesEqual(π2 (x′ ), π2 (y ′ )).
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(336)

data RollupHash ∼
= F.

(337)

The following relation is assumed to be defined by the environment:
rollupHashUpToTimeIs : Rollup → Time → RollupHash → Prop.

(338)

The fee structure and its changes over time are included in the statement to be proven. The following
relation checks that this partial map from times to fee structures has been “unrolled” into a total function:
def checkFeeParamUnrolling : Map(Time, FeeParams) → (Time → FeeParams) → Prop
:= λm : Map(Time, FeeParams) 7→ λf : Time → FeeParams
let t0 : Time := toTime(0N );
7→ ¬(lookup(t0 , m) = nothing) ∧ f (t0 ) = exists(lookup(t0 , m))
∧ ∀t : Time, let t′ : Time := toTime(unTime(t) +N 1N );
(lookup(t′ , m) = nothing ∧ f (t′ ) = f (t)) ∨ (lookup(t′ , m) = just(f (t′ ))).

(339)

The following relation expresses the existence of a valid rollup that has exactly the given roots and
leaves at time t, and the given hashes at the given times, with the fee parameters being set according to
the provided map at the indicated times:
def existsRollupWithIO : Time
→ List(RootOut)
→ List(LeafOut)
→ Map(Time, RollupHash)
→ Map(Time, FeeParams)
→ Prop
:= λt : Time 7→
λr : List(RootOut) 7→
λl : List(LeafOut) 7→
λh : Map(Time, RollupHash) 7→
λp : Map(Time, FeeParams) 7→
∃f : Time → FeeParams, checkFeeParamUnrolling(p, f )
∧ ∃R : Rollup, rollupIsValid(f, R)
∧ let r′ : List(RootOut) := exists(lookup(t, roots(R)));
∧ (∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(r)
→ ∃j : N, j +N 1 ≤ length(r′ )
∧ rootOutsEqual(nth(r, i), nth(r′ , j)))
∧ (∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(r′ )
→ ∃j : N, j +N 1 ≤ length(r)
∧ rootOutsEqual(nth(r, j), nth(r′ , i)))
∧ (∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(l)
→ ∃j : N, j +N 1 ≤ length(keys(leaves(R)))
∧ nth(l, i) = nth(keys(leaves(R)), j))
∧ (∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(keys(leaves(R)))
→ ∃j : N, j +N 1 ≤ length(l)
∧ nth(l, j) = nth(keys(leaves(R)), i)).
∧ (∀i : N, i +N 1 ≤ length(keys(h))
→ let t : Time := nth(keys(h), i);
let h : RollupHash := exists(lookup(t, h));
rollupHashUpToTimeIs(R, t, h).
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(340)

8

Arithmetized voting

The Orbis V1 governance process described in Subsection 5.6 depends on a voting process conducted by
using zk-SNARKs. Orbis contract upgrades and other protocol changes are authorized by a multi-signature
scheme requiring signatures from a majority of authorized keys, each of which is controlled by a separate
individual. Changes to the set of authorized keys are authorized by signatures from a majority of authorized
keys plus an approving vote. The existence of an approving vote is checked by the L1 rollup contract by
verifying a zk-SNARK. This section defines approving votes in OSL. This definition of approving votes can
be compiled into an arithmetic circuit with the method described in Section 7, to generate zk-SNARKs
proving the existence of an approving vote for a given proposal. The requirements for an approving vote
depend on the state of the rollup; therefore, the OSL definitions of this section are dependent on the
definitions in Section 7.
data Yes ∼
= Unit.

(341)

data No ∼
= Unit.

(342)

data Vote ∼
= Yes ⊕ No.

(343)

def yes : Vote := to(Vote)(ι1 (to(Yes)(unit))).

(344)

def no : Vote := to(Vote)(ι2 (to(No)(unit))).

(345)

∼ List(BoardMember).
data Proposal =

(346)

∼ PubKeyHash.
data BoardMember =

(347)

data Voter ∼
= PubKeyHash.

(348)

data Votes ∼
= Map(Voter, Vote).

(349)

data VotingPower ∼
= N.

(350)

data Voters ∼
= Map(Voter, VotingPower).

(351)

data YesVotes ∼
= Map(Voter, VotingPower).

(352)

data NoVotes ∼
= Map(Voter, VotingPower).

(353)

We assume that the environment provides a relation, voterSignatureExists, which holds true when the
environment contains a signature signing the given proposal, vote, and valid time range:
voterSignatureExists : Voter → Proposal → Vote → ValidRange → Prop.

(354)

In the arithmetization, this relation will be checked by a signature-verification circuit.
The following relation states that voter signatures exist for all given votes on the given proposal:
votesExist : Proposal → Time → Votes → Prop
:= λp : Proposal 7→ λt : Time 7→ λv : Votes 7→
let v ′ : Map(Voter, Vote) := from(Votes)(v);
∀i : N, i +N 1N ≤ length(keys(v ′ ))
∧ let k : Voter := nth(keys(v ′ ), i);
let x : Vote := exists(lookup(k, v ′ ));
∃r : ValidRange, start(r) ≤ t ∧ t ≤ end(r)
∧ voterSignatureExists(k, p, x, r).
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(355)

The following relation states that the YesVotes value is consistent with the provided Voters and Votes
values:
checkYesVotes : Voters → Votes → YesVotes → Prop
:= λv : Voters 7→ λx : Votes 7→ λy : YesVotes 7→
let v ′ : Map(Voter, VotingPower) := from(Voters)(v);
let x′ : Map(Voter, Vote) := from(Votes)(v);
let y ′ : Map(Voter, VotingPower) := from(YesVotes)(y);
∀i : N,
(i +N 1N ≤ length(keys(v ′ ))
→ let k : Voter := nth(keys(v ′ ), i);
let u : Maybe(Vote) := lookup(k, x′ );
(356)
let p : VotingPower := exists(lookup(k, v ′ ));
let z : VotingPower := exists(lookup(k, y ′ ));
(u ̸= just(yes) ∧ z = to(VotingPower)(0N ))
∨ (u = just(yes) ∧ z = p))
∧ (i +N 1N ≤ length(keys(y ′ ))
→ let k : Voter := nth(keys(y ′ ), i);
∃j : N, j +N 1N ≤ length(keys(v ′ ))
∧ nth(keys(v ′ ), j) = k).
The following relation states the same, but for the NoVotes value:
checkNoVotes : Voters → Votes → NoVotes → Prop
:= λv : Voters 7→ λx : Votes 7→ λn : NoVotes 7→
let v ′ : Map(Voter, VotingPower) := from(Voters)(v);
let x′ : Map(Voter, Vote) := from(Votes)(v);
let n′ : Map(Voter, VotingPower) := from(NoVotes)(n);
∀i : N,
(i +N 1N ≤ length(keys(v ′ ))
→ let k : Voter := nth(keys(v ′ ), i);
let u : Maybe(Vote) := lookup(k, x′ );
let p : VotingPower := exists(lookup(k, v ′ ));
let z : VotingPower := exists(lookup(k, n′ ));
(u ̸= just(no) ∧ z = to(VotingPower)(0N ))
∨ (u = just(no) ∧ z = p))
∧ (i +N 1N ≤ length(keys(n′ ))
→ let k : Voter := nth(keys(n′ ), i);
∃j : N, j +N 1N ≤ length(keys(v ′ ))
∧ nth(keys(v ′ ), j) = k).

(357)

The following functions compute the total voting power, the total voting power voting yes, and the total
voting power voting no:
def totalVotingPower : Voters → N := from(VotingPower) ◦ sum ◦ from(Voters).

(358)

def yesVotingPower : YesVotes → N := from(VotingPower) ◦ sum ◦ from(YesVotes).

(359)

def noVotingPower : NoVotes → N := from(VotingPower) ◦ sum ◦ from(NoVotes).

(360)

We assume but do not specify a relation that determines that sufficient voting power was used to result in
a valid vote:
meetsQuorum : Voters → Votes → Prop.
(361)
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Below, an example is provided of how meetsQuorum could be defined (although not necessarily how it will
be defined):
def meetsQuorum : Voters → YesVotes → NoVotes → Prop
:= λv : Voters 7→ λy : YesVotes 7→ λn : NoVotes 7→
totalVotingPower(v) ≤ (1N +N 1N ) ×N (yesVotingPower(y) +N noVotingPower(n)).

(362)

The following relation states that enough yes votes were cast to carry the proposal:
def isApprovingVote : Voters → Votes → Prop
λv : Voters 7→ λx : Votes 7→
∃y : YesVotes, ∃n : NoVotes,
checkYesVotes(v, x, y) ∧ checkNoVotes(v, x, n)
∧ meetsQuorum(v, y, n)
∧ noVotingPower(n) +N 1N ≤ yesVotingPower(y).

(363)

The following relation states that the given TxOutRef references an unspent output:
def isUnspent : Rollup → TxOutRef → Prop
λR : Rollup 7→ λr : TxOutRef 7→
nothing = lookup(to(In)(ι1 (r)), consumers).

(364)

The following data type is useful for recording how much HALO each voter currently holds:
data Holdings ∼
= Map(Voter, Quantity).

(365)

The following relation states that for each entry (k, v) in the holdings map H, the UTxOs listed in f (k)
that belong to the voter k are unspent, and contain quantities of HALO summing to v:
def holdingsExist : Rollup → Holdings → (Voter → List(TxOutRef)) → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→ λH : Holdings 7→ λf : Voter → List(TxOutRef)
7→ let H ′ : Map(Voter, Quantity) := from(Holdings)(H);
∃g : Voter → List(Quantity),
∀i : N, i +N 1N ≤ length(keys(H ′ ))
→ let v : Voter := nth(keys(H ′ ), i);
let k : PubKeyHash := from(Voter)(v);
exists(lookup(v, H ′ )) = sum(g(v))
∧ ∀j : N, j +N 1N ≤ length(f (v))
→ let r : TxOutRef := nth(f (v), j);
let o : TxOut := getTxOut(R, r);
k = txOutAddress(o) ∧ isUnspent(R, r)
∧ nth(g(v), j) = maybe(λx : Quantity 7→ x, to(Quantity)(0N ), lookup(HALO, value(o))).
(366)
The following relation states that the provided Holdings map states the exact quantity of unspent
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HALO held in UTxOs at each address:
def checkHoldings : Rollup → Holdings → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→ λH : Holdings
7→ ∃f : Voter → List(TxOutRef), holdingsExist(R, H, f )
∧ ∀i : N, i +N 1N ≤ length(keys(txs(R)))
→ let k : TxId := nth(keys(txs(R)), i);
let x : Tx := exists(lookup(k, txs(R));
∀j : N, j +N 1N ≤ length(outputs(x))
→ let r : TxOutRef := to(TxOutRef)(k, to(TxOutRefIndex)(to(F)(j)));
isUnspent(R, r) → ∃v : Voter, ∃ℓ : N, nth(f (v), ℓ) = r.

(367)

The following relation states that the given PubKeyHash has signed a transaction in the given time
range:
def hasTxInInterval : Rollup → PubKeyHash → ValidRange → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→ λk : PubKeyHash 7→ λr : ValidRange 7→
∃i : TxId, let t : Time := txIdTime(i);
let x : Tx := exists(lookup(i, txs(R)));
let s : List(PubKeyHash) := signatories(x);
start(r) ≤ t ∧ t ≤ end(r)
∧ ∃j : N, j +N 1N ≤ length(s)
∧ nth(s, j) = k.

(368)

We assume, but do not specify, the expected number of blocks, or more precisely Time values, in the
average number of days in a month:
blocksPerMonth : N.
(369)
This number is a function of the block frequency. For example, if we assume 30 blocks per minute, then
we have:
def blocksPerMonth : N := cast(fin(1314878)).
(370)
The following conversion functions are useful:
def unTime : Time → N := from(F) ◦ from(Time).

(371)

def toTime : N → Time := to(Time) ◦ to(F).

(372)

The following relation states that n is the number of contiguous months up to and including t1 in which
the address k has signed a transaction on-rollup R:
def checkActiveMonths : Rollup → Time → N → PubKeyHash → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→ λt1 : Time 7→ λn : N 7→ k : PubKeyHash
7→ (n = 1N ∧ unTime(t1 ) ≤ blocksPerMonth ∧ hasTxInInterval(R, k, toValidRange(0, t1 ))
∨ (n = 0N ∧ unTime(t1 ) ≤ blocksPerMonth ∧ ¬hasTxInInterval(R, k, toValidRange(0, t1 )))
∨ (blocksPerMonth +N 1N ≤ unTime(t1 )
∧ ∃t0 : Time, unTime(t0 ) +N (n ×N blocksPerMonth) = unTime(t1 )
∧ ∃t−1 : Time, ((t−1 = toTime(0N ) ∧ t0 ≤ blocksPerMonth)
∨(t0 = toTime(unTime(t−1 ) +N blocksPerMonth)))
∧ (¬hasTxInInterval(R, k, toValidRange(t−1 , t0 )) ∨ t−1 = toTime(0N ))
∧ (∀i : N, i +N 1N ≤ n
→ hasTxInInterval(R, k, toValidRange(unTime(t0 ) +N (i ×N blocksPerMonth)
, unTime(t0 ) +N ((i +N 1) ×N blocksPerMonth))))).
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(373)

The following relation states that, in the given map, each voter is mapped to the set of transactions
signed by that voter:
∼ Map(Voter, Map(TxId, Unit)).
data VoterTxs =
(374)
def checkTxs : Rollup → VoterTxs → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→ λT : VoterTxs
7→ let T ′ : Map(Voter, List(TxId)) := from(VoterTxs)(T );
(∀i : N, i +N 1N ≤ length(keys(T ′ ));
→ let v : Voter := nth(keys(T ′ , i));
let U : Map(TxId, Unit) := exists(lookup(v, T ′ ));
∀j : N, j +N 1N ≤ length(keys(U ))
→ let ℓ : TxId := nth(keys(U ), j);
let t : Tx := exists(lookup(ℓ, txs(R)));
let s : List(PubKeyHash) := signatories(t);
∃m : N, m +N 1N ≤ length(s) ∧ nth(s, m) = from(Voter)(v)).
∧ (∀i : N, i ≤ length(keys(txs(R)))
→ let k : TxId := nth(keys(txs(R)));
let x : Tx := exists(lookup(k, txs(R)));
let s : List(PubKeyHash) := signatories(x);
∀j : N, j +N 1N ≤ length(s)
→ let v : Voter := to(Voter)(nth(s, j));
let u : Map(TxId, Unit) := exists(lookup(v, T ′ ));
∃ℓ : N, ℓ +N 1N ≤ length(keys(u)) ∧ nth(keys(u), ℓ) = k).

(375)

We assume, but do not specify herein, relations that check the computation of the functions f and g
assumed in the voting-power formula, (21):
checkF : N → N → Prop.

(376)

checkG : N → N → Prop.

(377)

The following relation states that the voting-power formula (21) is satisfied:
def checkVotingPowerFormula : VotingPower → N → Quantity → N → Prop
:= λv : VotingPower 7→ λm : N 7→ λq : Quantity 7→ λn : N
7→ ∃y : N, ∃z : N, checkF(m, y) ∧ checkG(n, z)
∧ from(VotingPower)(y) = fromQuantity(q) ×N y ×N z.

(378)

The following relation states that each voter has exactly as much voting power as is specified in the
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Voters object:
def votersExist : Rollup → Voters → Time → Prop
:= λR : Rollup 7→ λV : Voters 7→ λt : Time
7→ ∃H : Holdings, ∃A : Map(PubKeyHash, N), ∃T : VoterTxs,
checkHoldings(R, H) ∧ checkTxs(R, T )
∧ (∀i : N, i +N 1N ≤ length(keys(A))
→ let k : PubKeyHash := from(Voter)(nth(keys(A), i));
checkActiveMonths(R, t, exists(lookup(k, txs(R))), k))
∧ let V ′ : Map(Voter, VotingPower) := from(Voters)(V );
∀i : N, i +N 1N ≤ length(keys(V ′ ))
→ let v : Voter := nth(keys(V ′ ), i);
let p : VotingPower := exists(lookup(v, V ′ );
let m : N := exists(lookup(from(Voter)(v), A));
let q : Quantity := exists(lookup(v, from(Holdings)(H));
let t : Map(TxId, Unit) := exists(lookup(v, from(VoterTxs)(T )));
checkVotingPowerFormula(p, m, q, length(keys(t))).

(379)

The following relation states that the proposal p has been approved by the voters as of time t:
def proposalIsApproved : Proposal → Rollup → Time → Prop
:= λp : Proposal 7→ λR : Rollup 7→ λt : Time
7→ ∃U : Voters, ∃V : Votes, votesExist(p, t, V ) ∧ votersExist(R, U, t)
∧ meetsQuorum(U, V ) ∧ isApprovingVote(U, V ).

9

(380)

Process

Three main processes are involved in a wallet using the Orbis protocol:
1. moving inputs from the chain to the rollup,
2. submitting transactions to the rollup,
3. and moving outputs from the rollup to the chain.

9.1

Moving inputs from the chain to the rollup

To run transactions on the rollup, users must initially own inputs on Orbis. To do so, they must first send
some of their funds from L1 (Cardano) to L2 (Orbis). Sending funds is a three-step process:
1. Funds are sent to the verifier smart contract address on L1. This process is called “locking” the
funds.
2. The prover mints a new input on Orbis based on the locked funds. The minted funds have the same
asset class as the locked funds, but they are different in that they are on the L2 and not the L1. For
example, the tokens minted from adding ADA to Orbis would be referred to as oADA.
3. The prover creates a new block, and updates the rollup state on L1, moving locked funds to the
verifier smart contract state UTxO.
Now, let us more closely examine a real-world example, in which a user tries to send 1 ADA from L1
(Cardano) to L2 (Orbis). An overview of this process is shown in the diagram in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Overview of an example in which a user tries to transfer 1 ADA from L1 to L2.
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Figure 8: Sequence diagram of an example showing the locking-funds step.
9.1.1

Lock L1 funds

Locking L1 funds is achieved by submitting a standard transaction to Cardano, signed by the user, wherein
the user sends funds to the verifier contract script address.
In our example (Figure 8), L1 initially contains two UTxOs: one of them (#1) contains 5 ADA and
belongs to the user. The other (#2) is the Orbis verifier smart contract with its state and zero balance.
The rollup (L2) is empty. The user requests sending 1 ADA. A new transaction is constructed by using
#1 as input and targeting the Orbis smart contract. This transaction must be signed by the user. The
transaction is submitted to L1. After finalization, the L1 ledger contains UTxOs #2 (unchanged), #3 (the
remaining user balance) and #4 (the transferred 1 ADA now belongs to the verifier).
9.1.2

Mint funds on L2

Minting funds on L2 starts when the prover discovers a new UTxO on L1 from which it can mint a new
UTxO on the rollup. A new transaction of type RootOutTx is created and added to the rollup by the
prover.
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Figure 9: Sequence diagram of an example showing the minting step.
In our example (Figure 9), the prover discovers a new locked UTxO (#4) on L1 and creates a RootOutTx
transaction that will create a new UTxO on the rollup (#A). This transaction is submitted to the transaction pool on the prover. At this point, funds are locked on L1, and the RootOutTx transaction was
submitted, but because the prover has not yet included that transaction in any block on the rollup, the
funds are not yet available on the rollup for the user to spend.
9.1.3

Rollup-state update

The prover will periodically process submitted transactions (stored in the transaction pool) and create a
new block on the rollup. In that process, previously created minting transactions will be processed by the
prover and included in the block. Consequently, minted funds will become immediately available for the
user to spend on Orbis.
After creating one or more blocks on the rollup, the prover will send an update to the Verifier smart
contract on L1. After receiving and validating that update, the Verifier will spend the locked UTxO and
move its balance to the Verifier smart contract state UTxO.
After the update is finalized, the entire process of sending funds from L1 to L2 is completed. The total
balance of funds added to L2 from L1 is stored in the verifier smart contract state UTxO on L1.
In our example (Figure 10), the prover creates a new block that includes the previously created minting
transaction. After this block is created, a new UTxO (#A) is available on the rollup. After creating the
rollup block, the prover tries to update the L1 verifier smart contract. It creates, signs, and submits an
UpdateRollup transaction. This transaction consumes both the verifier smart contract UTxO (#2) and
the locked funds UTxO (#4). It produces only a newly updated verifier smart contract state UTxO (#5)
with an updated proof and balance moved (changing the balance from 0 ADA to 1 ADA).

9.2

Submitting transactions to the rollup

After users have funds available on the rollup, they can start submitting transactions to Orbis. This process
will be somewhat similar to the equivalent process on Cardano.
The first step of posting a transaction to a rollup is for the wallet code to call the prover API to
reserve the on-rollup input UTxOs. The purpose of this process is to avoid resource-contention problems
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Figure 10: Rollup-state update.
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Figure 11: Reserving funds for a transaction.
that would prevent the transaction from going through. These locks should be temporary and expire
automatically after a short time sufficient to complete the transaction. To avoid denial-of-service attacks
based on this mechanism, the user requesting the transaction should be required to post collateral that
will be lost if the locks expire without the inputs being used. To implement this collateral mechanism, the
UTxO reserving mechanism will need to be internalized in the OSL spec, but this feature is not required
for Orbis V1.
If the transaction will call a smart contract on the rollup, the script of this smart contract must be
submitted to Orbis beforehand. Unlike Cardano, in which each transaction contains the bytecode of the
script, in Orbis, smart contract scripts are content addressable. Thus, a user must post the smart contract
to Orbis once, and then multiple transactions can refer to it via the script’s hash.
The next step is for the wallet to generate an unsigned transaction. The wallet sends the unsigned
transaction to the user’s wallet to be signed. The wallet signs the transaction with the user’s approval.
The wallet receives the signed transaction from the wallet and posts the transaction to the rollup by calling
the prover API.
The prover will periodically process submitted transactions (stored in the transaction pool) and create
a new block on the rollup. After creating a block on the rollup, the prover will send an update to the
verifier smart contract on L1. After receiving and validating that update, the verifier will update the proof
in the verifier smart contract state UTxO.
Let us again consider a real-world example in which a user (User 1) is trying to submit a transaction
on Orbis (L2), sending 1 ADA to some other user (User 2). After receiving a request from the user, the
wallet calls the prover API to reserve the user’s UTxO (#A), which the prover acknowledges (Figure 9.2).
After the input is reserved, the wallet creates a transaction that will consume that reserved input (#A)
and emit two new UTxOs: one holding 1 ADA (#C) that was sent to the other user, and one holding 1
ADA (#B), which is the remaining amount of money that the user owns. The transaction is signed by the
user and submitted to Orbis (Figure 9.2)
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Figure 12: Submitting a transaction to L2.
Eventually (Figure 9.2), the prover creates a new block that includes the submitted transaction. After
this block is created with a proof (#DDBB), the previous UTxO (#A) is consumed, and two new UTxOs
(#B and #C) are available on the rollup.
After creating one or more blocks, the prover tries to update the L1 Verifier smart contract. It creates,
signs, and submits an UpdateRollup transaction. This transaction modifies the verifier smart contract
state UTxO, updating its proof from the previous value (#CCBB) to a new one (#DDBB).

9.3

Moving outputs from the rollup

To be able to spend L2 outputs on the mainchain (L1), the user must move them back to L1, through a
two-step process:
1. A LeafOut transaction is sent to the prover.
2. Next, the prover creates a new block and updates the rollup state on L1 transferring funds to the
user.
Now, let us more closely examine a real-world example in which a user tries to retrieve 1 ADA from
L2 (Orbis) to L2 (Cardano). An overview of this process is shown in the diagram in Figure 14.
9.3.1

Submitting LeafOutTx to the prover

To retrieve the funds from L2, the dapp must send a special transaction to the prover API—signed by the
user—which indicates the UTxO to be retrieved from the rollup.
In our example (Figure 15), L1 initially contains a single UTxO: (#5) the Orbis verifier smart contract
with its state and balance of 2 ADA. The rollup (L2) contains the user’s funds (#A and #B) (and 2 ADA
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Figure 13: Updating the rollup state.
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Figure 14: Removing output.
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Figure 15: Sequence diagram of the example showing submission of a LeafOutTx.
as well). The user requests a retrieval of 1 ADA. A new LeafOutTx transaction is constructed containing
#B, the UTxO being retrieved. This transaction must be signed by the user and sent to L2.
9.3.2

Rollup-state update

After the next L1 rollup state update, the L1 ledger contains the latest rollup state UTxO #7 with the
remaining balance of 1 ADA. A new UTxO #8 also exists, belonging to the user with the requested funds
moved from L2 (Figure 16).

10

L1 rollup protocol: on-chain inputs and outputs

This section defines the L1 rollup protocol at a high level. This is a protocol, implemented as a smart
contract, through which an on-chain UTxO represents the state of a rollup. The on-chain rollup state
UTxO can be updated to reflect transactions added to the rollup. On-chain money can be added to the
rollup state UTxO to make the funds available to its owner on the rollup. On-rollup money can be removed
from the rollup state UTxO and sent to an on-chain address of the owner’s choosing. These are the basic
operations of the L1 rollup protocol.
The L1 rollup protocol does not define how the rollup is stored off-chain or how transactions are
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Figure 16: Updating the rollup state.
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added to it. The L1 rollup protocol merely defines the protocol through which changes to the rollup
off-chain are reflected on-chain, and money can be added to and subtracted from the rollup. As part
of this protocol, zk-SNARKs for the arithmetized rollup validation relation probabilistically prove that a
valid rollup corresponding to the rollup state UTxO does exist, and each state transition of the L1 rollup
contract is a valid state transition.

10.1

Contract specification

The L1 protocol respects a well-defined lifecycle for proof-state objects, such that they can be initialized,
tracked, altered, and then finally shut down cleanly. Each proof state can be initialized with an NFT
AssetClass to be used as a unique ID (UID) to track the proof state over its entire lifecycle. Having a
well-defined lifecycle for proof-state objects allows the NoFundsLocked property to be satisfied, so that no
funds are ever stuck at a script address.22
The off-chain code exposes the following endpoints related to the life cycle:
1. Mint: Mint a UID asset class used to track a proof state.
2. Init: Initialize a proof state on-chain with a UID and a list of allowed assets to roll up. The
proof-state UTxO will initially contain a reserve value of 2 ADA plus the UID NFT.
3. Lockup: Accept one or more UTxOs to lock up into the script address. This process will tag that
UTxO with a datum indicating the PubKeyHash of the user who provided it, so that the prover is
aware.
4. Commit: Transform the proof state by accepting new input UTxOs and producing new output UTxOs.
This transformation must satisfy the zero-knowledge verification to ensure that:
(a) The value provided on L1 is available to be minted on L2.
(b) The value burned on L2 is available to be returned to public-key addresses on L1.
5. Release: Release the UID back to a user, and destroy the proof state. The proof-state UTxO must
have a value equal to the reserve value to release the UID (i.e., there is no locked value remaining
from participants on L1.
6. Fallback: Extract value from the rollup in fallback mode.
7. Upgrade: Update the Orbis validator script to a new version.
8. ChangeFees: Change the fee structure.
9. Elect: Change the set of authorized signers (the “board”) in the governance protocol.
22
Part of the purpose of the UID is to ensure that a rollup state UTxO is authentic. Consider a scenario in which an attacker
creates a UTxO at the contract script address that can be used as a rollup state UTxO. What would prevent the attacker from
adding to the fake rollup state UTxO some funds that a user sent and intended to be added to the real rollup state UTxO?
What prevents this type of attack from occurring is the uniqueness of the UID NFT that must be held in the rollup state
UTxO. Because there is only one UID NFT, there can be only one rollup state UTxO, and no one could create another UTxO
that could be passed off as being the rollup state UTxO.
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10.2

Validator mechanics

A given Orbis validator is parameterized with different asset classes for identification, authentication and
the assets accepted by this particular rollup.
data OrbisInstanceParams = OrbisInstanceParams
{ auth
:: AssetClass,
uid :: AssetClass,
assets :: [AssetClass]
}
The auth field restricts who may attempt a modification of the rollup state by requiring that AssetClass
be present in that transaction.
A zk-SNARK can be represented as a bytestring. We place one of these on a UTxO at the validator
address.
data OrbisProof = OrbisProof { proofState :: BuiltinByteString }
We also define the statement to be proven, and the inputs and outputs on L1.
data OrbisStatement = OrbisStatement {
stmtTxsIn :: [TxInInfo],
stmtTxsOut :: [TxOut],
stmtOldStateHash :: RollupStateHash,
stmtOldStateTime :: Time,
stmtOldFeeParams :: OrbisFeeParams,
stmtNewStateHash :: RollupStateHash,
stmtNewStateTime :: Time,
stmtNewFeeParams :: OrbisFeeParams
}
The statement to be proven contains: the on-chain inputs to be consumed, the off-chain outputs to be
produced, the hash of the ledger as of the previous on-chain state, the Orbis block time and fee structure
as of the previous on-chain state, the hash of the ledger as of the current on-chain state, and the Orbis
block time and fee structure as of the current on-chain state.
A bid to change the rollup state consists of a statement and a proof.
data OrbisZKBid = OrbisZKBid {
bidProof :: OrbisProof,
bidStatement :: OrbisStatement
}
Our naive redeemer is then as follows:
data OrbisRedeemer = Commit OrbisZKBid | Release
thus making our full signature:
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mkValidator ::
->
->
->
->

OrbisInstanceParams
OrbisProof
OrbisRedeemer
ScriptContext
Bool

That is, to satisfy the Commit redeemer:
1. The authentication token must be present as an input to the transaction.
2. The authentication token must be returned to the PubKeyHash that provided it.
3. The continuing output must contain both the OrbisProof and the UID AssetClass.
4. The new Orbis proof must be a proof of the statement in the OrbisZKBid.
5. The TxInInfos in the stmtTxsIn field in the statement must be present as inputs in the transaction.
6. The TxOuts in the stmtTxsOut field in the statement must be present as outputs in the transaction.
To satisfy the Release redeemer:
1. The authentication token must be present as an input to the transaction.
2. The authentication token must be returned to the PubKeyHash that provided it.
3. The continuing output must contain both the OrbisProof and the UID AssetClass.
4. There must be no remaining value in the proof-state UTxO except for the reserve value.
10.2.1

Fallback mode

In the event that the prover is offline for a protracted period of time (3 days), the validator will allow for
a fallback option that allows users to retrieve their funds from the rollup. In this special case, users may
submit a Fallback redeemer containing a list of UTxOs that they would like to retrieve from L2.
data OrbisZKFallbackBid = OrbisZKFallbackBid {
fallbackBidProof :: OrbisProof,
fallbackBidStatement :: [TxOut]
}
data OrbisRedeemer = Commit OrbisZKBid | Release | Fallback OrbisZKFallbackBid
The arithmetic circuit in this case will attempt to verify that:
1. Only burn transactions have taken place in the rollup.
2. Those burn transactions on L2 are signed by the users.
3. The UTxOs burned on L2 correspond to the TxOuts provided in the redeemer on L1.
4. At least 3 days have passed since the last L2 non-burn transaction.
(Because one of these transactions can include burn transactions for multiple users, an off-chain batcher
can be used to increase the throughput of these transactions.)
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10.2.2

Upgrade and governance process

The validator will also allow the prover to move the UTxO to a new script address through use of an
Upgrade redeemer.
data OrbisZKUpgradeBid = OrbisZKUpgradeBid {
upgradeBidProof :: OrbisProof,
upgradeTo :: ValidatorAddress
}
data OrbisRedeemer =
Commit OrbisZKBid
| Release
| Fallback OrbisZKFallbackBid
| Upgrade OrbisZKUpgradeBid
The included zk-SNARK will prove that n of m members of the board (the governing body of Orbis)
have signed off on the upgrade. Here, n and m are protocol parameters, and m is the number of board
members; both numbers are potentially subject to change. The list of members of the board is part of the
contract state and part of the statement to be proven.
The coefficients of the fee calculation can be updated without upgrading the contract as long as n
of members of the board have signed off. Subsection 6.5 provides more details on the fee calculation
coefficients.
data OrbisFeeParams = OrbisFeeParams {
a :: Rational,
b :: Rational,
c :: Rational,
f0 :: Integer,
m :: Rational,
feePaymentAddress :: Address
}
data OrbisZKFeeChangeBid = OrbisZKFeeChangeBid {
feeChangeBidProof :: OrbisProof,
newFeeParams :: OrbisFeeParams
}
data OrbisRedeemer =
Commit OrbisZKBid
| Release
| Fallback OrbisZKFallbackBid
| Upgrade OrbisZKUpgradeBid
| ChangeFees OrbisZKFeeChangeBid
The list of board members can be changed through use of an Elect redeemer.
data OrbisZKElectBid = OrbisZKElectBid {
electBidProof :: OrbisProof,
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candidates :: [PubKeyHash],
signatureThreshold :: Int
}
data OrbisRedeemer =
Commit OrbisZKBid
| Release
| Fallback OrbisZKFallbackBid
| Upgrade OrbisZKUpgradeBid
| ChangeFees OrbisZKFeeChangeBid
| Elect OrbisZKElectBid
The included zk-SNARK will prove that n of m members of the board have signed off on the election
of the new board and that an approving vote for the new board occurred. The condition for an approving
vote for the new board to have occurred is defined in OSL in Section 8.
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L2 rollup protocol: on-rollup transactions

This section defines the L2 rollup protocol at a high level. This is the protocol through which prover
nodes communicate with one another and with the other components of the system. These components
are depicted in Figure 17.
Prover nodes are responsible for responding to queries regarding the rollup, remembering the state of
the rollup, updating the state of the rollup, and executing the L1 rollup protocol.
Because the task of building zk-SNARKs that validate large numbers of on-rollup transactions is computationally difficult, being able to build a distributed computing cluster for executing the L2 protocol is
useful. For this reason, among others, the prover node protocol allows for an unlimited number of prover
nodes.
Another benefit of allowing for more than one prover node is that the L2 protocol can be decentralized.
Full decentralization of the L2 protocol is an eventual goal to which the Orbis team is committed. However,
initial versions of Orbis will not feature a decentralized L2 protocol.

11.1

Prover API

The prover API contains endpoints necessary to perform operations described in Section 9. These include
endpoints for submitting transactions and querying the rollup state.
API ∼
= TransactionSubmissionAPI(11.1.1)
⊕ QueryStateAPI(11.1.2)
11.1.1

(381)

Transaction-submission API

This API allows Orbis users to interact with their funds on the L2 chain.
TransactionSubmissionAPI ∼
=
⊕
⊕
⊕
⊕

SubmitSmartContract(11.1.1.1)
ExistsSmartContract(11.1.1.2)
FetchSmartContract(11.1.1.3)
ReserveInput11.1.1.4
SubmitTransaction(11.1.1.5)
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(382)
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Figure 17: Key components of Orbis and related components.
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11.1.1.1 Submitting a smart contract. Before interacting with a smart contract, the user must
submit it to L2 via this API. More details are provided in Section 9.2.
Orbis will not perform any validations on the submitted bytecode (TinyRAMObject). It will, however,
reject requests containing programs that exceed the defined limit.
SubmitSmartContract : SubmitSmartContractRequest
→ SubmitSmartContractResponse

(383)

∼ ProgramType × TinyRAMObject
SubmitSmartContractRequest =

(384)

The ProgramType type specifies how to interpret the program bytecode, by specifying the word size and
the instruction-set version. The word size can be 16, 32, or 64 bits. The instruction-set version currently
must be 1, which denotes the Orbis 1.0 TinyRAM instruction set. This instruction set has yet to be
defined exactly but will be based on TinyRAM 2.0, with additional instructions for using a cryptographic
coprocessor that implements various useful cryptographic functions.
ProgramType ∼
= WordSize × InstructionSet

(385)

WordSize ∼
= {16, 32, 64}

(386)

InstructionSet ∼
= {1}

(387)

TinyRAMObject ∼
= ByteString

(388)

SubmitSmartContractResponse ∼
= ExceededScriptSizeLimitError
⊕ HashCollisionError
⊕ SubmitSmartContractResponseSuccess

(389)

ExceededScriptSizeLimitError ∼
= Int

(390)

If a submission exceeds the size limit, then Orbis will respond with the current value of the script size
limit.
HashCollisionError ∼
= Unit

(391)

If a hash collision occurs with a different smart contract that is already in the database, then Orbis will
reject the submission. This issue can be overcome by making some trivial change to the smart contract
object code (e.g., adding data at an unreachable address) in order to change the hash.
SubmitSmartContractResponseSuccess ∼
= ScriptAddress(39)
11.1.1.2

(392)

Checking whether a smart contract exists.
ExistsSmartContract : ExistsSmartContractRequest
→ ExistsSmartContractResponse

(393)

ExistsSmartContractRequest ∼
= ScriptAddress(39)

(394)

ExistsSmartContractResponse ∼
= Bool

(395)
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11.1.1.3

Fetching a smart contract.
FetchSmartContract

: FetchSmartContractRequest
→ FetchSmartContractResponse

(396)

FetchSmartContractRequest ∼
= ScriptAddress

(397)

FetchSmartContractResponse ∼
= Maybe(ProgramType × TinyRAMObject)

(398)

11.1.1.4 Reserving inputs for a transaction. To use inputs in a transaction, the user must first
reserve them. This reservation can be performed via this API, by providing a set of inputs to be reserved.
ReserveInput : ReserveInputRequest → ReserveInputResponse

(399)

ReserveInputRequest ∼
= Set(In)(26)

(400)

ReserveInputResponse ∼
= InputAlreadyReserved
⊕ InputDoesNotExist
⊕ InputReserved

(401)

InputAlreadyReserved ∼
= Set(In × ExpirationDate)(26)

(402)

InputDoesNotExist ∼
= Set(In)(26)

(403)

InputReserved ∼
= ExpirationDate

(404)

ExpirationDate ∼
= DateTime

(405)

DateTime ∼
=F

(406)

11.1.1.5 Submitting a transaction. This endpoint allows for submission of a transaction created by
the user. The transaction is validated and either accepted or rejected with a reason.
SubmitTransaction : SubmitTransactionRequest
→ SubmitTransactionResponse

(407)

SubmitTransactionRequest ∼
= Tx (24)
⊕ LeafOutTx (18)

(408)

SubmitTransactionResponse ∼
= SubmitTransactionResponseSuccess
⊕ SubmitTransactionResponseFailure

(409)

SubmitTransactionResponseSuccess ∼
= TxId

(410)

SubmitTransactionResponseFailure ∼
= InputNotAvailableError
⊕ IncorrectTxIdError
⊕ InvalidTxError
⊕ OutOfValidTimeRangeError

(411)
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11.1.2

Query-state API
∼ FetchRollupMetadata(11.1.2.1)
QueryStateAPI =
⊕ FetchFeeParams(11.1.2.2)
⊕ FetchBlockByHash(11.1.2.3)
⊕ FetchBlockByTime(11.1.2.4)
⊕ FetchTransaction(11.1.2.5)
⊕ FetchTxOut(11.1.2.6)

(412)

11.1.2.1 Fetching rollup metadata. Issuing a rollup metadata fetch request yields the number and
hash of the current highest-rollup block. Users can use these to fetch more information about this block
or any other block via the FetchBlock* APIs.
FetchRollupMetadata : FetchRollupMetadataResponse

(413)

FetchRollupMetadataResponse ∼
= BlockNumber
× BlockHash

(414)

BlockNumber ∼
= Time(49)

(415)

BlockHash ∼
=F

(416)

11.1.2.2 Fetching fee structure. Issuing a fee structure fetch request yields the fee structure parameters as of the given time.
FetchFeeParams : FetchFeeParamsRequest → FetchFeeParamsResponse

(417)

FetchFeeParamsRequest ∼
= Time

(418)

FetchFeeParamsResponse ∼
= FetchFeeParamsResponseSuccess
⊕ FetchFeeParamsResponseFailure

(419)

FetchFeeParamsResponseSuccess ∼
= OrbisFeeParams

(420)

The prover returns the following response when the given time is greater than the current block time:
FetchFeeParamsResponseFailure ∼
= Unit

(421)

11.1.2.3 Fetching block by hash. Detailed information about a block can be retrieved by its hash.
The request returns a set of matching blocks, because hash collisions may occur.
FetchBlockByHash

: FetchBlockByHashRequest
→ FetchBlockByHashResponse

FetchBlockByHashRequest ∼
= BlockHash
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(422)
(423)

11.1.2.4

FetchBlockByHashResponse ∼
= FetchBlockByHashResponseSuccess
⊕ FetchBlockByHashResponseFailure

(424)

FetchBlockByHashResponseSuccess ∼
= Set(BlockInfo)

(425)

BlockInfo ∼
= Maybe (ParentBlockHash)
× BlockHash
× BlockTime(49)
× Block(23)

(426)

ParentBlockHash ∼
= BlockHash

(427)

BlockTime ∼
= Time

(428)

FetchBlockByHashResponseFailure ∼
= BlockNotFoundError

(429)

BlockNotFoundError ∼
= Unit

(430)

Fetching block by time.
FetchBlockByTime

: FetchBlockByTimeRequest
→ FetchBlockByTimeResponse

(431)

FetchBlockByTimeRequest ∼
= BlockTime

(432)

FetchBlockByTimeResponse ∼
= FetchBlockByTimeResponseSuccess
⊕ FetchBlockByTimeResponseFailure

(433)

FetchBlockByTimeResponseSuccess ∼
= BlockInfo

(434)

FetchBlockByTimeResponseFailure ∼
= BlockNotFoundError

(435)

BlockNotFoundError ∼
= Unit

(436)

11.1.2.5 Fetching transaction. This endpoint allows for fetching of all details of a transaction according to its ID.
FetchTransaction : TxId → FetchTransactionResponse

(437)

FetchTransactionResponse ∼
= FetchTransactionResponseSuccess
⊕ FetchTransactionResponseFailure

(438)

FetchTransactionResponseSuccess ∼
= TransactionStatus
× Tx(24)

(439)
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TransactionStatus ∼
= TransactionSubmitted
⊕ TransactionFailed
⊕ TransactionOnRollup

(440)

∼ SubmissionTime
TransactionSubmitted =

(441)

SubmissionTime ∼
= DateTime

(442)

TransactionFailed ∼
=F

(443)

TransactionOnRollup ∼
= BlockTime
× BlockHash
× OrbisProof

(444)

OrbisProof ∼
= ByteString

(445)

FetchTransactionResponseFailure ∼
= TransactionNotFoundError

(446)

TransactionNotFoundError ∼
=F

(447)

11.1.2.6 Fetching TxOut. This endpoint can be used to obtain a set of transaction outputs for a
given address, which can later be used to construct inputs for a transaction.
FetchTxOut : FetchTxOutRequest → FetchTxOutResponse

(448)

FetchTxOutRequest ∼
= Address

(449)

FetchTxOutResponse ∼
= FetchTxOutResponseSuccess
⊕ FetchTxOutResponseFailure

(450)

FetchTxOutResponseSuccess ∼
= Set(TxOutStatus
× TxOut(36))

(451)

TxOutStatus ∼
= TxOutReserved
⊕ TxOutAvailable

(452)

TxOutUnlocked ∼
= Unit

(453)

TxOutLocked ∼
= ExpirationDate

(454)

FetchTxOutResponseFailure ∼
= TxOutNotFoundError

(455)

TxOutNotFoundError ∼
= Unit

(456)
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11.1.3

Voting and governance

11.1.3.1 Fetch board. This endpoint returns a list of the Orbis governance board members (their
names, URLs, and public key hashes) as of a given block time, as well as the number n of signatures from
board members required to perform operations in the governance protocol.
FetchBoard : FetchBoardRequest → FetchBoardResponse

(457)

∼ Time
FetchBoardRequest =

(458)

∼ BoardMembers × SignatureThreshold
FetchBoardResponse =

(459)

∼ List(BoardMember)
BoardMembers =

(460)

BoardMember ∼
= Name × URL × PubKeyHash

(461)

Name ∼
= UTF8ByteString

(462)

URL ∼
= UTF8ByteString

(463)

UTF8ByteString ∼
= ByteString

(464)

The signature threshold is n, the number of signatures required to perform an operation in the governance protocol, under the new proposed board:
SignatureThreshold ∼
=F

(465)

11.1.3.2 Get voting power. This endpoint returns the voting power (i.e., number of votes) held by
a given address as of a given time. Returns zero for an address with no UTxOs.
GetVotingPower : GetVotingPowerRequest → GetVotingPowerResponse

(466)

GetVotingPowerRequest ∼
= Address × Time

(467)

GetVotingPowerResponse ∼
= VotingPower

(468)

∼F
VotingPower =

(469)
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11.1.3.3 Create a proposal. This endpoint creates a new board election. Calls to this endpoint must
include signatures on the proposal of n out m board members (the threshold required by the centralized
governance signature scheme).
CreateProposal : CreateProposalRequest → CreateProposalResponse

(470)

CreateProposalRequest ∼
= Proposal × ProposalExpiration × Signatures

(471)

CreateProposalResponse ∼
= CreateProposalResponseSuccess
⊕ CreateProposalResponseFailure

(472)

CreateProposalResponseSuccess ∼
= ProposalId

(473)

∼ ExpiresInPast
CreateProposalResponseFailure =
⊕ SignatureCheckFailed

(474)

Proposal ∼
= BoardMembers × SignatureThreshold

(475)

ProposalExpiration ∼
= Time

(476)

Signatures ∼
= List(PubKeyHash × Signature)

(477)

∼ ByteString
Signature =

(478)

ProposalId ∼
=F

(479)

This error gets returned when a create proposal request provides a time less than or equal to the current
block time:
ExpiresInPast ∼
= Unit

(480)

This error gets returned when a create proposal request provides an insufficient number of signatures,
an invalid signature, or more than one signature for the same address:
SignatureCheckFailed ∼
=
⊕
⊕
If an insufficient number of signatures are provided,
old.

InsufficientSignatures
InvalidSignature
(481)
DuplicateSignatures
the endpoint returns the current signature thresh-

InsufficientSignatures ∼
= SignatureThreshold

(482)

If one of the signatures is not valid, the endpoint returns the first signature which is not valid.
InvalidSignature ∼
= Signature

(483)

If there is more than one signature for one board member, the endpoint returns the first public key
hash which has two signatures.
DuplicateSignatures ∼
= PubKeyHash
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(484)

11.1.3.4 Fetch active proposals. This endpoint returns a list of active proposals, which have been
created but not expired nor executed.
FetchActiveProposals : FetchActiveProposalsResponse

(485)

FetchActiveProposalsResponse ∼
= List(ActiveProposal)

(486)

∼ ProposalId × Proposal × Signatures × CreatedAt × ProposalExpiration
ActiveProposal =
CreatedAt ∼
= Time

(487)
(488)

11.1.3.5 Vote. This endpoint adds a vote to an active proposal, or changes the vote of an address
which has already voted.
Vote : VoteRequest → VoteResponse

(489)

VoteRequest ∼
= ProposalId × Address × Position × Signature

(490)

VoteResponse ∼
= VoteResponseSuccess ⊕ VoteResponseFailure

(491)

∼ Unit
VoteResponseSuccess =

(492)

VoteResponseFailure ∼
= ProposalExpired
⊕ NoSuchProposal
⊕ InvalidSignature

(493)

Voting “Neutral” has the same effect as not voting. This position can be used to cancel out a previously
cast vote.
Position ∼
= For ⊕ Against ⊕ Neutral

(494)

For ∼
= Against ∼
= Neutral ∼
= Unit

(495)

If the proposal has expired, then the endpoint returns when the proposal expired:
ProposalExpired ∼
= ProposalExpiration

(496)

If the provided proposal id does not correspond to a proposal, then the endpoint returns this result:
NoSuchProposal ∼
= Unit
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(497)

11.1.3.6 Execute election. This endpoint takes the id of an active proposal which has enough votes
to pass, and signatures of n out of m board members, and enacts the change to the governance protocol
to govern Orbis under the accepted proposal. In doing so it creates a zk-SNARK proving to the layer 1
protocol that the governance protocol change is authorized by the board and the voting protocol.
ExecuteElection : ExecuteElectionRequest → ExecuteElectionResponse

(498)

ExecuteElectionRequest : ProposalId × Signatures

(499)

ExecuteElectionResponse

: ExecuteElectionResponseSuccess
⊕ ExecuteElectionResponseFailure

(500)

If successful, the endpoint responds with the first block time as of which the proposal is effective:
ExecuteElectionResponseSuccess ∼
= Time

(501)

ExecuteElectionResponseFailure ∼
= ProposalExpired
⊕ InsufficientVotes
⊕ NoSuchProposal
⊕ SignatureCheckFailed

(502)

If the proposal has insufficient votes, then the endpoint returns the current number of votes for, the
current number of votes against, the current number of votes in existence, and the minimum number of
votes (for or against) required for a quorum:
InsufficientVotes ∼
= VoteTally

(503)

∼ VotesFor × VotesAgainstVotesExisting × Quorum
VoteTally =

(504)

VotesFor ∼
= VotesAgainst ∼
= VotesExisting ∼
= Quorum ∼
=F

(505)

11.1.3.7 Update fee structure. This endpoint updates the fee structure to a new value, given n out
of m board signatures.
UpdateFeeParams : UpdateFeeParamsRequest → UpdateFeeParamsResponse

(506)

UpdateFeeParamsRequest ∼
= OrbisFeeParams × Signatures

(507)

UpdateFeeParamsResponse ∼
= UpdateFeeParamsResponseSuccess
⊕ UpdateFeeParamsResponseFailure

(508)

A successful response provides the first block time at which the new fee structure is effective:
UpdateFeeParamsResponseSuccess ∼
= Time

(509)

UpdateFeeParamsResponseFailure ∼
= SignatureCheckFailed

(510)
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Inter-rollup and inter-protocol bridges

Subsubsection 2.4.6 introduces the concepts of proof-carrying data and recursive proofs. Proof-carrying
data refers to the process of providing a zk-SNARK as input to an arithmetic circuit in order to produce
another zk-SNARK which validates the input zk-SNARK. This involves internalizing the zk-SNARK verification logic of the zk-SNARK protocol into the arithmetic circuit language of the zk-SNARK protocol.
In the case of Orbis, the zk-SNARK protocol is Halo 2.
Proof-carrying data and recursive proofs, as well as zk-SNARKs more generally, are useful concepts
for creating interoperability between different trustless protocols, including bridges between zk-rollups
following the same protocol and bridges between heterogeneous protocols, which need not be zk-rollups.
One design principle of Orbis is that one rollup should suffice. Thus, with one zk-rollup, in principle, all
the world’s demand for zk-rollups could be met. In reality, more than one zk-rollup will exist. Competition
will arise, and different niches will be filled by different protocols. The utility of these protocols will be
severely limited unless they can talk to one another. An open decentralized financial ecosystem cannot
become a reality without protocols for interoperability between decentralized protocols.
First, consider how proof-carrying data can apply to the problem of interoperability between heterogeneous Orbis rollups. Consider the problem of sending a UTxO from one rollup to another. The UTxO must
be “burned” on the source rollup, so that it can never be used again, and an equivalent UTxO must be
created on the destination rollup. This process can be performed by using a UTxO factory contract running
on the destination rollup and a UTxO burning contract running on the source rollup. The UTxO factory
contract takes as input a zk-SNARK proving that a given UTxO was given as input to a UTxO-burningcontract transaction on the source rollup. The UTxO-burning-contract transaction simply consumes the
UTxO and has no way to restore the UTxO. The UTxO factory contract produces as output an equivalent
UTxO. In this process, the money gets moved on the L1 from one Orbis L1 contract state to the other. One
L1 transactions to move funds from one rollup to the other can serve any number of cross-rollup transfer
actions without increasing the L1 transaction size.
This protocol for sending UTxOs from one Orbis rollup to another assumes that only two Orbis rollups
exist in the protocol. If a second rollup were to implement the same factory contract, then market participants could send one UTxO to two rollups, thus effectively doubling their money. To make the system
sound in the presence of more than two rollups, multiple pairs of UTxO burning contracts and UTxO
factory contracts could be used, wherein each pair of contracts can proceed in only one direction between
one pair of rollups. If there are n rollups, then each can be connected in one hop by using n(n − 1) pairs
of UTxO burning contracts and UTxO factory contracts.
The same concepts can be applied to create bridges between zk-rollup protocols based on different
zk-SNARK theories. This bridging would depend on being able to encode the zk-SNARK validation logic
of one theory as an arithmetic circuit of the other theory, as would be necessary for proof-carrying data
that cross over between different zk-SNARK theories.
These concepts even apply when the source protocol and/or the destination protocol is not zk-SNARK
based. Applying the concepts requires only that (a) a zk-SNARK can be created proving the creation of a
UTxO burning transaction in the source protocol, and (b) such a zk-SNARK can be validated as part of
the conditions for validating a UTxO factory transaction in the destination protocol.
The concept of inter-protocol bridges opens the door to a concept of layer 3 rollups, which are rollups
that use an L2 rollup in place of an L1 blockchain as the basis for the settlement and commitment protocol.
Layer 3 rollups may be useful for specialized applications that benefit from a rollup whose characteristics
are optimized for the application. This concept could be further extended to layer 4 rollups and beyond.
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